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ABSTRACT

Using synchrotron radiation as an excitation source, dispersed fluorescence
measurements of two different molecular systems are presented in this dissertation
with the intention to study the two fundamental aspects of shape resonances complexity and completeness.
CgFg is a relative large and complex molecule in the sense that nonradiative
transitions can take place unimolecularly in the free species. The elucidation o f the
ionization dynamics o f this molecule helps to bridge the gap from simple molecules
to matter in condensed phases. In the 2 a ;u' 1 photoionization study o f CgFg, the nonFranck-Condon behavior of the vibrational distributions at around 20 eV indicates the
existence o f shape resonances in this energy range This is the first time a shape
resonance o f such a complex molecule is characterized with vibrational resolution
detail over such a broad energy range.
While the study of C&s is to disentangle the complexity aspect o f shape
resonance, the investigation of CO is an attempt to carry the shape resonant study to
its completeness. The original goal of the 4 a ‘l photoionization study o f CO was to
investigate the vibrational-rotational-electronic (V-R.-E) coupling. To be specific, we
intended to study the shape resonant effects on the rotational population distributions
for alternative vibrational levels. While the 4o —» ka shape resonance influences do
not seem to be very significant, the results brought to attention another issue —
continuum-continuum channel coupling. The study shows that the R-dependent
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aspects o f shape-resonance-induced continuum coupling affects rotational population
distributions for alternative vibrational states differently.
In modem scientific researches, the development o f instruments plays a critical
role. The trend today is for computers to serve as the engine for instrumentation virtual instruments. By walking through the development processes o f a real-time
instrument control and data acquisition system, the hardware setup as well as the
software design and implementation, this dissertation intends to illustrate the
advantage of virtual instruments over traditional instruments.

vi
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Matter was envisioned as an aggregate of very small atoms by ancient
philosophers. This picture still holds with our more clearly defined concept of
atomic structure. However, when we try to understand the properties of matter in
bulk, very often we find that the knowledge of atomic properties and laws is not
enough. The reason is obvious. For any single atom in nature, the size of the nuclei
(1CT6 - 10'5 nm) is much smaller than the corresponding atom ( 0 . 1 - 1 nm).
Therefore, as far as the motion o f the electrons is concerned, any event taking place
inside the nuclei is no more than a very small perturbation.
When two or more atoms get close to form a molecule or bulk material, things
become complicated due to the nuclei-nuclei interaction and the interaction between
nuclei and the electrons o f another atom. Various specific kinds o f interactions
among atoms provide for the chemical bonds that hold together molecules, crystals,
and other aggregates. The elucidation o f chemical bonds provides a link between
atomic and solid-state physics, and is an important step towards the understanding
o f the physical and chemical properties of matter at the microscopic level.
Molecular studies not only rest on the laws o f quantum mechanics, but also call
for methods o f approximation. These methods must be designed to provide a basis
for useful qualitative and semi-quantitative concepts such as interatomic potentials
and bond energies. The methods o f approximation play a critical role in our

1
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endeavor o f trying to understand the nature. A few o f them are described here, and
further discussion about these approximations can be found in Chapter 2.
In a molecule, the motion of the nuclei is much slower than the motion of
electrons because of the big mass difference (the ratio of proton and electron masses
is 1836). Based on this, the electronic and nuclear degrees o f freedom are often
treated separately. This, therefore, leads to the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation
[1]. It lays the foundation for molecular physics and solid state physics, and makes
further discussions possible. The second one is the orbital approximation [2], in
which each electron is considered to move independently in an effective potential
created by other electrons and the nuclei. While the Bom-Oppenheimer

approximation separates the motions o f electrons and nuclei, the orbital
approximation allows us to treat each electron as though it moves in the average
field o f other electrons. Therefore, we are able to characterize a molecular system by
studying the nuclear (vibrational and rotational) and electronic motions. With no
intention to ignore the interactions among these motion, these two approximations
do imply that the couplings, such as vibrational-rotational-electronic couplings and
couplings among different ionization channels, are generally weak and do not play a
major role in molecular studies. The third method is the sudden approximation [3].
Its essence lies in assuming an “one-electron” character of the electronic transition
and that the primary excitation event is rapid or “sudden” with respect to the
relaxation times of the other “passive” electrons. This allows the separation of the
initial and final state wavefunctions into an “active” one-electron and a “passive”
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multi-electron part. The calculation o f the matrix element can be simplified
substantially by this fundamental assumption. Furthermore, the Franck-Condon

approximation. also called Franck-Condon principle [1], can be employed for
electronic transition considerations, which states that the intemuclear distance can
be assumed to be constant during the fast electronic excitation process.
The last few decades have witnessed a great success in molecular physics
studies, which would not be possible without these methods o f approximation.
However, there are occasions in which these approximations fail to apply. In these
cases, some otherwise very weak interactions stand out via certain amplification
mechanisms, such as shape resonances [4] and autoionization [4,5]. By investigating
these amplification mechanisms, we can get a more complete picture about the
underlying ionization dynamics.
As a natural extension o f atomic studies, the most important properties o f a
molecule, from the microscopic viewpoint, are the energy levels, the transition
probabilities between energy levels, and the change o f these probabilities as we vary
the excitation parameters such as energy, polarization and time-structure. The goal
o f this dissertation is to characterize the energy disposal, transfer, and acquisition
mechanisms inside a molecular system during photoionization, and ultimately to
provide a microscopic view o f the molecular ionization dynamics.
Among many excitation techniques, photon excitation [6,7] and electron
bombardment [5,8] are probably the most popular ones, because of the availability
o f various light sources, such as discharge lamps, lasers, and nowadays synchrotron
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radiation, and the easiness to generate and control the electron beams. In molecular
study, light scattering, viewed as a half-collision process, is preferred because the
well-defined initial dynamic condition (initial and final states) by the dipole
transition selection rules makes spectroscopy analyses easier than full collision
processes such as electron scattering [5,8],
Molecular photoionization [4,7] is the simplest photofragmentation process, in
which the excited molecule, prepared by dipole excitation, decays by ejection of an
electron. In the course of escaping, the photoelectron travels in the anisotropic
molecular field and can interfere with the other electrons and the nuclei, and it
carries rich information about the molecule [9] - vibration, rotation and alignment,
etc. So, the detection of photoelectrons provides a direct manifestation of the
ionization dynamics. If the ion is in one o f its excited states, it will relax back to the
ground state through radiation (fluorescence) or by radiationless processes [10], The
investigation o f these secondary processes can also be used as a probe o f the
ionization dynamics.
Molecular photoionization was first studied in detail by photoelectron
spectroscopy (PES) in the early 1960s [11]. Since then progress has been achieved
steadily. PES studies provide direct insight into intramolecular dynamics, but it has
a major drawback - its detection bandwidth is limited by the excitation bandwidth.
For highly resolved spectroscopy studies over a large excitation range, dispersed
fluorescence measurements are employed because the detection bandwidth and the
excitation bandwidth are uncoupled. For example, the rotational spacings in CO
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fluorescence measurement are about 5 cm '1 (or 0.6 meV), and the separation
between the peaks o f interest in C$Fs study is just 27 cm'1 (or 3 meV). Both o f them
are beyond the resolving power of photoelectron spectroscopy when synchrotron
radiation is used far from the ionization threshold.

1.2 Motivation

Intramolecular dynamics study is the key to the characterization of molecular
systems. It is a very broad subject, and my attention is devoted mainly to the study
of shape resonances - their appearance and influence. Two molecular systems are
chosen for this investigation. One is a vibrationally resolved photoionization study
of C ^ , and the other is a rotationally resolved photoionization study of CO. Also, I
have put a lot o f effort in developing laboratory automation systems, which are
essential for modem scientific researches in general and our fluorescence studies in
particular.
Shape resonances are quasibound states in which photoelectrons are
temporarily trapped by the potential barrier o f the molecular field. This temporary
trapping opens more channels for the photoelectron to exchange energy with the ion
core, and amplifies the subtle dynamics of the electron-core interactions. There are
many interesting consequences due to shape resonances, such as non-FranckCondon vibrational branching ratios [4,9] and continuum-continuum channel
couplings [4,11],
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Shape resonant photoionization has been studied extensively for diatomic
molecules [4], and fairly detailed understanding has been achieved. However, the
efforts for polyatomic molecular systems are far from enough to display a clear
picture about the underlying ionization dynamics. Only a few polyatomic shape
resonances have been studied with vibrational resolution, and they are N 2 O [12-14],
SiF4 [15], CO 2 [16] and CS2 [17], Also, we can see the sizes o f these molecules are
relatively small. Presented here, as the first case study, is the first successful
characterization o f vibrationally resolved shape resonance o f a large, polyatomic
molecule, i.e. CgFg, over an extended energy range.
As we know, a small molecule in the gas phase when placed into a vibrationally
excited level will, in the absence of collisions, remain in that level and can only
return to the ground state by a radiative process [18]. On the other hand, the
densities o f states in large, polyatomic molecules or ions can be sufficiently great
for nonradiative transitions to occur unimolecularly in the free species [18, 73], This
makes the ionization dynamics more complicated to comprehend and sometimes
makes the fluorescence detection very challenging.
While facing the challenge always serves as an inspiration in scientific
adventure, there are other reasons for studying 0 ^ 6 too. First, it helps us to
establish a complete understanding of shape resonances o f polyatomic molecular
systems, and hence the corresponding ionization dynamics. Second, the
investigation of the CeFg molecule is important for studying other organic
compounds, especially other aromatic molecules, by virtue o f its typical but
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relatively simple structure. Also, it is an aromatic ionic system where the excited
vibrational levels fluoresce. Moreover, the studies o f large molecules help to build
the bridge from small molecules to solid state materials, as the bulk properties start
to appear as the size o f the molecule gets larger.
The second system studied in this dissertation is a simple diatomic molecule
CO. Our original intention was to study the influence on the rotational population
distributions due to the shape resonances in the 4 a '1 ionization channel. While the
direct effect from 4 a '1 ionization channel does not seem to be very significant, we
have found possible manifestation of continuum-continuum coupling between the
4 a '1 and 5 a ‘l ionization channels. Autoionization, a multichannel process in which a
resonantly excited discrete state o f one channel decays into alternative ionization
continua, has been intensively studied for many years. However, continuumcontinuum coupling [20-22] is not well characterized, and there are discrepancies
between theory and experiment. With a rotationally resolved study, we hope to
make an unambiguous characterization o f continuum interchannel coupling.

1.3 Outline

Chapter 2 delineates the theoretical framework o f molecular photoionization.
Calculation o f the transition matrix element plays a key role in the study of
photoionization dynamics. We can find the transition selection rules from matrix
element considerations, but also can find the basis for phenomena like Cooper
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minima [5,7], The matrix element calculations are simplified via approximations,
and hence there are deviations (such as non-Franck-Condon behavior) to the
predictions. A variety o f phenomena can lead to deviations from predictions, and
this dissertation research probes the basis for such “breakdowns” in greater detail
than has been possible previously. The study of phenomena such as shape
resonances, autoionization and Cooper minima, behind these exceptions helps us to
establish a complete picture o f molecular photoionization dynamics.
We use instruments to observe, control, and understand the physical universe.
Instruments and experimental techniques are always an indispensable part of
scientific researches. Chapter 3 gives a description of the experimental methodology
and equipments employed for this dissertation research. A new concept, virtual
instrumentation, is also explained.
Presented in Chapter 4 is the vibrationally resolved measurement of the 2a2u_1
+• —2
—7
photoionization o f CgF6. Dispersed fluorescence spectra o f the CgFe B *A2 U—> X "Eig
electronic transition have been observed for an excitation energy range from 20 to 50
eV. The intensity ratios o f the vibrational transition o f the ring breathing mode with
respect to the vibrationless transition, i.e. 2{/Oo, show a striking deviation from FranckCondon behavior from 20 to 26 eV, indicating the existence of a shape resonance in
2a2u"1 photoionization o f Cep6- This is the first time a vibrationally resolved shape
resonance is observed for an aromatic molecule over such an extended energy range.
This is important as it provides a picture of the spatial extend of continuum
wavefimctions of polyatomic molecules. It is also an important step in the
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characterization o f shape resonances as a function of the overall molecular length and
geometry, and the characterization o f the underlying ionization dynamics.
Rotationally resolved spectroscopic studies can provide a valuable insight into the
physics o f molecular scattering phenomena. In molecular ionization studies, a useful
tool for describing the behavior of a photoelectron is to study the angular momentum
composition as a function of energy. The fact that a photoelectron can directly exchange
angular momentum with the rotational motion of the ion core has established an
intimate link between rotationally resolved spectra and the ionization dynamics. In
Chapter 5, by comparing the energy dependence of the rotational populations of two
different vibrational transitions, I will elaborate on the influences o f shape resonances
on the continuum channel coupling.
Chapter 6 summarizes the results and our perceptions o f the results. Some
suggestions are given based on the results.
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CHAPTER 2

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

2.1 Overview

Molecular physics is a very broad subject - the systems o f study range from
simple diatomic molecules to complex macromolecules. Our mission is to study
photoionization dynamics o f the molecules, from which the information of
individual vibrational modes can be extracted. This is an important discipline as
these molecules often serve as building blocks for more complex systems.
The molecular orbital approximation [2] has provided a framework for
accurate calculations of a wide variety o f molecular phenomena. In this model,
each electron is considered to move independently in an effective potential created
by other electrons and the nuclei. Shown in Figure 2.1 is a schematic
representation of the effective molecular potential and the different types of
molecular orbitals. According to the energy levels and different physical and
chemical phenomena they participate in, molecular orbitals are generally divided
into five classes for the convenience o f discussion:
a) Core orbitals are localized in the region around the nuclei, and do not
participate in the formation o f chemical bonds. They are similar to the core
orbitals for atoms. However, the energy levels o f the core states are slightly
shifted from the corresponding atomic core levels since they are affected by
the charge distribution of the bonding electrons.

10
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Continuum states

[:* Shape resonances

Valence orbitals
Rydberg orbitals

Core orbitals

Atom 1

Atom 2

F igure 2.1 Schematic representation o f the effective molecular potential and the different
types o f orbitals o f a diatomic molecule.

b) Valence orbitals extend over two or more nuclei o f the molecule, and are
directly involved in the formation of chemical bonds. The electronic structure
and the chemical properties o f a molecule are primarily determined by the
valence orbitals.
c) Rydberg orbitals are bound orbitals mainly located at the periphery o f the
molecules. We often take a pragmatic viewpoint that a Rydberg state is
one which follows the Rydberg formula

En = IP - R/(n-8)2,
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where E„ is the energy o f the /rth level, R the Rydberg constant, n is the
quantum number, and 5 is the quantum defect [5],
d) Shape resonances, while not as obvious as other types o f molecular orbitals,
are quasibound states formed by continuum wavefiinctions. They are mainly
concentrated within the molecule by the influence o f the molecular field. This
will be further elaborated in section 2.5.2.
e) Continuum orbitals are normally used to describe the freely escaping ionized
electrons. They have small probability to appear within the molecule, and
hence are only weakly influenced by the molecular field.

The classification of the molecular orbitals finds its counterpart in the
partitioning o f space into contiguous regions o f potential energy schematically
sketched in Figure 2.2. There are three different potential regions:
a) Atomic potential within the region o f non-overlapping spheres centered on the
constituent atoms.
b) Intramolecular potential in the region between the “inner” atomic spheres.
c) Extramolecular potential at the periphery o f the molecule.
This classification can simplify theoretical calculations considerably. It is the
basis o f the multiple scattering method [3]. Our concentration o f study lies in the
intramolecular potential region of relatively small molecules. To be specific, we
will study the correlation among different types o f molecular motions such as
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I atomic potential
II intramolecular potential
in extramolecular potential

Figure 2.2 Division o f the molecule into atomic, intramolecular, and extramolecular
regions.

electronic, vibrational and rotational motions. We will also study the coupling
between different ionization channels.
We use quantum mechanics to build molecular orbitals, and employ various
experimental methods to probe molecular states. In this sense, a “state” is an
observable, and an “orbital” is a theoretical construction. The famous
approximation, Koopmans ’ theorem [3], makes the link between them. It states
that the binding energy or ionization potential of an electron is equal to the
negative of its orbital energy. Koopmans' approximation assumes that upon
excitation, i.e., removal of an electron from some orbital, none o f the other orbitals
change, i.e., they remain frozen. Of course, some corrections such as relaxation
energy correction, relativistic effects, correlation effects and multiplet structure of
open shell systems, have to be taken into account for accurate results.
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2.2 Molecular Orbitals

2.2.1 Molecular Orbital Formation
This short section makes no attempt at rigour or completeness. It merely tries
to indicate the relevant parts o f quantum mechanics when dealing with molecular
systems.
According to the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation [1], the total
wavefunction of a molecule with M electrons and # nuclei can be separated into an
electronic and a nuclear part,

Vtottl = Ve Vn,

(2 -2 1 )

and the Schrodinger equation for the electrons is

H Ve = Ev|/e.

(2.2.2)

After ignoring the small relativistic and spin-orbit effects, the Hamiltonian can be
written as
M

H = -( ^ /2 m ) V v
i= l

N

y

U M

? -z s — +z
i= l n= 1

K in

y.

2

—

i = l k> i K ik

N

N

+i z

t= l n> l

7

7

ir

■

R nl

(2.2.3)
The different sums are the electron kinetic energy, the electron-nuclear attraction,
the electron-electron repulsion, and the nuclear-nuclear repulsion terms, and m and
e are the mass and charge of electron respectively, and Z/e the charge of the /th
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nucleus. rin,

and R„i are the distances between electronic and/or nuclear

coordinates.
The Schrddinger equation often hides a great deal by its very simplicity. It
merely states that any system, in our case an isolated molecular system, can be
represented by its wavefunction, which is normally complicated. In principle,
molecular wavefunctions can be obtained by solving Eqn (2.2.2). In reality,
analytical solutions to the Schrodinger equation are impossible to get for all
molecular systems other than H2 ; and numerical solutions are specific to each
molecule at different states, and hence can not serve for general discussions.
In molecular calculations, the method of linear combination o f atomic orbitals
(LCAO) [24, 25], is often employed to construct molecular orbitals. In this
method, the molecular orbitals <p, ’s are expanded in a basis set of Watomic orbitals
<pj according to

<P, = Z a / j t j y=i

(2.2.4)

The atomic orbitals, which are solutions of the Hartree-Fock equations for the
corresponding atoms, are considered as fixed; and a variational principle is
employed to obtain the expansion coefficients. The physical justification of this
method lies in that: (1) the molecular orbitals must converge smoothly into the set
o f atomic orbitals of the atoms as the molecule is pulled apart, (2) the functional
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form of the molecular orbitals near the nuclei must be similar to the functional
form of the atomic orbitals of the corresponding atoms [1].
Figure 2.3 illustrates how atomic orbitals combine to produce molecular
orbitals in a heteronuclear diatomic molecule consisting of the second row atoms
such as CO.

----------------- Vacuum level

4a

2s

2s
3ct

is

2ct

Is

la
Atomic
levels of
atom .<4

Molecular
orbitals

Atomic
levels of
atomS

Figure 2.3 The formation of molecular orbitals from atomic orbitals in a heteronuclear
diatomic molecule consisting of the second row atoms [2].
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2.2.2 Notation

In Figure 2.3, we can see that the way to label molecular orbitals is different
than the one in labeling atomic levels. A brief description o f the notation is given
here to aid further discussion.
The simplest symmetry classification for Iow-Z molecules, which covers most
o f the molecules we have been studying, is in terms o f ct and tcorbitals. For
diatomic molecules, a orbitals are symmetric with respect to reflection through a
plane containing the intemuclear axis, and 7t orbitals are antisymmetric. In
polyatomic molecules, the molecular orbitals involve more extended atomic
overlap, but the resulting orbitals can still be labeled as symmetric a orbitals and
antisymmetric 7t orbitals with respect to a local symmetry plane. For ctorbitals or
bonds, there is no nodal surface that contains the bond axis, while a 7t bond has
one nodal surface or plane containing the bond axis.
We use molecular orbitals to describe the behavior of the electrons in
different energy states. To consider the electronic state of the multi-electron
system, i.e., the collective behavior of a molecule, the term symbols 2w‘1A a r e
used. They are similar to those in atoms, but there is one difference which is due to
the special space orientation defined by the molecular structure. Here, A is the
total angular momentum of all the electrons around the symmetry axis. The
subscript p specifies the parity o f the orbitals - their behavior under inversion. The
superscript with value of 2s + 1 is used to denote the multiplicity of the term.
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Finally, we use another superscript +/- to denote the overall reflection symmetry of
the molecular wavefiinction.

2.3 Molecular Photoionization
Molecular photoionization is initiated by an energetic photon, with energy
greater than the first ionization potential of the molecule, and the collision
complex breaks into two parts - the ion and the photoelectron. This type of process
is known as half-collision because there is no incident particle. The schematic of
the molecular photoionization process is shown in Figure 2.3. One of the major
reasons for studying half-collisions relies on an accurate definition of the transition
states by the dipole transition selection rules, which do not apply for a fullcollision process such as electron or ion impact.

Figure 2.3 Schematic of the photoionization process of molecule AB.

Our interest in molecular photoionization study relies on the presence of
several degrees of freedom - electronic, vibrational and rotational motions, which
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allow the exchange of energy between or within these motions. Molecular
photoionization is an important photofragmentation process in a wide range of
photon energies, extending from a few to hundreds of eV [25], It is one of the
basic processes which constitute the primary steps in a large number of
photochemical phenomena. Our primary goal is to search for qualitative
mechanisms and selection or propensity rules responsible for the molecular
photoionization dynamics.

2.3.1 Wavefunctions and Dipole Matrix Elements

With the Bom-Oppenheimer approximation, the wavefunctions of molecular
orbitals can be written as [26]

(2.3.1)

Here

is the electronic wavefiinction that depends on intemuclear separation

R, x ^ ) is the wavefiinction of the vibrational state v, and Dior (B) is the
rotational matrix in Edmonds’ notation [27] with total angular momentum J, and
the projection of J along z-axis in laboratory frame M and along the z-axis in
molecular frame K (the intemuclear axis for a diatomic molecule).
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With the electric dipole approximation, the interaction between the molecule
and the radiation field can be written as

V= - p. *E(t),

(2.3.2)

where E(t) = sEo (e''“l + e‘“‘) is the time-dependent electric field vector of the
radiation field with unit vector e and frequency <a, and [i = e

is the dipole
s

moment of the molecule with rs’s being the position vectors of the electrons in the
laboratory frame. So

V = -e E 0e4"1E r , •* - eE0>
e^1X i y ' e ,
s

(2.3.3)

s

where only the first term has contribution to photoionization since it corresponds
to light absorption; the second term has to do with induced light emission, and will
not be further discussed here. For polarized light,

can be rewritten as
s

D „ = ^ y l r . r i « (? ,).

(2.3.4)

where /jq characterizes the polarization of the light: fi o = 0 for linearly polarized
light and po = ± 1 for circularly polarized light, y 1/iQ ( f *) can be transformed into
the molecular frame using [27]
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Y i„0(r s) = K - I ) " ' " 0
H

i„„ (f's)

(2 3.5)

Then, the matrix element D ^ can be written as

■ V 'n J iW i1D«

" “ j j p - 1) ' ' " 1
(2.3,6)

x < <// 2j 2m2k 2

Ifi (r'j) DpQp(^)

>-

By using the 3-j symbol [27], and substituting wavefunctions from Eqn (2.3.1),
Eqn (2.3.6) becomes [26,27]

< ^ / n - ' 2 ^ 2 ^ 2 I D *> 1

> ~

J

3 ( 2 *A + 0 ( 2 ^ 2 + 0

(2.3.7)
xZ

J2

^
,/

*A Y ^2
ay.

^

r

lV»-*2+X)+Ari -(/<)
^~L)
r21 •

where

and

(R) is the electronic transition matrix element at a fixed intemuclear

separation R defined by

r [ f ( R ) = < ^ ( W ) , * ) | y ^ ( f ' J ^ ( { r / } , K) >.
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In photoionization studies, we deal with the electronic transition from a bound
state to a continuum state. For the convenience o f transition matrix element
calculations, the wavefiinction of the continuum electron can be expanded in
partial waves [28]

P<k,R )= l i ' ^ f - i r V L W D S I i T O r m f r ’ S ),
ImX

(2.3.10)

where k denotes the momentum of the photoelectron, ImX denote the angular
momentum of the photoelectron, its projection along the z-axis in the laboratory
frame, and its projection along the z-axis in the molecular frame. So, the molecular
wavefiinction o f the final state is [26]

(2.3. U )

x I I e ' n‘( - 1)” -1YL(*) dSS ( * ) < ’(tt'). *).
ImX

1

where v+, J +, M +, and fC denote, respectively, the ionic vibrational quantum
number, its total angular momentum quantum number, the projection of T along
the z-axis in the laboratory frame, and projection o f/* along the z-axis in the
molecular frame.
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The matrix element for bound-free transitions can be calculated as following,

yf r*J+M+K+ I ^ mo I

ImX

3

X (2 j t + \)yj(2J0 +l)(2J+ +\)
.

f /+
[-M +

Jo
M0

\

f I
m tJ - m
Jt

1
Mo

Jt \

-m ,J

r r

Jo

\ ~ K + Ko

'0

r I
-A

1
n

Jt "
~ k <)

ffi

>

(2.3.12)

wherey'f is the angular momentum transferred to the ion with mt and k, denoting its
projections along the z-axes in the laboratory frame and molecular frame,
respectively.
Again, as in Eqn (2.3.8)

r f v ^ S d R z l

(2.3.13)

( R) r f x H V Z y X R ) .

where

r f “\R) =< f / ' l ({ r;}, * ) I

),R)>
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2.3.2 Selection Rules

In order for Eqn (2.3.12) not to vanish, it is necessary that

f

= J o + jt,J o + jt - I,

\Jo-j,\,

(2.3.15)

and
j t = /, / ± 1.

(2.3.16)

If we take into account the spin o f the electron, / should be replaced by / ± 1/2. So,

A l= J * -J 0 = l + 3 / 2 ,l + 1/2, ..., - / - 3/2,

(2.3.17)

which is due to angular momentum conservation.
For the space-fixed projections of the first two 3-j symbols in Eqn (2.2.12),
we have
b/C = Mo + mt = Mo + fJo~ m.

(2.3.18)

Again if we include the electron spin, it should be written as

M *=M 0 + mt = Mo+ i*o - mi - m3,

(2.3.19)

AM = h f - Mo ~ f^o —nti —fftj.

(2.3.20)

so that

With m, = ± 1/2 and no = 0, ± 1, AM ranges in unit steps from (- mi + 3/2) to
(- mi - 3/2).
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Let’s take a closer look at Eqn (2.3.14). With the sudden approximation, the
only thing a molecule observes during the course of photoionization is that one
electron is energized and removed from a bound state and excited to a continuum
state, and no other electrons experience any influence and remain unchanged. In
this case, Eqn (2.3.14) can be written as

The initial and final wavefunctions of the electron can be written as

(2.3.22)

and
to'.*) =Pklir;,R)Ylx{rl),

(2.3.23)

respectively. So,

From the second integral in Eqn (2.3.24), we can see the selection rule
(2.3.25)
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still holds for each “subshell”, which has well defined angular momentum, o f the
orbital electron wavefiinction. In general, the probability o f lo —> I + 1 transition is
much greater then the probability of transition /<?->/- 1 [5, 7], In a molecular
system, the angular momentum o f an orbital electron is not a good quantum
number, as it can be exchanged with the rotational freedom of the molecule. We
can simplify Eqn (2.3.24) as

rf> -H R )=

£ auv < P
/0=/±l

u

Ir;\P „A r;,R )> ,

(2.3.26)

where
°UM

(2.3.27)

For further discussion, we rewrite the transition matrix element as follows,

Ufi

= £ C ,„ , ( r M ' K + J 0M aK a) < z „ + (R) \ 7 j F >\ z , 0 m >

=I £C ^ V W K + J ' M ' K , , ) * , ^

< z Y.M P u (r;,R )\r;iz j i y p , , 0(r;,R)>

IXfi (q=/±1

(2.3.28)
where
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Cimx(J ^M+K+JoM o^o) =

3

X (2y,+l)V(2y0 +l) (2J+ +l)

(2.3.29)

So far our discussion has been focused on the rotational aspects of the
problem, in which both the initial and final states of the transition have welldefined vibrational and rotational quantum numbers. Sometimes we need to
concentrate on the vibrational aspects, which is often the case for shape resonance
study [4], This transition is easy, with the rotational transition matrix element
given in Eqn. 2.3.28; we can get the vibrational transition properties by integrating
over all of the rotational levels in the initial state (Jo) and in the final state (JJ). All
we need is the rotational population distributions of the initial state, which is
defined by the ratational temperature of the molecule. This will be discussed in the
next section.
While more complete discussion about selection rules for molecular
photoionization can be found in Ref. 29, let me move on to describe the FrcmckCondon approximation.
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2.4 Franck-Condon Approximation

The Franck-Condon approximation states that the intemuclear distance can be
assumed to be constant during the fast electronic transition. From this
approximation, after ignoring the rotation of the molecule, a conclusion can be
reached which states that the ratio of the transition probabilities from the same
initial vibrational levels to alternative final vibrational levels o f the same electronic
state is equal to the ratio o f the corresponding Franck-Condon factors. Here, I will
demonstrate that the same conclusion can be reached without ignoring the
rotational motions o f the molecule.
From Eqn’s (2.3.28) and (2.3.29), the transition matrix element can be
rewritten as

<

V r'su**.* I Dm

1 0 W o * >

I

(R) >

lXfilQ=l±l

(2.4.1)
where Rq is the intemuclear distance at the equilibrium position o f the molecule in
its initial state. The immediate consequence of the Franck-Condon approximation
in Eqn (2.4.1) is that the ratio of the cross sections for ionization o f a Jo level of
the initial state to a J* level at different vibrational levels is a constant, i.e.,
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<r(J0,v 0J +,v : )
< t ( j 0 , v q , j +, v ; )

1 Dw l ^ o > <2 J < X v-(R )\X vq(R)>\2
\ < y / n +J + \ D m

i^y&/0 >i2

\ < x v+(r ) \ x vq(r ) > \ 2

'

(2.4.2)
The approximation sign in Eqn (2.4.2) is induced by the small photoelectron
energy difference when electrons are ionized to different vibrational levels. The
quantity

q(v0 -> v ? ) =| < x v* (R) IX VQW > I2

(2-4-3)

is called the Franck-Condon factor. To make our discussion easier, let’s assume
the vibrational temperature o f the initial state is so low that the population is
negligible in vibrational levels other than the ground state. The population of f
level can be found by integrating over all initial rotational levels (Jo), i.e.,

=

(2.4.4)
Jo

j

0

In Eqn (2.4.4), rij0(vo) is the population of the rotational level Jo, and it follows
Boltzmann distribution ( e ^

where / and Trot are the moment of

inertia and the rotational temperature, respectively. Again we can see that the ratio
o f the populations o f the J* level at different vibrational levels is a constant, which
is the ratio of the corresponding Franck-Condon factors, i.e.,

-> ^ )
nj*(y,) 9<Vti -> W)
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Since the ionization cross section of a vibrational level is the summation of all
o f the rotational transitions in that vibrational state, we have

o-Qo - > W ) .. 9(^o ~ > 0
o'Cv'o - > v f )

(2.4.6)

which is the conclusion we made in the beginning of this section. This conclusion
will be shown to be pertinent for the

studies.

2.5 Franck-Condon Breakdown

Recent studies have shown that the Franck-Condon principle is often violated
[4, 9], There are several different mechanisms such as Cooper minima,
autoionization, and shape resonances, which could result in Franck-Condon
breakdowns. The study of these mechanisms helps to reveal the fundamental
aspects of photoionization dynamics. We now discuss the background for each of
these possible “culprits”. This sets the stage for interpreting the C ^ and CO
results later.

2.5.1 Cooper Minima
In Eqn (2.4.1), the radial integral

Rl±l = <Pkt(r;,R)\r;\P'i± l (r;,R)>
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depends on both o f the angular momentum and the kinetic energy of the
photoelectron. For a specific angular momentum, the integral vanishes reversing
its sign at certain energy. This is called the Cooper zero. In molecular spectra,
generally Cooper minima, instead of Cooper zeros, are observed because there are
always influences from other channels or other unresolved components with zeros
at different energies.
This phenomenon was first characterized in atomic systems by Cooper [30],
Plotted in Figure 2.4 are the radial wavefunctions of Ne(2p) and Ar(3p), together
with the corresponding final state d-waves, when the photoelectron has zero
kinetic energy.
Neon

os

-

0.5

Argon
05

0

2

4

6

t

10

radios (A )

Figure 2.4 Outer subshell radial wavefuntions and outgoing waves with
zero kinetic energy for Ne and Ar [30],
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In the case of Ne, there is only a small positive overlap at e = 0. As s
increases, the wavelength o f the free electron decreases and the first cycle draws in
closer to the nucleus. This results in larger overlap. For Ar, the overlap is negative
at e = 0, because the initial and final wavefunctions have opposite signs in the
overlap region. As e increases, the wavefiinction of the free electron again draws
closer to the nucleus and decreases in wavelength, so that at some point the total
integral vanishes. Beyond this energy, there will again be a mismatch between
positive and negative components to the integral. The values o f the radial integral
in Eqn (2.2.26) as a function of photoelectron energy are displayed in Figure 2.5
for Ne and Ar. We can see Cooper zeros for the p -» d transitions in Ar.
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Figure 2.5 Matrix elements for p -> d transitions in Ne and Ar [30].

Cooper minima modulate oscillator strengths, and also dramatically affect
photoelectron angular distributions [31], As discussed in section 2.3.2, in
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molecular systems the selection rule A1 = ± 1 does not hold as the escaping
photoelectron can exchange angular momentum with the rotational motion of the
molecule. The study of Cooper minima is an important step for charactizing
molecular ionization dynamics and the correlation between nuclear and electronic
motions of the molecule, as Cooper minima can be affected by the molecular
vibrations [31].

2.5.2 Shape Resonance
The basic concept underlying shape resonances can be pictured as a single
channel, barrier-penetration phenomenon. The effective molecular potential for an
excited or bound electron in a diatomic molecule is depicted in Figure 2.6. The
inner wells at small distances are formed by the partially screened nuclei in the
molecular core. The shallower wells lie outside the molecule where the Coulomb
attraction ( - 1/r) again dominates the centrifugal terms (-l/r 2) as r gets larger. The
barrier, called the centrifugal barrier, derives from a competition between the
repulsive centrifugal forces and the attractive electrostatic forces. This is a
simplified description with the intention to convey the essential aspects of the
underlying physics. In reality, effective barriers in molecular fields occur for
particular / components of particular ionization channels and restrict the electron
motion only in certain d'm(. irections [4].
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E <Er

Wfl/ (Vpi
1

E = Er

E > Er

Figure 2.6 Schematic of the effect of the potential barrier of a diatomic molecule ou the
wavefiinction of the photoelectron in the vicinity of a quasibound state at E = Er.

Shown in Figure 2.6 are also the photoelectron wavefunctions in the vicinity
of a quasibound state at E = Er. For energies below or above the resonance energy,
the inner wells do not support a quasibound state, i.e., the probability density
function (mode square of the wavefiinction) is not exponentially decaying as it
enters the classically forbidden region. The wavefunctions begin to diverge in the
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barrier region and emerges in the outer wells with much larger amplitudes than
that in the inner wells. At E = Er, the inner wells support a quasibound state. The
amplitude of the wavefiinction decays exponentially in the barrier region so that if
the barrier extended to r -> oo, a true bound state would exist near this energy.
There are a few key factors associated with shape resonances. First,
resonances like this are localized, have enhanced electron density in the molecular
core, and are uncoupled from the external environment of the molecule. The shape
resonant phenomena often persist in going from gas phase to the condensed phase
[22], Second, shape resonances are frequently associated with particular /
components of the electronic wavefiinction, and these components are trapped
only in certain directions. While the /-dependence results from the fact that the
effective potential contains the centrifugal term [/(/+l)^2/(2mr2)], the Coulomb
potential experienced by the photoelectron is highly anisotropic and directiondependent. Third, the resonance energy, strength, and width are sensitive functions
o f the intemuclear separation/?. Figure 2.7 shows fixed-/? calculations of the
partial cross sections [4] for N 2 3ag photoionization over the range 0.965 £ R £
1.23 A, which spans the N2 ground state vibrational wavefiinction. The peak in the
partial cross-section curves is caused by the shape resonance in the c u ionization
channel, which is known [4] to result from a centrifugal barrier acting on the/ wave (/ = 3) component o f the g „ final-state wavefiinction. For larger separations,
the shape resonance shifts to lower kinetic energies, becoming narrower and
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stronger. On the other hand, for smaller separations, the resonance has higher
kinetic energies and is weakened.

25

R = 1.230 A
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R = 1.095 A

8C/l
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o

R = 0.965 A
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20
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40

Electron energy (eV)
Figure 2.7 Cross section for the ctphotoionization of the 3ag (v = 0) valence level of N2 in
the excitation region of the ctshape resonance - fixed-R (dashed curves) and R-averaged,
vibrationally unresolved (solid curve) results [4],

The large wavefiinction amplitude of a resonant photoelectron appearing in
the molecular interior results in large overlaps with the initial states, and therefore
can cause significant physical effects. The earliest striking effects o f molecular
shape resonances were seen in the photoabsorption spectra o f sulfur K- and Lshells in SFg. The sulfur L-shell absorption spectra of SF6 and H2 S are presented in
Figure 2.8, where both spectra are plotted on the photon energy scale referenced to
the sulfur L-shell ionization potential (IP). The H2 S spectrum exhibits a valence
transition, followed by the partially resolved Rydberg structure, which converges
to a smooth continuum (2p -> ed). In contrast, the photoabsorption spectrum of the
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same sulfur 2p subshell in SF6 shows no similar “normal” behavior. Instead, three
intense, broad peaks emerge, and the continuum absorption cross section is greatly
reduced elsewhere.

SF6(gas or solid)
co
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8
w
C/l

2CJ
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e-
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J3
<

-20

-10
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hv - S(2p) IP (eV)

30

40

Figure 2.8 Photoabsorption spectra of H2S [32] and SFs [33]near the sulfur Lx3edge.

First predicted by Dehmer et al [34], shape resonances have been found active
in the observable properties of most small nonhydride molecules [4], Effects due
to shape resonances have been witnessed in our various photoionization
measurements - fluorescence polarization studies [35, 36], vibrationally resolved
studies [4, 9], and rotationally resolved studies [25], While our understanding
about shape resonances in diatomic molecules is reasonably clear, for polyatomic
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shape resonances we are still in the process of developing a qualitative
understanding. The study o f

is an important step in the course o f reaching a

more complete characterization of shape resonances. A detailed discussion of
is given in Chapter 4. Another fundamental topic in molecular photoionization is
the influence of shape resonances on continuum-continuum channel coupling.
Shape resonances are found to be the primary amplification mechanism that makes
this otherwise very weak coupling measurable. Chapter 5 will illustrate this point
further.

2.S.3 Autoionization

Autoionization, also called preionization, is an intrinsically multichannel
process in which a resonantly excited discrete state from one channel couples to
the underlying electronic continua of another channel. Figure 2.9 shows the
process of autoionization, (a) one electron of a molecule or an atom jumps to a
higher state by absorbing a photon with energy higher than the first ionization
potential of the system; (b) the electron returns to its original orbital, and the
released energy is transferred to another outer electron, thus leading to its ejection;
(c) if the photoion is in its excited state, it will eventually return to the ground state
by emitting a photon or through nonradiative processes.
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Figure 2.9 Schematic of autoionization process

In most cases, autoionizing states consist of an excited Rydberg electron
bound to an excited ion primarily by Coulomb attraction. A necessary condition
for decay of this state by ionization is that the excitation energy of the ion must be
greater than the binding energy o f the Rydberg electron. A molecular ion core can
store the energy needed to ionize a Rydberg electron in any of its three modes electronic, vibrational, or rotational. Autoionization can proceed by transferring
energy stored in rotation or vibration o f the ion core to the photoelectron.
Autoionization plays an important role in molecular photoionization
dynamics. Its manifestations have been recognized in such dynamical parameters
as photoionization branching ratios and photoelectron angular distributions [4-7],
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Continuum channel coupling differs from autoionization in that both channels
are continuum states, but it can have subtle influence on photoionization dynamics.
This will be explained in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

3.1 Experimental Strategy

Dispersed fluorescence spectroscopy is the technique employed here to study
molecular photoionization. Nitrogen, due to its intense fluorescence and other properties
such as being clean, easy-to-obtain and easy-to-handle, is often utilized for the purpose of
checking and fine-tuning the detection system. Shown inEqn (3.1.1) is the excitationfluorescence sequence for N 2 - an electron is removed from a neutral N 2 molecule by a
radiation light hvexc; if the ion is in one of its excited states, it will eventually return to
the ground state by emitting a photon hvv+v".v<-at •

N 2(X lI g+, v0 = 0, {JV0}) + hv«c -> N2+(B \

+ , v+, N +) + e-

N2\ X 2l f ,

V ",

N ” ) + hvv+v"y+- v” .
(3.1.1)

At room temperature or lower, a neutral N2 mostly sits at its electronic ground state
X lI g+, and is vibrationless, i.e., vQ= 0. However a number of rotational excited states,
denoted by {jVq}, may exist due to the small energy separations between rotational levels
[37], We normally choose to study the second excited state of N2+(5 £ u+) because of the
convenient fluorescence wavelength range of the B

X 2I g+ transition [37],

41
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By monitoring the intensity of the dispersed fluorescence, we can infer the rate of
ionization to a particular quantum level. The change of this rate as a function of the
excitation energy can provide a great insight into the underlying ionization dynamics.
So, it is the first and the most important step for us to obtain high quality dispersed
fluorescence data from the ionized molecules at various excitation energies. Figure 3.1
demonstrates the basic scheme behind our experiments. Monochromatized synchrotron
radiation light (hvexc) interacts with the gas phase molecules provided by a gas-jet.
Fluorescence from the excited ions is collected by lens L l, focused onto the entrance slit
o f a monochromator by lens L2 , dispersed by the monochromator, and received by a
detector, which can be a photomultiplier tube (PMT) or a CCD multichannel analyzer.
The nickel mesh and the photodiode are utilized to monitor the excitation radiation
intensity before and after the interaction.

M0 N 0 CHRO*m T O B

LX.VS

SHUTTER
^

toido*-

Figure 3.1 Schematic of the experimental layout (reproduced from Ref 9).
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Figure 3.2 is a dispersed fluorescence spectrum of N 2 * [(B 2I„ , v = 0, N~) ->
2

+■

*

( I Z g , V —0, N )] with the photon excitation energy at 60 eV, in which each peak
corresponds to the transition from a rotational level in the vibrationless electronic excited
state to a rotational level in the vibrationless electronic ground state. The exposure time is
60 seconds while using a CCD detector. The width of the entrance slit o f the detection
monochromator, equipped with a 3600 grooves/mm grating, was set to be 70 (im; the
diameter of the nozzle, through which the gas phase molecules enter the interaction
region, is 30 |am; the experimental chamber pressure was kept at 7 x 10

torr. These

settings will be further elaborated in the next few sections.
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Figure 3.2 Rotationally resolved spectrum of N2* [(5 ^ , v = 0, N*) —> (AT2!), , v"= 0, N )] at
h Vtxc - 60 eV.
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Figure 3.3 is a schematic o f our fluorescence detection apparatus. VUV/x-ray
produced by the synchrotron beamline passes through a two-stage differential pumping
system, whose purpose is to transmit synchrotron radiation and to keep the pressure
difference, and enters into the experimental chamber, where photoionization takes place.
The schematic o f fluorescence collection and detection is shown in Figure 3.1, where a
glass window is used to keep the vacuum of the experimental chamber while transmitting
the fluorescence. A powerful cryopump is used to maintain the vacuum of the
experimental chamber, which is about 10"4 - 10'3 torr during measurements. A detailed
discussion about this setup will be given in the next few sections.

M o n o c h ro m a to r
OMA

Optical
Chamber

Differential Pum ping
E x p e rim e n ta l C h a m b er

170 1 /s
Turbo P u m p

50 l / s
Turbo Pum p

2500 t / s
C ryopum p

Figure 3.3 Experimental apparatus.
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3.2 Synchrotron Radiation

From the discussion in the previous section, we can see that a wide energy range
tunability is one of the most desirable properties we want an excitation source to have. To
have a continuous tunable light source in the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) and soft x-ray
energy region, synchrotron radiation [38] is probably the only choice.
Synchrotron radiation is the electromagnetic radiation emitted by electrons or
positrons moving at relativistic velocities along a curved trajectory with a large radius of
curvature. “Large” here implies that quantum effects are negligible. When the speed of
electron (or positron) approaches the speed of light, the angular distribution of radiation
is distorted by relativistic effects [39], It becomes concentrated around a direction
tangential to the orbit, as shown in Figure 3.4. For a 1-GeV storage ring, the angular
distribution is concentrated within 0.5 milliradian.

Electron orbit

vw

Figure 3.4 Schematic radiation patterns for relativistic electrons running in a circular orbit,
and 0 = (1 - v2/ c2 )I/2. (or 0[mrad] » 0.51 l/E[GeV], where E is the electron-beam energy.)
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Generally speaking, there are three major functional groups of such instrumentation:
linear accelerator, storage ring, and beamlines. Together they deliver tunable
monochromatic light to the end-stations - user’s experimental setups. For convenience, I
will use the synchrotron facility at the Center for Advanced Microstructures and Devices
(CAMD) [40] for further discussions, as all of the experiments in this dissertation were
carried out there. At CAMD, a 200 MeV linear accelerator is used to fill or inject
elections into the storage ring. A storage ring is designed to keep electrons (or positrons)
circulating under vacuum in a closed orbit at the relativistic speed. The CAMD storage
ring has the capacity of storing over 1011 electrons distributed into 92 bundles or
“bunches”. Each bunch is 1-2 cm long and the spacing between successive bunches is 60
cm. The electrons travel along the ring of 55.2-meter circumference at nearly the speed of
light, and the orbital period is about 184 nanoseconds. So, the synchrotron source sends
out pulsed radiation with a well-defined time structure. These pulses are in the range of
30 to 100 picoseconds, and their spacing is around 2 nanoseconds.
CAMD operates at two different beam energies - 1.3 and 1.5 GeV. Figure 3.5 shows
the spectrum of the radiation when CAMD operates at 1.5 GeV at a beam current o f 200
raA (2.3 x 10u stored electrons). The total radiation energy is about 31 kW.
Listed in the following are several important properties of synchrotron radiation:
• Broad spectral range - continuous spectrum from infrared to the hard x-ray region,
• Natural collimation - collimation o f the emitted radiation in the instantaneous
direction of flight of the emitting particles (angular spread in the order o f 1 mrad),
• Pulsed time structure - with pulse lengths down to 100 ps,
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• High polarization - linear polarization with the electric vector parallel to the plane
o f the orbit, circular polarization above or below the plane of the orbit,
• Cleanliness of the source - light emission takes place in ultrahigh vacuum.

8

CAMD 1.5 Gev
200 mAmps
0.1% bandwidth

1 ‘
s 1
|

n I 4
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1

10

100

1000

Wavelength (nm)
Figure 3.5 Spectral distribution function o f CAMD synchrotron radiation source

The beamline used for all o f the experiments here is a 6-meter soft x-ray plane
grating monochromator (PGM) [41]. It was designed according to the following major
requirements; high resolution (resolving power > 2000 at the photon wavelength o f 10
A), capability of trading-off between high resolution and high intensity, and high photon
density (spot size <1x1 mm2) at the sample position. With two gratings (360 and 1220
grooves/mm), which are interchangeable in vacuum, it can effectively produce photons in
the energy range from 10 to 2000 eV.
The optical layout of the CAMD-PGM is shown in Figure 3.6. About ten
milliradians (horizontal) of radiation are collected by the cylindrical collimating mirror,
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which reflects the light upward onto a vertical mirror located 0.4 m away. The vertical
mirror, also cylindrical, reflects the light downward and vertically focuses it onto the
entrance slit 3.4 m away. Beyond the entrance slit, the light is reflected up to the grating
by a plane moveable pre-mirror. The pre-mirror changes the incident angle of the
monochromator and allows it to be operated in 3 modes: (1) fixed focus mode where the
vertical focus o f the monochromator remains at a fixed distance from the gratings, (2)
high order rejection mode where the angle of incidence on the pre-mirror is selected to
reduce the reflectivity o f higher order light, and (3) high throughput mode when the pre
mirror maintains an angle of incidence such that the grating operates at its blaze angle.
The plane grating diffracts the radiation downward to a spherical focusing mirror 0.65 m
away. The focusing mirror reflects the central ray upward and focuses it vertically onto
the exit slit 6 m further down the stream. The central ray passes through the exit slit and
is focused into the sample chamber by the downward toroidal refocusing mirror.

Figure 3.6 Optical layout o f the CAMD-PGM beamline (Distances are in mm).
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3.3 Vacuum Consideration
Vacuum technology [42, 43] plays an important role in modem scientific researches.
A vacuum system is an essential part o f laboratory instruments such as mass
spectrometers and electron microscopes, and it is one o f the major expenses in building a
synchrotron facility. Charged particles lose energy through interactions with gas
molecules, and can not travel freely in air. The scattering of electrons by residual gas
particles in the vacuum chamber is one of the major limiting mechanisms [44] of the
synchrotron beam lifetime. Many forms of radiation are absorbed by air and thus cannot
propagate over large distances in the air. Electromagnetic radiation in the region from 10
nm to 180 nm is called vacuum ultraviolet light, because experiments have be carried out
in a vacuum due to the strong air absorption of light in this wavelength range. To provide
synchrotron radiation for a useful period of time, it is necessary to operate the storage
rings and beamlines under vacuum with pressures in the range of 10*l° - 10'11 torr.
We study different materials in their gas phase, and the experimental chamber
pressure is normally in the range of 10‘3 - 10"* torr. This brings a vacuum compatibility
problem. There are two ways to transport the synchrotron radiation from the beamline to
the experimental chamber while keeping this six-order-of-magnitude pressure difference.
The first solution is to use a differential pumping system. Shown in Figure 3.7 is the
schematic of the differential pumping system that we utilize very often. The inner
diameter of the two quartz capillary tubes is about 2 mm, and each one is about 40 cm
long. The combined conductance of the two tubes is low enough to maintain the vacuum
integrity of the beamline.
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intermediate chamber

Capillary tubes

Experimental chamber

synchrotron radiation
P3 = 10"9 torr

Pi = 10'3torr
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To pump 3
(170 liter/sec)

To pump 2
(50 liter/sec)

To pump 1
(2500 liter/sec)

Figure 3.7 Schematic of the differential pumping system.

In the molecular-flow region, conductance is independent of pressure [51]. For air at
20 °C, the conductance of a tube of circular cross section is
D3

C = 12 — liter sec*1,
L

(3.3.1)

where the diameter D and length L are measured in centimeters. The throughput of the
conductance is given by
Q = (Pi - P 2)C,

(3.3.2)

and the pumping speed needed to maintain a pressure P at net throughput Q is
S = Q / P.

(3.3.3)

From Eqn (3.3.1), the conductance of a tube withD = 0.2 cm and L = 40 cm is calculated
to be C= 2.4 x 10*3 liter /s e c . So, the pressure in the differentiallypumped region is

P2 = [(Pi - P2)C - (P 2 - P3)C] / S * (Pi - P2)C / S * PiC / S

» (lx l0 ‘3 torr *2.4xl0'3 liter/sec)/ (50 liter/sec) » 5xl0*8 torr,
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and the pressure in the intermediate chamber is found to be

P3 =

[ ( P 2 - P 3 ) C ] / S * P 2C / S

« (5X10"8 torr *2.4x10"3 liter/sec)/ (170 liter/sec)» 7xl0'13 torr.

Obviously, these values (P2 and P 3 ) are too good to be true, as the pressures in the
beamlines and the storage ring are only in the low-10"10 torr range. The reason is that the
rate of evacuation of a chamber at pressures below 10"* torr is not controlled by the
pumping speed of the system but rather by the rate of outgassing o f the adsorbed
molecules from the walls of the chamber [51], The point o f the calculation here is to
show that our differential pumping system is good enough to prevent the gas molecules in
the experimental chamber from leaking into the beamline.
The second method to transmit synchrotron radiation while keeping the vacuum
compatibility is to use thin film filters to isolate the beamline from the experimental
chamber. The material of the filter has to be chosen so that it efficiently transmits the
radiation in the region o f interest. The film filter device we have is a custom-designed
compart UHV-compatible gate valve (VAT 01032-UE01-X) with replaceable aluminum
filter windows (Luxel VF111-a). The A1 film is about 1500 A thick, and is deposited on a
stainless steel mesh with spacings about 1mm.
Worth mentioning is that beamlines are normally equipped with interlock systems so
that if the pressure exceeds a pre-set point (2x10** torr for PGM) the corresponding gate
valves will close immediately. So the beamlines and the storage ring can be successfully
protected.
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3.4 Supersonic Free Jet Expansion
An electronic energy state of a molecule is made up of a series o f vibrational energy
states, and each of which is further split into rotational energy levels. In photoionization,
a single photon can cause electronic, vibrational and rotational transitions all at once.
When the gas phase molecules can freely exchange energy with one another, they are in
thermal equilibrium and follow a Boltzmann distribution (~ e '^ 1), and the number of
populated states depends on both the energy separation between states and the absolute
temperature. The energy separation between rotational energy states depends on the size
of the molecule: for small diatomic molecules it is about one Kelvin, for medium-size,
polyatomic molecules it is about 10'2 degree and for the largest molecules in the gas
phase it is on the order of 10*3 degree. At room temperature, which is about 300 K, the
number of populated rotational energy states can be enormous. Hence, room temperature
spectra can become featureless due to the rotational contours and vibrational sequence
congestion. The Boltzmann distribution implies that molecular spectra can be simplified
by cooling the sample. We rely on the technique called supersonic free-jet expansion to
chill the gas molecules to the desired temperatures.
A molecular beam is formed when a gas or the vapor of a liquid or solid flows from
a reservoir at pressure P q and temperature To through a small orifice (with diameter D)
into an evacuated chamber at pressure Pi, which is usually maintained at less than 10°
torr for our experiments. With high enough stagnation pressure P q and small enough
orifice, the gas flow inside the evacuated chamber can be many times faster than the
sound wave can travel in that medium.
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Synchrotron radiation

Nozzle
High pressure gas
Molecules (Po, T0)

Figure 3.8 Schematic o f molecular beam setup.

This supersonic expansion can be considered to be isentropic. For an ideal gas, the
temperature T of the jet can be found from the relation [45]
T_ _ n_
T0
«0

f

'
N_1
1+——-M 2 I ,

(3.4.1)

where no and n are the density of the gas in the reservior and in the isentropic part of the
expansion, respectively; y is the heat-capacity ratio Cp/Cv; and M is the Mach number,
which is defined to be the ratio of the mass-flow velocity to the local speed of sound. In
the high density region o f the jet where the two-body collision rate is high, the Mach
number can be estimated [46] according to

M =4 j) J

•

( 3

' 4

2

)

where x is the distance downstream from the nozzle, and A [47] is a constant which only
depends on y and is equal to 3.26 and 3.64 for y = 5/3 and 7/5, respectively. However, as
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the flow passes over into the free-molecular-fiow region where the collisions between
molecules in the beam are negligible, M will approach a terminal value Mr. From
experiments with argon jets, Anderson and Fenn [48] found that

133(PO0 )

(3.4.3)

where Xo is the mean free path o f the gas molecules in the reservoir, P q is in atmospheres
and D is in cm. From Eqn (3.4.3), we can see that the product P q D determines the
ultimate cooling and mass-flow velocity of the beam.
Energy transfer from internal to translational degrees of freedom during the
expansion serves as the prime cooling mechanism for the vibrational temperature Tvib and
rotational temperature 7^. The exchange of energy between molecular rotational motion
and translational motion is extremely fast, and the molecular rotations are cooled to a
temperature very close to the translational temperature 7 ^ . Molecular vibrations
exchange energy with translational motion somewhat slower; they are cooled to a
temperature significantly below their original temperature but above the final rotational
temperature. The ultimate temperatures achieved in a given expansion condition
generally follow the order

7U s < 7rot < T,* < To.

(3.4.4)

By this method, temperatures as low as a few Kelvins can be reached. Because it
requires more than two particles, condensation is a much slower process than rotational
and vibrational relaxation, and extensive internal cooling can be achieved before
condensation takes place.
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3.5 Sample Handling

There are two samples used for this dissertation research - CO and C6F6. Both of
them are obtained commercially with higher than 99% purity, and are used without
further purification.
All vacuum pumps are vented to an exhaust system. This makes the CO gas sample,
though flammable and hazardous, easy to handle. Of course, precaution has to be taken to
make sure that there is no loose connection. CgFg [49, 50], on the other hand, is a bit
troublesome. First, it is corrosive, and a special attention has to be paid to the materials
with which it comes in contact such as valves, tubes, and vacuum equipment. Second, it
is liquid under normal conditions, with melting point and boiling point at 5.1 and 80.3 °C,
respectively. It has to be heated to raise the vapor pressure in order to have sufficient
number of molecules going into the experimental chamber. Third, it is a relatively large
molecule. The heat-capacity ratio (y = Cp/Cv) is close to 1, due to the large number of
vibrational modes it has. The supersonic expansion of large molecules like CgFg has very
insignificant cooling effect, as can be seen from Eqn (3.4.1). This problem is
circumvented by seeding the C&6 with small gas phase molecules such as argon used
here. The main elements of the apparatus used to introduce cooled gas phase C6F6 into
the experimental chamber is demonstrated schematically in Figure 3.9. The liquid phase
CgFfi is kept in a stainless steel container, which is heated moderately to increase the
vapor pressure. The argon carrier gas mixes the

vapor in the container, and the

mixed gas enters the interaction region through a small orifice (100 pm diameter). The
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tubes and the gas-jet for transferring C&F6 are also heated accordingly to avoid
condensation. During the supersonic expansion,

molecules collide and transfer

energy with argon atoms. By doing so, the rotational temperature o f

molecules can

be reduced significantly. This simplifies the fluorescence spectra tremendously, and
makes our vibrationally resolved investigation o f CeFg possible [see Chapter 4], The
reason we did not use helium as the carrier gas is that the cryopump, which relies on
condensing and adsorbing molecules to keep the vacuum, has very limited pumping
capacity on hydrogen, helium and neon.
When doing photoionization studies o f CgF6 using a synchrotron radiation beamline,
the fact that

reacts with aluminum and other materials [49,50] excludes the

possibility of using a window for the purpose of passing the light while keeping the
vacuum integrity. Instead, we use a differential pumping system as described in the
previous section.

Experimental chamber

Condensed
Argas

Gas filter

gas-jet

nozzle

cryopump

Figure 3.9 Experimental apparatus for obtaining cooled C6F6 molecules for photoionization
studies.
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3.6 Dispersed Fluorescence Detection
Figure 3 .1 displays the experimental layout of our fluorescence detection method.
Monochromatized synchrotron radiation light (Avw) interacts with the cooled gas phase
molecules, prepared by supersonic free-jet expansion. The fluorescence is collected by a
10 cm focal length plano-convex collimating lens Li, placed 10 cm above the interaction
region. The diameter of Li is 2.5 cm. With the help of a 10 cm focal length concave
mirror 10 cm below the interaction region, the fluorescence collection efficiency is about
0.8%. The fluorescence enters an optical box after passing the window on the top of the
experimental chamber. A plane mirror reflects the parallel light onto another plano
convex lens Lz (focal length is 17.5 cm), which focuses the light into a spectrometer
(Instruments SA, Model THR-1000). The THR-1000 spectrometer consists of two
concave mirrors and one plane diffraction grating, which are configured as in Figure
3.10. The first mirror collimates the light source, and the second focuses the dispersed
light from the grating; this configuration is also called a Czemy-Tumer configuration
[51], With this asymmetrical geometry, a good coma correction can be obtained. A 3600
grooves/mm holographic grating is used for all of the experiments here. The linear
dispersion of this grating is 1.7A/mm at wavelength 3915 A. So, the optical resolution for
the spectrum shown in Figure 3.2 is 70pm x 1.7A/mm * 0.12 A.
We have two methods to obtain a fluorescence spectrum. The first method is to
monitor the intensity of fluorescence with a photomultiplier tube (PMT) while scanning
the monochromator over a range of wavelengths. In the second method, there is no exit
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Figure 3.10 Czemy-Tumer monochromator arrangement.

slit and the dispersed spectrum is distributed across the photosensitive surface of a
multichannel detector. The fluorescence spectra here are taken using the second method,
and the detector is a liquid-nitrogen-cooled CCD optical multichannel analyzer.
A CCD [52-54] is essentially an array of closely spaced photodiodes, called pixels.
The one we have (Princeton Instruments #LN/CCD-1024-EUV) is a two-dimensional
multichannel detector with 1024x256 pixels in an active area o f 25mmx6.25mm. Each
pixel senses the intensity of light falling on its collection area, and stores a proportional
amount of charge in its associated potential well. These pixels are connected in a periodic
manner. When suitable clock voltages are applied to these pixels, a moving array o f
potential wells is created which store and transfer the signal information in the form of
charge packets. Ultimately, each pixel can be read out individually. This is demonstrated
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schematically in Figure 3.11, where the two-dimensional array represents the active area
for light detection, the far right column of cells correspond to the shift register, and the
bottom-right square is the output node. When the CCD is exposed, the pixels are filled
with different amounts of charge. After the shutter is closed, the readout mode begins.
First, the CCD sequentially shifts the charge from one column of pixels to the next, with
each shift moving one column of charge to the shift register, the column of cells on the
far right. Once the shift register is filled with charges, it shifts the charges downward into
the output node, the box in the lower comer, one at a time. Finally, the data in the output
node is digitized and read out. This continues until the data in all o f the pixels are read.

1

2
rr

i

L

Data Shift -----►

I— l

1— 1

Figure 3.11 Schematic of the read out procedure of a CCD.

Hardware binning, i.e., adding multiple pixels together as though they were one
larger pixel, is often employed to achieve higher signal-to-noise ratio. Rectangular groups
of pixels of any size may be added together, subject to some hardware and software
limitations. In spectroscopic applications, hardware binning has two modes of operation.
The first one is the perpendicular mode, which we use all the time. In this case the shift
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register is perpendicular to the spectral dispersion of the spectrometer. Each spectral line
is first moved to the shift register, then grouped together in the output node and digitized.
In our measurements, the focused fluorescence light on the CCD is about 2mm high, i.e.,
about one third o f the height of the CCD active area. To minimize the noise and cosmic
ray interference, only about 100 pixels of each column are chosen and added together.
The second mode is to combine the charges from several pixels of one row. There is a
price we have to pay to use this parallel mode, which is the loss of resolution due to
fewer numbers o f pixels along the dispersion direction. The high resolution requirement
for CO measurement prohibits the use of this parallel binning.
The advantages of using a CCD system can be summarized as follows: (1) with a
properly chosen grating, we can see the entire spectrum simultaneously, (2) any source
fluctuations are registered across the entire spectrum, (3) it allows “real time” visual
monitoring, (4)the second dimension allows for multiple sources and spatial studies, (5)
binning and grouping o f pixels allows for optimization o f signal-to-noise ratio, (6) liquidnitrogen-cooled CCDs have very low dark counts.
A CCD type multichannel analyzer suffers from the interference from cosmic rays
and other high energy particles/photons. This has become the limitation o f the exposure
time. The effect o f cosmic-ray interference is the appearance of narrow intense spikes in
the spectra, and the width of each spike is just a few pixels. For longer exposure, the
spikes have more chance to be close to each other, and this can smear the spectra. We
rarely set the exposure time longer than 300 seconds.
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3.6 Virtual Instrumentation

In this section, by walking through the development process of a real-time data
acquisition and instrument control system, I will try to elaborate a fairly new concept of
instrumentation - virtual instrumentation. I started to build this system, software as well as
hardware, when I just joined this research group. A few years of dedication has made this
system fully functional and quite user-friendly.
As we know, instrumentation has been the driving force behind the progress of
science and technology. We rely on instruments to observe, control, and understand the
physical universe. The traditional instrument is self-contained, with signal input/output
capabilities and fixed user interface features such as knobs, switches, and display panels.
Inside the box, specialized circuitry, including A/D (Analog/Digital) converters, signal
conditioning, and microprocessors convert real-world signals, analyze them, and present
them to the users. The vendor defines all the instrument functionality - users can not
change it. Virtual instruments leverage off the open architecture of industry-standard
computers to provide the processing and display capabilities. Because of the open
architecture of PCs and workstations, the functionality o f virtual instruments is user
defined, and hence scalable and extensible.
As shown in Figure 3.12, a virtual instrument consists of three key elements: data
acquisition and control, data analysis, and data presentation. Data acquisition is the means
by which physical signals such as voltage, pressure, and temperature, are converted into
digital formats and brought into the computer, and data control is to translate computer
instructions into physical signals for instrument controlling. Data analysis is performed by
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Figure 3.12 Key Elements of Virtual Instruments

specifically optimized software routines. Data presentation of the acquired and analyzed
signal is accomplished using graphical display methods common on computers today.
Software is the key to virtual instruments. In a traditional instrument, signal processing
and analysis are done by those pre-programmed hardwares - firmwares. In a virtual
instrument, a real signal is converted to the digital signal in a standard format, or vice
versa; and the user has to develop the software routines for data analysis and presentation.
In the following two sections, I will use the development of a fluorescence detection
and analysis system as an example to elaborate the concept of virtual instrumentation.
This system can be used to obtain fluorescence spectra and display them on the computer
screen in a real-time fashion; it also provides the capability o f doing data analyses and
graphics manipulations.
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3.7.1 Hardware Setup

A computer communicates with the outside world by exchanging electrical signals.
This hence defines the basic structure of data acquisition. There are generally five
components that a virtual instrument system would require [55]: transducers, signal
conditioning, DAQ (data acquisition) hardware, software, and computer.
Transducers are used to change physical phenomena into electrical signals. For
instance, a photo-multiplier-tube (PMT) acts like a transducer by converting the intensity
of visible light into a voltage signal. Very often the output from a transducer needs to be
conditioned to provide signals suitable for the DAQ hardwares. Signal conditioning
accessories amplify low-level signals, isolate, filter, excite, and bridge the transducers to
produce high-level signals for the DAQ board. Here we combine an amplifier and a
discriminator to convert the weak signals from a PMT, which is only a few millivolts, to
high-level digital signals such as TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic) signals, which can be
fed into a DAQ hardware. Another signal conditioner we use for this system is a
homemade stepping-motor-controller, which converts the low current digital signals to
high current signals in order to rotate the servomotors attached to the monochromators.
The DAQ hardware is the central part o f a virtual instrument. We use two plug-in
computer boards, one multifunction board (AT-MIO-16) [56] and one timing function
board (PC-TIO-IO) [57], for this system. A DAQ hardware without software is of little
use. The majority of DAQ applications use driver software, such as NI-DAQ [58] here.
Driver software is the layer of software that directly programs the registers o f the
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hardware. It hides the low-level, complicated details o f hardware programming while
preserving maximum flexibility and performance.

3.7.2 Software Design and Implementation
In software design [59, 60], modularity is an important measure o f software quality.
In the language o f software engineering, the software modules should have a high-degree
of cohesion and low-degree of coupling. In realization, (1) when using structural
programming languages such as C or QuickBasic, we want each module to perform
exactly one action or achieve a single goal; (2) when using object-oriented languages
such as C++ or Visual Basic, we want each action in a module to have its own entry point
and independent code, and all of the actions in the module are performed on the same
data structure.
Figure 3.13 shows a simplified flow diagram of the software part o f this virtual
instrument. When started, the software first initializes the hardware and reads the
experiment parameters saved before, and then it waits for a user’s request to take action.
After the request is served, it again waits for another request. The major task of this
system is to measure fluorescence spectra and display them to the users in a real-time [61,
62] fashion.
While a complete list of the functions and modules of this software can be found in
the appendix, two functions are worth a little more explanation. The first function is for
counting digital signals - in this case TTL-compatible signals,
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COUNlHRS(CountingTime, Countsl, Counts2),

(3.7.1)

and the second function is for stepping-motor controlling,

MOTOR 1(MotorDirection, NumberOJStepsToRotate).

(3.7.2)

In function 3.7.1, (1) According to the value CcruntingTime, different measuring timebases can be chosen to give the best measurement accuracy; (2) The Counter/Timers in
both of the AT-MIO-16 and PC-TIO-IO boards have 16-bit resolution, which is not
enough for most o f our applications. This limitation is circumvented by concatenating
two sets o f Counter/Timers to give a 32-bit resolution. In function 3.7.2, there is also a
limitation by the 16-bit resolution of the two computer boards, and the time requirements
on the signals prevents the solution by concatenating two sets of Counter/Timers. This is
resolved by dividing the total number o f pulses into a set of pulse sequences while each
of them is less than 64K (216). After each sequence of pulses, stop and reset commands
are issued, and then another sequence is sent. This is repeated until the required number
of pulses are sent. It should be pointed out that there is no degradation due to this,
because the time it takes to stop and reset the motor is less 100 milliseconds, which is
much shorter than the time it requires to send a sequence o f pulses.
For demonstration purposes, the main panel o f this virtual instrument is shown in
Figure 3.14, and Figure 3.15 shows that the system provides the users with flexibility to
control each individual hardware.
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CHAPTER 4

2a2u l PHOTOIONIZATION STUDY OF C6F6

The hexafluorobenzene molecule, C6F6, consists of a closed ring of CF groups
with three conjugated double bonds. These groups are welded into a regular hexagon
by a nonlocalized bond whose electrons are distributed uniformly all around the ring,
as shown in Figure 4.1. The high symmetry of the molecule simplifies the calculation
of the spectrum, and its study often serves as the prototype for further investigation of
other organic molecules.

F
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\
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/
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F
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Figure 4.1 Molecular structure of the C6F6 molecule.

Since the first time a blue emission associated with C^Fg was observed [63],
there have been a succession of experiments of ever increasing detail and
sophistication devoted to the elucidation of the spectrum of CsFg and chemically
similar symmetrical emitting cations [64-77],
Shown in Figure 4.2 are the outer orbital configurations for the three electronic
states concerning us. When a neutral CeFg is in its ground state (X lEig), the three n

68
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bonding orbitals are just filled by the six available electrons. If one electron is
removed from the 2a 2u orbital, the 0 ^ 6 ion is then in its first excited state (B 2A2U)Eventually, one electron in 2eJg orbital will jump to the 2a^ orbital, i.e., the ion
relaxes to its ground state (X 2Eig), which is doubly degenerate.

Vacuum level
2b2g

-tf-

——— 2b2g

2b2g

2 s 2u

2e2u

2S2u

lejg

-4f- -H - 2e,g
~^ f
2a2u

—f- ~H~ leig
It 2a2u

2a^u
C6F6(X ‘Elg)

hv

C Je& A *)

Figure 4.2 Schematic of the energy diagram and excitation-fluorescence of the CsF6
molecule.

One way for a molecule in its excited states to release the energy is through
radiation, i.e., fluorescence, and our task is to probe the photoionization o f C&6 by
examining the change of the fluorescence intensity as a function of the excitation energy.
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4.1 Brier Historical Perspective
Jahn-Teller effect [78, 79] investigations and intramolecular relaxation [71-73]
measurements were the major focuses in early studies of CgFe. In order for the JahnTeller effect to take place in a nonlinear molecule, two requirements have to be
satisfied: (a) the molecule has to be in a degenerate electronic state, and (b) there
exists a distortion o f the nuclei along at least one non-totally symmetric normal
coordinate. The C-C stretch (ring breathing) mode in QF6 is apparently symmetric,
and therefore does not experience the influence of the Jahn-Teller effect.
In the absence of collisions, ionic states formed can decay via three principal
processes: (a) fluorescence, (b) non-radiative transition to bound states, also called
intramolecular relaxation, and (c) non-radiative transition to dissociation continua. In
this CgFfi discussion, the vibrational levels concerning us in theB(v') state lie below
the first dissociation limit (15.3 eV) of the ion [84] and do not decay through
dissociation. Therefore, dissociation related phenomena will not be further explored.
Intramolecular relaxation, however, directly affects our shape resonance studies, and
needs some elaboration.
Intramolecular relaxation is often cited as the basis for missing or weak
fluorescence from the vibrationally excited levels of electronically excited states in
the spectra o f large, polyatomic molecules such as the fluorobenzene cations [71-73],
There are two types of intramolecular relaxation processes of excited electronic
states, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. One is the electronic non-radiative transition
process (ENRT), in which coupling occurs between two or more electronic states [10,
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73]; and the other the is vibrational non-radiative transition (VNRT), which involves
intramolecular vibrational redistribution (IVR) due to mode coupling within a single
electronic state [10, 73]. VNRT can take place both in the excited electronic state and
in the final states to which the former is coupled.

{s}

{*’}

{/}

B(o0

X

-------------------------------------------------------------

Figure 4.2 Vibronic coupling scheme including electronic non-radiative transitions (ENRT)
(coupling matrix elements vsl and vs l) and the vibrational non-radiative transition (VNRT)
(coupling matrix element vss) [73],

Induced by vibrational anharmonicity and Coriolis (rotational-electronic)
coupling, VNRTS are reversible transitions, and therefore do not affect the
fluorescence yield of the corresponding vibrational levels. In large molecules such as
C<>F6, ENRT from a vibronic level \s> or |s ’ >, i.e. B (u 0, corresponds to an
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irreversible transition to quansi-isoenergetic /, i.e. X (u'), states. This is because the
rate of a transition is proportional to the density o f the final state, and the density of
those / states is very high [10],
The presence of ENRTs can reduce the fluorescence yield o f the corresponding
levels dramatically. Two parameters, radiative rates kr(y') and non-radiative
relaxation rates kni(y ’), and their variations with internal energies are often utilized to
characterize the electronic properties and the vibrational dynamics of the ion. They
are obtained from two directly measurable quantities - fluorescence quantum yield
(Pf( v ’) and lifetime x( v'), according to their definitions kr= cpf/ t and

knr= (1 - <Pf)/

t.

It has been shown [10, 73] that knr(y’) increases monotonically as hv’ increases.
This affects our data analyses as we try to extract the photoionization cross section
information by measuring the dispersed fluorescence intensities. This will be further
discussed later in this chapter. Another characteristic of knr is its mode-selective
behavior [10, 73], In CgFg, knr is enhanced when mode v2 is excited [73],
For illustration purposes, some parameters related to the intramolecular
relaxation o f CeFg are given here. The vibration we chose for this study, the ring
breathing mode v2 (r?/g) of frequency 525 cm'1, is found to have a fluorescence
quantum yield (cpf) and lifetime (t) o f 0.81 and 41 nanoseconds, respectively [73],
and the corresponding radiative and nonradiative rates are found to be 1.98xl07 Hz
and 4.6x106 Hz.
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4.2 A Closer Look

7t orbitals are often described a little differently when applied to different
molecules because of their delocalized characteristics. In Chapter 2, for diatomic
molecules, it orbitals are antisymmetric with respect to reflection through a plane
containing the intemuclear axis. For molecules with a benzene ring structure, the
definition o f it orbitals is clarified here for the convenience of further discussion.
Here, 7t orbitals arise fromp atomic orbitals and are antisymmetric with respect to the
plane of the molecule. The 2 -axis is chosen to be the direction perpendicular to the
plane of the molecule. So, the 7t orbitals are derived from the p z atomic orbitals of
which there are six, one for each carbon.

C«

6C

Figure 4.3 Splitting of orbitals in the formation of a Cs ring of Do, symmetry from the six 2p:
orbitals of six carbon atoms.

Shown in Figure 4.3 [2] is the splitting o f orbitals derived from the six 2pz
orbitals of six carbon atoms in the formation of a C& ring o f D«h symmetry. The
wavefiinctions o f the four tc orbitals can be expressed in terms o f the wavefunctions
(pi of the separated carbon atoms as follows [80]:
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a->u orbital

y/0 = ~ j^ (9 i ~ 92 ^ 9 i * <P* + 9 s + 96),

ejg orbital

V\

1 ~ 9 2 ~ 2<P3 —(p* + <Ps + 2<pg)

V\ = j ( <P' + 9 2 - <P<~ 9s),

eju orbital

y/£ = -J== ( - tpj - <p2 + 2tp3 - <p4- <p5 + 2<p<s)

92 + <P4-<ps),

¥2

b 2g orbital

y/z = —
j = (—<pi +- <p2 —<p3 + (p* —<ps + 9i)-

These orbitals are shown schematically in Figure 4.4. All orbital are antisymmetric
with respect to the plane of the molecule. Only the part o f the wavefixnction above the
plane is shown.

m

m
J T

&2u

Figure 4.4 Shapes of the orbital functions derived from the six 2pz orbitals of six carbon
atoms in a hexagonal C« ring.
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C«F6
* 7*

2b:g(4.9%, 95.1%

«/«
J a 2„(42.9%, 57.1%)

(95.1%, 4.9%)

7e*, (93.4%, 6.6%)

leig (78.6%, 21.4%)

(57.1%, 42.9%)

Figure 4.5 Correlation diagram of the rr systems of the C6and Fs fragments and the CeFg
molecule construction.

Figure 4.5 shows the construction of CgFg molecular orbitals and the correlation
of the 7t systems of the C6 and F6 fragments [81]. It can be seen that the fluorine 2 / 7,
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atomic orbitals interact not only with the occupied tz orbitals of the benzene ring, but
also with orbitals which were vacant in the hydrocarbon analogs.

4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

The excitation-fluorescence sequence is shown in Eqn (4.1.1). The vibrational
mode we choose to study is the ring breathing motion v2.

CeFfiCX lEig, v0 = 0) + hvexc -> C6F6+(B 2A2u, v+= v2) + e'
I
CsF6+(X ^Eig. v" = v2) + hv.

(4.1.1)

The experimental procedure has been described in Chapter 3, and a brief description
is given here. Argon is used as a carrier gas to introduce CgFg (Aldrich, 99%) vapor into
the interaction region through a small orifice with 100 pm diameter. The CgFg container
is heated to about 85 °C to increase the vapor pressure, and the gas-jet and the
transmission tubes are heated to 90 °C to avoid condensation. With the argon stagnation
pressure set at 40 psi, the chamber pressure during measurement was maintained at
8x10“* torr, and the partial pressure of CgFg is about 2x10“*torr. We also checked the
results at lower pressures to ensure that the data free of artifacts due to secondary
processes [82], The dispersed fluorescence is detected by a CCD spectroscopic detector.
An optical resolution of 0.5 A is used for all of the spectra.
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Figure 4.6 shows a portion of the vibrationally resolved fluorescence spectrum of the
CgFe B 2A2u—> X 2Eig transition, obtained at an excitation energy of 30 eV. The features
of interest are Oq (u+ = 0, u" = 0) and 2} (o' = U2, u" = 0 2 ), and are labeled in the figure.
The spectroscopic assignments are based on earlier work [69]. However, there is some
disagreement as to the assignments. Miller et al [83] suggested that the feature labeled as
21 transition here may be due to one or more of the carrier gas atoms complexed to the
CgF6* ion. We disagree with this proposition for two reasons. First, the separation of the
two features in Figure 4 .6 is the same as the separation of the corresponding features in
the fluorescence spectrum [69] where helium was used as a carrier gas. This indicates
that the feature labeled as 2} is unlikely to be due to the cluster effect, as the spectral
shifts of clusters with respect to the parent ion are generally different for different species
clustering to the ion. Furthermore, transition features o f ionic clusters normally show a
strong pressure dependence, because the production rates o f clusters depend sensitively
on the pressures of the participating gases. In our investigation, however, we did not
observe any significant pressure dependence of this feature. At 35 eV, we measured the
intensity ratio o f the two peaks by reducing the QFg pressure by half ( lx l O'4 torr), and
found the ratio to be 0.36, which agrees very well with the measured value (0.34) at
higher pressure (2x10"* torr). We have done similar checkings for other excitation
energies, and did not see any significant change. Based on these, we believe the feature is
due to the 2} transition and the cluster effect does not have a major contribution here.
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Figure 4.6 Vibrationally resolved fluorescence spectrum of B 2A2„-> x'E.g transition in
CsFs photoions.
In our studies of small molecules, Eqn (4.2.1) is often utilized to determine the
photoionization branching radios from the ground state to u* and

levels of the

excited ionic state [9],

Gu+ / Gu \ = ( I u +
2u 2 " / ^ o l " ) ( Qu+o, "/^u+0j" )( Vu+ u , " / Vv +
3u 3 " f -

(4 -2 - ^

Here, 1^.., q ^ .., and vu+u.. denote the intensity, the Franck-Condon factor, and the
transition frequency, respectively, of the fluorescence transition from the initial level u+
to the final level u". The intensity of a transition is the area under each peak.
Equation (4.2.1) requires some modifications when applied to large, polyatomic
molecules due to the possibility of radiationless transitions,

= ( 9 U+ / 9 U+) (I o'Ju3'-/I u+ut "

X

" /% +
3u3 ‘) { Vo \u t " / Vu+u2" f '

(4.2.2)
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where <pu is the fluorescence quantum yield of a vibrational level v* in the excited
electronic state. For each specific v~ vibrational level, <p0t is a constant and does not
change with the excitation energy.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to determine the absolute vibrational branching ratio
for this system as the Franck-Condon factors qu^u- for the fluorescence transitions are not
known. Therefore, we report the ratio of fluorescence intensities which is proportional to
the vibrational branching ratio and this provides the branching ratio profile as a function
of excitation energy. This is sufficient to obtain qualitative insights into the ionization
dynamics, as demonstrated below.
Figure 4.7 shows the vibrational intensity ratios of 2}/0° for CgF6+(B 2A2U->
X ^Eig) as a function of excitation energy in the range of 20 < hv <, 50 eV. Immediately
apparent is the large deviation from Franck-Condon behavior at 20 eV. The vibrational
intensity ratios exhibit a monotonic decrease from 20 to 26 eV, and converge to a
constant value above 26 eV. We checked the vibrational intensity ratios at a few energy
places from 50 to 150 eV, and found the values equal to that constant value within
experimental fluctuations. Thus, our results exhibit non-Franck-Condon behavior from 20
to 26 eV, and Franck-Condon behavior above.
Due to experimental limitations, we were unable to obtain data at lower energies
with reasonable qualities, but it should be pointed out that the non-Franck-Condon
behavior is very likely to extend to much lower energies. This is assumption is supported
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Figure 4.7 2}/0° vibrational intensity ratio in the 2a2U'' photoionization of C<sFfi.

by early measurements of absorption spectra [85], in which resonant features are seen in
the region from 13 to 30 eV.
To our knowledge, very little theoretical or experimental research has been done
on the scattering related phenomena, such as photon-molecule scattering and
electron-molecule scattering, of the fluorobenzene molecules, and the results [66, 81]
are far from satisfactory. In a sense, the present results on CgFg serve to provide
fundamental information and to improve our understanding of the underlying
ionization dynamics.
As shown in Figure 4.7, the 2}/0[| vibrational intensity ratios in the 2a2U’1
photoionization of CgF6 display an non-Franck-Condon behavior from 20 to 26 eV,
and our major task here is to find the roots that result in this Franck-Condon
breakdown. Of all the possible mechanisms, as discussed in Chapter 2, we believe a
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shape resonance in the 2a2u*1 ionization channel plays a major role in the present
study as discussed below.
As a closed-shell (even electron) species, the charge distribution o f a neutral
molecule in its ground state (X 'Eig) has D6h symmetry. When an electron is removed
from the 2a2u orbital (Figure 4.4) and put into a continuum state, the potential field it
experiences still has D a symmetry. The ring breathing vibration, again, is highly
symmetric (Da)- So, it is plausible that there might be a connection between a 2a2„
electron ejection and the ring breathing motion. For a photoelectron ejected from the
2a2u orbital in CgFg, its radial motion in the molecular plane is similar to the ejection
of a o electron of a homonuclear diatomic molecule, where shape resonances are
common.
As discussed in Chapter 2, autoionization resonances and Cooper minima can
result in deviations from Franck-Condon predications as well. However, they do not
seem to be the case in the present discussion.
The ionization potential of C6Fe(X lEi&v0 = 0) is 12.59 eV [73]. In the
experiments performed on CgFg, the excitation energies (£ 20 eV) are much greater
than that of the B(v2) level of the CsF6+ ion (12.65 eV). So these ion states are
formed mostly by direct ionization. While it is possible for some doubly
autoionization resonances to exist in the energy range of interest (20 - 26 eV), they
don not seem to have a major contribution to the non-Franck-Condon behavior,
because autoionization resonances are usually much narrower [67],
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From the discussion in Chapter 2, we know that a Cooper minimum appears
when the transition moment for one of the channels changes sign at a certain energy.
Cooper minima play an important role in both atomic and molecular photoionization.
We tend to exclude the influence of Cooper minima here with the reason as follows.
For a dipole-induced transition (such as photoionization) in molecular systems, the
selection rule A/ = ± 1 does not hold because angular momentum can be exchanged
between the photoelectron and the rotational motion of the molecule. Because of this,
the photoelectron can escape through a large number of channels, especially for large
molecules such as 0^6. This makes the effect of Cooper minima less pronounced. As
we can see from Figure 4.4, the intensity ratios drop from 0.56 at 20 eV to an
asymptotic value 0.34. That is a change of 65%, which we think is too much for the
influence of Cooper minima in CsFg. For example, in N2 2ou‘l ionization, the
equivalent ratio is the v+ = 1/ v+ = 0 ratio, and a maximum change of 15% was seen
due to the influences of Cooper Minima [31],
In summary, we have observed a striking deviation from the Franck-Condon
predication in vibrational branching ratios for C$F6 photoionization, and we believe
this non-Franck-Condon behavior is due to a shape resonance in the 2a2U'1 ionization
channel. This is the first time a shape resonance is characterized to a vibrational
resolution for such a complex molecular system over such an extended energy range.
Before this, SiF4 was the largest molecule characterized in a similar way, and is
significantly smaller than C ^ .
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From Figure 4.5, we can see that the spatial distribution of the 2a2Uorbital
extends beyond the benzene ring and immerses the fluorine atoms. So, the resonance
trapping o f the photoelectron is relatively delocalized, which implies that the
resonance position and width are sensitive to the overall molecular length and
geometry. Our results can be a valuable input to establish a theoretical framework for
the characterization of the photoionization dynamics of polyatomic molecular
systems. In particular, this can be of great use in determining the spatial extent of
continuum wavefimctions of polyatomic molecules. In the N 2 O 7c'1 photoionization
studies, Poliakoff et al [13] determined the vibrational branching ratios for the
symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes, and suggested that the breakdown of the
Franck-Condon approximation was due to the wings of a shape resonance with
autoionizing resonances superimposed in certain narrow spectral subregions. This has
served as a motivation and the basis for further theoretical considerations [86], and
hence improved our understanding of the underlying ionization dynamics.
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CHAPTER 5

4a'1 PHOTOIONIZATION STUDY OF CO

5.1 Introduction
CO has been under intensive studies for decades, and a fairly good understanding
has been reached. Our recent rotationally resolved photoionization studies show an
excellent agreement with theoretical calculations [25]. In the search of the
vibrational-rotational-electronic correlations in the shape resonant photoionization o f
CO, we encountered a more subtle issue in molecular photoionization - continuumcontinuum channel coupling.
Molecular ionization channels are generally believed to be independent with
each other. The primary reason is that photoelectrons typically have negligible
probability to appear inside or near the ion core, where strong interactions take place.
This situation can be altered when certain amplification mechanisms exist. The
mechanism that we will discuss here is shape resonance, in which the continuum
electron of a certain channel penetrates the potential barrier in the molecular field
over a narrow electron kinetic energy range. One possible consequence is that the
shape-resonant amplitude in this ionization channel interferes with the ionization
dynamics of other channels.
Shape-resonance enhanced continuum coupling has been known for a long time
in atomic [87] and molecular photoionization [88, 89]. But a clear understanding has
not been reached, and theoretical results and experiment data often tend to diverge.

84
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From a microscopic viewpoint, continuum coupling is similar to autoionization,
which is better characterized. In autoionization, as described in section 2.5.3, an
electron in a closed channel is scattered by collision with the ion core into an open
channel and becomes permanently detached from the core. Continuum coupling
differs from autoionizaiton in that both of the interacting parties are continuum
electrons. This makes continuum coupling more difficult to predict, as the
wavefunctions of continuum electrons are generally more complicated [90],
In CO molecular system, both of the 4c'1 [25] and 5c’1 [91-93] ionization
channels have been characterized fairly well. While the initial intention was to study
the influences of shape resonances in the 4c’1 photoionization on the rotational
population distributions, we found the possible rotationally resolved manifestation of
the couplings between these two continuum channels and among different partial
waves in the 4c’1 ionization channel. Shown in Figure 5.1 is the schematic of the
coupling mechanism between the 4c 1 and 5c 1 ionization channels, (1) a 5c electron
is photoionized into the shape resonant state; (2) the interaction between this
continuum electron ejected from the 5c orbital and the electrons in the 4o orbital is
intensified, and the energy o f the system is transferred from the shape resonant
electron to the 4c orbital to free one o f its electrons; (3) one 5c electron jumps to the
4 c orbital to fill its vacancy, and the extra energy of the ion is released by
fluorescence. The ionization potentials for the 4c and 5c electrons are 14.0 and 19.7
eV [94], respectively. Continuum coupling can change the energy storage and
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disposal mechanisms o f a molecular system. Here, we choose to study its influence
on the rotational population distributions in molecular photoionization. Rotationally
resolved photoionization study has been proved to be a sensitive tool to probe the
coupling o f electronic and nuclear motion [25], Rotationally resolved spectra have
highlighted significant dynamical features such as the coupling of angular momenta
in molecular photoelectrons, the effects of shape resonances and Cooper minima. In
this study, we demonstrate the effectiveness o f such spectra in the characterization of
the continuum-continuum channel coupling.
Continuum coupling in CO photoionization was studied by our group earlier, but
only to vibrationally resolved detail. This is actually the first time that continuum
coupling is characterized to the rotationally resolved detail.

photoionize 5ct electron
into shape resonance

continuum coupling

4ct' 1 fluoresces

m il

hv.exe

- f t - f * - 1*
■i t

- 4c

-4 -t— f t - l*
% t-

" ft— f t - 1*
-*@f— 4a

hvfi

Figure 5.7 Stepwise representation of the channel coupling between the 4a’1and 5a'1 ionization
channels of CO.
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5.2 Experimental Results and Analysis

The electronic configuration of the neutral CO molecules is (la )2(2a)2(3a)2 (4a)2(l7c)4(5a)2 [2], The photoejection of a 4a electron results in the formation of the
excited ionic state CO+(52Z+), which eventually decays to the ground state (A'2L+)
via fluorescence. The excitation and decay sequence is summarized by Eqn (5.1.1),

CO (X lI +, v0 = 0, {iV0}) + hvexc -> CO+(B2Z+ , v+, N +) + e*
i

CO+( * 2I +, V ", N") + hv v

h r .w .

(5.1.1)

£
5e5
2s
8c
8c/i
o

3

2295

2325
2305
2315
Fluorescence wavelength (A)

2335

Figure 5.2 Rotationally resolved fluorescence spectrum of CO+[(52E+, v+, Ar+) —►
(X 2I +, v"= v++l, N ")] at hvexc = 40 eV.
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The experiments were carried out at CAMD using the PGM beamline (Ahvm w 0.2
eV). The sample handling and transfer for the CO experiments are easier than that in the
CsF6 measurements. The CO gas sample is directly introduced to the experimental
chamber through a 30 pm nozzle. The chamber pressure is maintained at 7x10"* torr at all
times with the stagnation pressure kept at 30 atm. The slit of the monochromator for
fluorescence detection is set at 80 pm. This results in the optical resolution about 0.2
A/mm for the dispersed fluorescence measurements in the region o f interest. Figure 5.2
shows a rotationally resolved photoion fluorescence spectrum of CO+[(S2S+ v+, ZV *) —>
(X 2Z+ v"= v++ l, ZV")] at hvgxc = 40 eV, and Figure 5.3 is the enlargement of the v+ = 0
transition in Figure 5.3 to show some of the transition details. The P(7) transition from
the v+ = 1 level is too weak to identify, indicating that the populations o f the N + = 6
rotational level in the v+= 1 vibrational state are insignificant.

cCo
u
S

8
v* = 0

i

2299

2300

2301

2302

2303

2304

Fluorescence wavelength (A)

Figure 5.3 Rotationally resolved fluorescence spectrum of CO+[(522+, v+= 0, N*) ->
(AT2I +, v " = 1, ZV")] at h V o o : = 40 eV.
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For CO spectra, the P-branch transitions have larger spacings than those of the Re
branch transitions, so all populations are extracted from the P-branch intensities. The
optical resolution requirement for CO+ fluorescence detection is very demanding. For
example, the separation between the P(l) and P(2) transitions is only 0.25 A; and they are
only four pixels away from each other on the CCD detector while using the best resolving
equipment in our lab. What is more, the intensities in the v+ = 1 transitions are very weak.
The intensity o f the strongest rotational transition P(3) in the v+ = 1 is only about 0.2 Hz
under the best measurement condition we can have. This makes the rotationally resolved
fluorescence measurements quite an ordeal.
Our goal o f this study is to determine the energy dependence of the rotational
population distributions of two vibrational levels, v+ = 0 and v+ = 1, following CO 4c*1
photoionization. The population of each rotational level can be calculated from the
relative fluorescence intensities as follows [95],

rtir = K{2N+ + 1) W < / Sir,

(5.1.2)

where ATis a constant and Sir is the Honl-London factor [95], For R(N”) branch
transitions (AJ =

1 or AN = N* - N" = 1), Sir - N +, and for F(N") branch

transitions ( A J = - I or AN= -1), Sir = N + + 1.
To compare data taken at different excitation energies, we use the normalized ionic
rotational populations, i.e., n jr/ 'Z/iir, for each vibrational transition. Figure 5.4 displays
the energy dependence of the relative rotational populations over a broad energy range
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Figure 5.4 Relative rotational populations in the v+ = 0 and v+ = 1 vibrational levels of CO+(B^S+)
state in the excitation energy range from 22 to 120 eV.
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Figure 5.5 Relative rotational populations in the v+ = 0 and v+ = 1 vibrational levels of CO+(5^2+)
state in the energy range from 22 to 50 eV.
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(22 to 120 eV). Shown in the graphs are the experimental results for both of the v+ = 0
and v+ = I vibrational levels, along with the theoretical results for the v+ = 0 vibration.
Figure 5.5 reproduces the results in a shorter range (from 22 to 50 eV), as data were taken
at smaller energy steps in this range.
Actually, a similar measurement was done before [97], but only for the v+ = 0 of
CO+(Z?2£+). The agreement between current and previous experimental results is good,
although some small deviations exist. It is likely that current data are more accurate, as
the spectra here are better resolved. The match between our current results and the
theoretical calculations is surprisingly good.
The calculation was done by Wang and McKoy [25] at the Hartree-Fock level.
The temperature of the neutral ground state molecule CO is assumed to be 18 K. The
ground state wavefunction of CO is obtained at the self-consistent-field (SCF) level,
and the angular momentum composition of the 4a orbital o f CO is 14.56% s, 62.35%
p, 15.67% d, 3.09% / 2.72% g, 0.36% h, and 0.57% / at Re = 1.1274 A. There are
two dipole-allowed photoionization channels of the ground state CO. The
photoelectron from the 4a orbital o f CO can be ejected into the ka or kiz continuum
channel. The calculated dipole strengths of individual partial waves for the 4a'1
photoionization are given in Figure 5.6.
Rotationally resolved molecular photoionization provides a direct measure of the
angular momentum composition o f the photoelectron and the partitioning of the
angular momentum between the photoelectron and the ion core. As discussed in
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Chapter 2, for the single-photon ionization o f a molecule, the conservation of the
angular momentum restricts that AJ = X - Jo = l +■3/2, / + 1/2,
A N = N *- No = I + I, I,

- / - 3/2 or

1, excluding electron spin. The actual A N components

depend on the microscopic aspects o f the ionization dynamics. From Figure 5.4, we
can see that the rotational distributions for CO+(52Su) do not change much as a
function of the excitation energy, as opposed to the case for its isoelectronic partner
N2+(52Su+) [97], This is because in N 2 photoionization, low AN transitions (i.e., AN
= 1) dominate at lower excitation energies and larger A N transitions (i.e., AN ^ 3) take
over at higher excitation energies. While in CO study, however, large AN transitions
play a major role at all of the measured energies, which hence lead to relatively flat
rotational population distributions over the whole spectral range. Small features in
both measured calculated rotational distributions at hvtxc ^37 eV are due to the
influence of the f-wave shape resonance in the 4a -> ka channel.
Since similar analyses have been done earlier for the v+ = 0 transition [97], we
will focus our attention on the v+ = 1 transition. There are two prominent features in
the rotational population distributions of the v+ = 1 level. One is broad, occurring for
the N + - 4 level at around 80 eV, and the other one is a very narrow peak in the N + =
5 level at around 25 eV, which we believe, is due to the shape-resonance-enhanced
continuum coupling between the 4a"1 and 5a"1 ionization channels. This will be
further analyzed in the following section.
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5.3 Continuum-Continuum Channel Coupling
For comparison purposes, a short-range display of the rotational distribution of the
CO+(Z?2I + , v+= 1, N + = 5) state is provided in the top frame of Figure 5.7, along with the
calculated (middle frame) and experimental (bottom frame) results o f the
a(v+= l)/o(v+= 0) branching ratio in the 5a"1 photoionization o f CO. The resonant
feature in the middle frame o f Figure 5.7 shows a 5a -* ko shape resonance [93], We can
see that energy dependence o f the N* = 5 population of the v+ = 1 level in the 4a"1
ionization channel peaks at exactly the same excitation photon energy (25 eV) as the
shape resonant feature in the a(v+= l)/a(v+= 0) branching ratio in the 5a"1 ionization
channel. (The AT = 5 transition of the v+ = 0 level remains quite flat in this energy
region.) This is a strong indication of coupling between the 4a"1 and 5a"1 photoionization
channels. For illustrative purposes, the vibrational branching ratio, a(v+= l)/a(v+= 0), of
the 4a"1 photoionization channel is shown in Figure 5.8, in which there is no sign of a
shape resonance around 25 eV. The feature at 37 eV is due to the /-wave shape resonance
in the 4a -> ka channel. The point here is that the resonant feature in the top frame of
Figure 5.7 cannot find its roots in the 4a"1 photoionization itself, as shown in Figure 5.6.
There are two questions one might ask immediately. First, the two curves, i.e., the
a(v+= l)/a(v+= 0) branching ration of the 5a"1 photoionization and the AT = 5 rotational
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Figure 5.7 Top frame: energy dependence of the N* = 5 rotational population in both of the
v+ = 0 and v+ = I vibrational levels for 4a*1 photoionization of CO. Middle frame: calculated
results [93] of the ct(v+= 1)/ cr(v+= 1) branching ration for the 5<r’1 photoionization of CO.
Bottom frame: observed results [98] of the a(v+= 1)/ a(v+= 1) branching ration for the 5c"1
photoionization of CO.
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Figure 5.7 Relative rotational populations in the v+ = 0 and v+ = 1 vibrational levels of
C0+(5^S+) state (our unpublished experimental results).

population of the v+ = 1 level in the 4 c ’1 photoionization, do not have the same resonance
width. Second, similar features are not seen for other measured rotational levels in the
4c 1 photoionization of CO. The explanation to the first inquiry is that this coupling is
affected by the influence from other channels, mostly from the 4c'1 photoionization
channel itself; and the total effect from other channels acts like a high frequency filter.
This makes the width of resulted resonant feature narrower. Our early vibrationally
resolved shape resonance enhanced continuum coupling studies of CO also show that the
width of the induced feature in CO+(B2?.*) c(v = 2)/ c(v = 0) is smaller than the width of
the corresponding shape resonance in the 5c’1 photoionization channel [89]. The
explanation to the fact that the continuum coupling only affects the N + = 5 rotational
level of the v+= 1 state is as following. At rotational temperatures as low as 18 K, only
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the first four rotational levels of the neutral CO have appreciable populations [25],
Therefore, the populations of the N + = 5 rotational level in the excited ions result mainly
from large AN transitions, in which shape resonances influences are amplified more
significantly. For other lower rotational levels, the shape-resonance-induced effect is
weakened by many smaller AN transitions. This assumption is supported by our earlier
rotationally resolved measurements of N2 2a,,'1 photoionization [97], in which the
population of the highest rotational level (N + = 5) shows a greatest change (a 4-fold
increase) in the measured energy range (30 to 210 eV).
We have considered other possible amplification mechanisms that might be
responsible for the observed feature at hv^e = 25 eV in the energy dependence of
rotational population o f CO+(52I + , v+= 1, N + = 5) state. Indeed, this is a spectral region
full o f resonant activities [100-102], but they are not the likely causes of the resonance
feature observed here. For CO, it is well-known that autoionization resonances play an
important role for excitation energies less than 20 eV and is presumably responsible for
the structure observed near the threshold [94, 103, 104], A large number of autoionization
structures have also been observed in the 22 to 26 eV region [101-104], Shown in the
bottom frame of Figure 5.7 is the experimental result of the c(v+= l)/a(v+= 0) branching
ration for the 5c'1 photoionization of CO [98]. It shows the peak of a doubly
autoionization [93, 98], which was mis-assigned as a 5c—>ka shape resonance [99], We
do not believe that this doubly excitation feature, which peaks at 22.3eV, is solely
responsible for our observed feature shown in Figure 5.6. First, the positions of their
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resonant peaks do not coincide. Moreover, the shapes of these two resonant features are
very different. But it is possible that the observed feature at h v ^ = 25 eV in the energy
dependence o f rotational population o f CO+(B2I + , v+= 1, N + = 5) state is due to the joint
effect of this doubly autoionization and the shape resonance in 5a ionization channel.
While the interplay between shape resonance and autoionization in this region make our
hypothesis less unequivocal before further evidence is found, early explorations [89] of
the interaction between the 4a*1 and 5a*1 photoionization channels o f CO surely have an
affirmative support on our current theory.

0.05
0.04
0.03
o

Q

0.02
0.01

0.00
Electron energy (eV)

Figure 5.8 Calculated dipole strengths [105] for the / = 0 channel of N2 2ct„ —>kog
photoionization by taking into account no coupling (curve a), intrachannel coupling (curve b),
and both intra- and interchannel coupling (curve c).
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To illustrate how a shape-resonance-induced continuum coupling affects the
rotational population distributions, I have to borrow the calculations made by Stephens
and Dill [105], Shown in Figure 5.8 are the j-wave (/ = 0) dipole strengths in N 2 2ou —>
k a g ionization channel. Curve a is the calculated results based on one-electron multiple-

scattering-model (MSM), in which no multi-electron interaction is considered. Curve b
shows the results taking into account only the 2au —> kog intrachannel coupling. No
resonance is seen in curve b, as no coupling mechanism to the 3ag —> Aau is employed,
but intrachannel interaction does have the effect that the coupled dipole strengths are
increased over the whole energy range. Curve c demonstrates the combined effect o f the
intra- and interchannel interaction. The 3og -» k cu shape resonance [4] makes a clear
appearance in curve c. In this way, the rotational population distributions, which are
linked intimately to the ionization behaviors of each individual partial waves, can be
changed by shape resonances via continuum coupling.
In the end, we want to make an attempt to explain the broad resonance feature in the
energy dependence o f the CO+(Z?2I + , v+= 1, N + = 4) state centered around 80 eV. We
tend to believe this feature is due to the intrachannel couplings among different 4a
photoionization partial waves, i.e., different / components. In Figure 5.8, the calculated
dipole strengths of N 2 2o„ -» kae photoionization show intensification due to
intrachannel coupling. The fact that no sharp features exist for any o f the calculated
dipole strengths for individual 4o photoionization partial waves around 80 eV make our
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intrachannel coupling assumption reasonable (Figure 5.6). Of course, further
investigations, both theoretical and experimental, are needed to prove our hypothesis.
In conclusion, we have found evidence that one ionization channel near shape
resonance can communicate with another ionization channel, and also the indication of
intrachannel couplings. The results show that the R-dependent aspects of shaperesonance-induced continuum channel coupling affects rotational population distributions
for alternative vibrational states differently. These highlight the utility of rotationally
resolved measurements for elucidating molecular photoionization dynamics. The present
results will serve as a guideline for further molecular calculations as both o f the intra- and
interchannel couplings are generally very weak and are normally ignored in regular
calculations.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY

The utility of dispersed fluorescence as a survey tool has been fully employed
throughout this study, and cannot be emphasized enough. The combination of
fluorescence detection with the broad tunability o f synchrotron radiation can be a useful
complement to traditional photoelectron spectroscopy, and sometimes can be even more
powerful.
By studying two different molecular systems,

and CO, this dissertation has

made two contributions in the field of molecular physics. First, the success in the
characterization of the non-Franck-Condon behavior of the vibrational distributions in the
2 a2\i1 photoionization

of C«F6 has pushed the boundary of vibrationally-resolved shape

resonance studies. This is the first time a shape resonance is characterized to a vibrational
resolution over such an extended energy range for such a large, polyatomic molecule.
This study has opened doors for us to investigate other complex molecules. The
immediate candidates are the other members in this fluorobenzene family, and the
follow-up studies are in progress. This is an important step in bridging the gap from
isolated small molecules to matter in condensed phases.
Second, the unexpected appearances of continuum couplings in our study of
rotational population distributions of CO have again demonstrated the effectiveness of
rotationally resolved measurements for elucidating molecular photoionization dynamics.
The sharp feature in the energy dependence of the N ” = 5 population of the v+ = 1 level in
the 4a*1 photoionization indicates a shape-resonance-induced influence from the 5a*1
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ionization channel, while the broad feature in energy dependence of the N* = 4
population of the v+ = 1 level suggests the possible correlations among the different
partial waves of the 4a"1 photoelection. These results can have an impact in the
improvement of theoretical calculations of molecular photoionization, as both o f the
intra- and interchannel couplings are generally considered very weak and ignored in
regular calculations.
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APPENDIX A:

FLSCAN USER’S MANUAL

System Requirements for Running FLSCAN

This version of FLSCAN (Ver 1.1) requires an IBM PC AT, PS/2, or
compatible computer running the DOS operating system, Version 3.0 or later.
You must have at least 2 megabytes of memory, including 640 kilobytes of
conventional memory and 1.4 megabytes of extended memory.
To use a mouse with FLSCAN, you must have a Microsoft, IBM PS/2, or
fully software-compatible mouse.
In order to display the user interfaces properly, you must have an IBM EGA
or VGA a Hercules Monochrome, or another compatible graphics adapter.

Start the program

You can start the program by typing
C:> FLSCAN
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T he Function Panel

Reset

Start

Stop

0

Sane to File
Replot

jPrintPlot

Reset Button
When pressed, the software sends out instructions to initialize the hardware,
such as moving the monochromator to the starting position, cleaning the data
arrays and refreshing the screen, etc.
Stop Button
When pressed during the data collecting time, it stops the scan and keep tract
the experimental parameters.
Start Button
Start a new scan.
PrintPlot
Send the graph to a printer

SavetoFile
Save the data to a file.
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The In p u t M enu

Input
Get Input Parameters
Get Data From File
Get CCD Data File
Get CCD Sequential Data

Get Input Parameters
The Get Input Parameters command invokes the parameters display, which
shows the current values of the experimental parameters. On the parameters
display, you can also make changes.

Get Data From File
This command invokes a display, which lists all of the data files saved earlier.
You can choose a file to open. When the file is loaded, the data are graphed on
the screen automatically along with the parameters showing on the display
panel.

Get CCD Data File
It retrieves data files saved by a CCD software, and displays the data on the
screen. Its function is the same as the previous command except the data file
has different format.
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Get CCD Sequential Data
It opens a number o f data files in CCD format at the same time, and adds the
data correspondingly before showing them on the screen

The View Menu
View
Partial Blow Up
Zoom
Baseline Subtraction

Partial Blow Up
It vertically amplifies portion of a graph while leaving the rest unchanged.
Zoom
It zooms a region defined by user’s input.
Baseline Subtraction
It subtracts the same value known as baseline from all o f the data points and
replots the data on the screen.
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The Analysis M enu

Analysis
Integration
Rotational Population(Pbranch)

Integration
It calculates the integration over certain region defined by user’s input.
Rotational Population
It calculates the populations of the rotational regions defined by user’s input.

SysTest!
It invokes a display panel, which show individual hardware modules such as
events counting, motor controlling, voltage input and output so that the user
can control each of them individually.

PGM!
It sets the synchrotron beamline to certain energy and angle defined by user’s
input.

Quit!
The Quit command removes FLSCAN from memory (and returns to the DOS
prompt when using DOS).
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APPENDIX B:

FLSCAN SOURCE CODE

There are three text files, (1) File “Support.inc” defines the constants for all of the
hardware configurations and file I/Os; (2) Defined in file “FLSCAN.inc” are the constants
for graphic user interfaces; (3) “FLSCAN.bas” is the source code, which has all of the
functions to carry out data acquisition, instrument control, data analysis and file I/Os.

B.I Support.inc

REM This include file defines some CONSTANTS used in the LabWindows
REM program FLSCAN.BAS and may be some other programs also.
REM Warning: IT IS AGAINST THE LAW TO MODIFY THIS FILE.
REM Any modification to this file will definetely result in the
REM failure of running the program which uses this file, and it
REM will be extremely difficult to change it back.
REM You are free to add more constant assignment if (and only if)
REM necessary.
REM This file should be used by putting the following
REM

REM SINCLUDE: 'SUPPORT.INC

REM in the begining of the application file.
****** General Control ********************************************
CONST no.wait = 0
CONST waiting = 1
CONST TRUE = 1
CONST FALSE = 0
CONST YES = 1
CONST NO =0
rfm

REM ****** Configuration of the boards ********************************
CONST AT.MIO = 1 Board ID of AT-MIO-16 has been set to 1 by DAQCONF.EXE
CONST PC.TIO = 2 'Board ID of PC-TOMO has been set to 2 by DAQCONF.EXE
REM * * * * Two analog output channels on AT-MIO-16 board (D/A OUTPUTS)
CONST AO.Chanl = 0 T>ACO OUT is used as channel 1

****
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CONST AO.Chan2 = 1 'DAC1 OUT is used as channel 2

CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

AO.bipolar = 0 'Output range is from -10 V to +10 V
AO. unipolar = 1 'Output range is from 0 V to +10 V
inLref.volt = 10.0 'Internal reference of+lOV(default) is used
IM.update = 0
open.shutter = 1
close.shutter = 0
five. Volt = 5.0#
zero. Volt = 0.0#

REM *** Four analog input channels on AT-MIO-16 board (A/D INPUTS) ****
CONST AI.Gainl = 1
CONST AI.Gain2 = 2
CONST AI.Gain4 = 4
CONST AI.Gain8 = 8
CONST Al.Chanl = 0
CONST AI.Chan2 = 1
CONST AI.Chan3 = 2
CONST Differential = 0
CONST ALRangelOV = 10
CONST AI.Range20V = 20
CONST ALbipolar =0
CONST Al.unipolar = 1
REM **** Counters & Timers (COUNTERS and TTL OUTPUTS) ******
CONST Ctrl = 1 'Ctrl & ctr2 of PC-TIO-10 are for input 1 (CONFERS)
CONST ctr2 = 2
CONST ctr3 = 3 'ctr3 & ctr4 of PC-TIO-10 are for input 2 (CONFERS)
CONST ctr4 = 4
CONST ctr5 = 5
CONST ctr6 = 6 'ctr6 & ctr7 of PC-TIO-10 are for input 3 (CONFERS)
CONST ctr7 = 7
CONST ctr8 = 8 'ctr8 of PC-TIO-10 is used as internally gate(COUNTERS)
CONST ctr9 = 9
CONST ctrlO =10
CONST rising.edge =0
CONST falling.edge = 1
CONST no.gating = 0
CONST hlgating = I

'Counter counts rising edges
'No gating used
High-level gating used

CONST TOtoggled = 0 'OUT signal toggles from low(high) to highOow)
' on the terminal count
CONST TCpuIse = 1 'Active logic pulse is generated on TC
CONST P.polarity = 0 Positive logic output polarity used by counter
CONST N.polarity = 1 Negative logic output
CONST tbase. 1MHz = 1
CONST tbase. lOOKHz =2
CONST tbase. lOKHz =3

Internal 1-MHz clock used as timebase
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CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

tbase. IKHz = 4
tbase. 100Hz =5
tbase.sourcel = 6
tbase.source2 = 7
tbase.source3 = 8
tbase.source4 = 9
tbase.source6 = 6
tbase. source7 = 7
tbase. source8 = 8
tbase.source9 = 9
tbase.previous = 0

'SOUTCE1 used as timebase

'SOURCE6 used as timebase

TC signal of previous counter as timebase

CONST stop.aL64K = 0 'Counting stops when the counter reaches 65535
'and rolles over, overflow condition registered
CONST continuously = 1 'Counting continues when the counter rolls over,
'no overflow condition is registered
CONST simul.free = 0 'Cancel reservation of counters
CONST simul.reserve = 1 'Reserve counters
CONST simul.start = 2 'Perform a simultaneous start/restart
CONST simul.stop = 3 'Perform a simultaneous stop
CONST simul.latch = 4 Terform a simultaneous count latch
' Counters performing CTR_EvCount, CTR_Period, CTR_Square,
' or CTR_Pulse can be stopped simultaneously whether they
' were started by CTR_Simul_Op or not.
CONST high.Z = 0
CONST low.logic = 1
CONST higtUogic = 2

'Set OUT signal driver to high-impedance state

CONST no.of.ctrs.counter = 5
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

CW =0
'Motor rotates clockwisely
CCW = 1
Motor rotates counterclockwisely
FullStep = 1
’Stepping Motor Mode
HalfStep = 0
MAX.NO.OF.PULSES = 1000000000&
frequency = 1000#
duty.cycle.motor = .2# To satisfy the timing restrictions
'1. period <50% (negative pulse)
'2. width > 15 us (low logic)

REM ****** END OF COUNTERS & TTL OUTPUTS PARAMETERS

REM ******** FORMATTING AND I/O
CONST ASCII.TP
=1
CONST binary.TP =0
CONST read, write = 0
CONST readonly = I
CONST write.only = 2
CONST truncate.file = 0
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CONST append, file = 1
CONST open.as.is = 2
CONST begining
=0
CONST current
=1
CONST file.end = 2
CONST FLSCAN
CONST PDSCAN

=1
=2

REM ******** GRAPHICS
1Line style
CONST Stnall.Square = 9
CONST Single.Dot
= 10
' Colors
CONST Gray.Color = 8
CONST LighLBlue = 9
CONST Light.Green = 10
CONST LighLCyan =11
CONST Light.Red
= 12
CONST Light.Magenta = 13
CONST Yellow
= 14
CONST White. Color = 15
'Scaling modes
CONST Manual. Scaling = 0
CONST Auto.Scaling = 1
' Display attributes
CONST Title.Name = 0
CONST X.Name
= 10
CONST Y.Name
= 18
CONST Background.Color = 0
CONST Label-Color = 1
CONST Frame. Color = 2
' Screen manipulation
CONST Button.Disabled = 0
CONST Button.Enabled = 1
CONST LED.ON
=1
CONST LED.OFF
=0
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B.2 FLSCAN.inc

REM LabWindows User Interface Resource (UIR) Include File
REM WARNING: Do not add to, delete from, or otherwise modify the contents
REM
of this include file.
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

Bar= 0
Bar. Input = 0
Bar. Input. GetPara = 1
Bar.Input-GetPDPara = 2
Bar.InputGetData = 3
Bar.Input-GetPDData = 4
Bar. Input CCDData = 5
Bar.InpuLCCDSqData = 6
Bar.InpuLHelp = 7
Bar.View = 256
Bar.View.BlowUp = 257
Bar.View.Zoom = 258
Bar.View.BaselineRm = 259
Bar.View.Help = 260
Bar. Analysis = 512
Bar.Analysis.Integrate = 513
Bar. Analysis. Gaussian = 514
Bar.Analysis.Lorentzian = 515
Bar.Analysis.Help = 516
Bar.Systest = 768
Bar.PGM = 1024
Bar.PGM.SetPGM = 1025
Bar.PGM.PDScan = 1026
Bar.QUIT = 1280

CONST GraphPnl = 0
CONST GraphPnl.Graph = 0
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

ShowPDPnl = 1
ShowPDPnl.textboxl = 0
ShowPDPnl.textbox2 = 1
ShowPDPnl.InitialEnergy = 2
ShowPDPnl.FinalEnergy = 3
ShowPDPnl.EnergyJump = 4
ShowPDPnl.Dwell.Time = 5
ShowPDPnl.No.of.Sweeps = 6

CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

ShowPnl = 2
ShowPnl.textbox 1 = 0
ShowPnl.textbox2 = 1
ShowPnl.InitialWavelength = 2
ShowPnl.FinalWavelength = 3
ShowPnl.WavelengthJump = 4
ShowPnl.Dwell.Time = 5
ShowPnl.No.of.Sweeps = 6
ShowPnl.Shutter.Cycles = 7
ShowPnl.text 1 = 8
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CONST ShowPnl.text2 = 9
CONST ShowPnl.text3 = 10
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

FitPnl = 3
FitPnl.textboxL = 0
FitPnl.textbox2 = 1
FitPnl.FirstPeak = 2
FitPnl.Intensityl = 3
FitPnl.Width 1 = 4
FitPnl.SecondPeak = 5
FitPnl.Intensity2 = 6
FitPnl.Width2 = 7
FitPnl.textbox3 = 8
FitPnl.BaselineLevel = 9
FitPnl.GoFit = 10
FitPnI.Exit = 11

CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

ControlPnl = 4
ControlPnl.textbox3 = 0
ControlPnl.textbox4 = 1
ControlPnl. Stop = 2
ControlPnl.Reset = 3
ControlPnl. Start = 4
ComrolPnl.led = 5
ControlPnl.Replot = 6
ControlPnl.Save = 7
ControlPnl.PrintPlot = 8

CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

PDScanPnl = 5
PDScanPnl.CurrentEnergy = 0
PDScanPnl.InitialEnergy = 1
PDScanPnl.FinalEnergy =®2
PDScanPnl.EnergyJump = 3
PDScanPnl.No.of.Sweeps = 4
PDScanPnl.DweU.Time = 5
PDScanPnl.Yminimum = 6
PDScanPnl.Ymaximum = 7
PDScanPnl.OK = 8
PDScanPnl.Cancel = 9

CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

ScanPnl = 6
ScanPnl.nothing3 = 0
ScanPnl-ShutterSelection = 1
ScanPnl. Grating = 2
ScanPnl.MotorMode = 3
ScanPnl.CurrentWavelength = 4
ScanPnLInitialWavelength = 5
ScanPnLFinalWavelength = 6
ScanPnl. WavelengthJump = 7
ScanPnl.No.of.Sweeps = 8
ScanPnl. Shutter. Cycles = 9
ScanPnl.Dwell.Time = 10
ScanPnl.Yminimum = 11
ScanPnl. Ymaximum = 12
ScanPnl.OK = 13
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CONST ScanPnl. Cancel = 14
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

PGMPnl = 7
PGMPnl.textbox 1 = 0
PGMPni.textbox2 = 1
PGMPnl.PGM-CurrentAngle = 2
PGMPnl.Final.Angle = 3
PGMPnl.Go.Angle = 4
PGMPnl.PGM-CurrentEnergy = 5
PGMPnl.PGM.Final.Energy = 6
PGMPnl. Go.Energy = 7

CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

SaveDatPnl = 8
SaveDatPnl.DataFilename = 0
SaveDatPnl.Comment = 1
SaveDatPnl.OK = 2
SaveDatPnl.Cancel = 3

CONST WaitPnl = 9
CONST WaitPnl. WaitingText = 0
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

BlowupPnl * 10
BlowupPnl-Positionl = 0
BlowupPnl.Position2 = 1
BlowupPnLFactor = 2
BlowupPnLOK = 3

CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

ZoomPnl = 11
ZoomPnl.Positionl = 0
ZoomPnl.Position2 = 1
ZoomPnl.OK. = 2

CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

IntegrlPnl = 12
IntegrlPnl. Ini tialPo int = 0
IntegrlPnLFinalPoint = 1
IntegrlPnl. Go = 2
IntegriPnLQuit = 3
IntegrlPnl. Integrand = 4

CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

Test = 13
Test.BOXl = 0
TestBOX6 = 1
TestMODE = 2
Test.BOX5 = 3
TestBOX3 = 4
Test.BOX4 = 5
Test.Counterl = 6
Test.Counter2 •= 7
Test.CountingTime = 8
Test.DwellTime = 9
Test.Grating = 10
TestMotorMode =11
Test.CurrentWavelength = 12
Test.DA.Channell = 13
Test.DA.ChanneI2 = 14
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CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

Test. AD. Channel 1 = 15
Test.AD.Channel2 = 16
Test.AD.Channel3 = 17
Test.COUNTERS = 18
Test.TTLOUTS = 19
Test.D2AOUTPUTS = 20
Test.A2DINPUTS = 21
Test. Start = 22
Test.Stop = 23
Test.Exit = 24
Test.FinalWavePoint = 25
Test.LetterS = 26
Test.LetterS2 = 27
Test.LetterAl = 28
Test.LetterA2 = 29
Test.LetterVl = 30
Test.LetterV2 = 31
Test.LetterV3 = 32
Test.LetterV4 = 33
Test.LetterV5 = 34

CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST
CONST

CCDSqPnl = 14
CCDSqPnl-NumofFiles = 0
CCDSqPnl.box = 1
CCDSqPnl.tl = 2
CCDSqPnl.t2 = 3
CCDSqPnl.t3 = 4
CCDSqPnLok = 5
CCDSqPnl.t4 = 6
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B.3 FLSCAN.bas
REM = = = ^ -----^
==■■: ==^==. ..g a g , - , , ,.,
REM =
REM = This program is designed to be (or try to be) a general purpose
REM =
software package for laboratory automation.
REM =
REM = 1. Real-time data acquisition
REM = a.) Fluorescence Scan:
REM =
At fixed excitation energy, scan over certain wavelength
REM =
range to get the fluorescence (or whatever it is) light
REM =
intensity versus wavelength, while using the PMT.
REM =
REM = b.) Excitation Scan:
REM =
At fixed fluorescence wavelength (range), measure the
REM =
fluorescence intensity as a function of the excitation
REM =
energy.
REM =
REM =
REM = 2. Instrument control and process monitoring
REM = a.) Set the monochromator to a specific wavelength.
REM = b.) Set PGM to specific angle or energy.
REM = c.) Open or close a shutter.
REM = d.) Two TIL counters for monitoring the intensity (counting
REM =
rate) from two sources simultaneously.
REM = e.) Monitoring voltage level from three different places
REM =
simultaneously.
REM = f.) Output two different voltages (-10 to 10 volts)
REM =
REM = 3. Real-time display
REM =
Real-time display of the acquired data.
REM =
REM =
REM = 4. Data visualization
REM = a.) Zoom with baseline subtraction
REM = b.) Patial blow up
REM = c.) Baseline subtraction
REM =
REM =
REM = 5. Data Analysis
REM = a.) Integration over certain region
REM = b.) Curving fitting
REM =
REM =
REM = 6. Hardcopy
REM = Print out whatever on the screen
REM =
REM =
REM = PS:
REM = On-line help information is available for most of the
REM = functions.
REM
,-------------- ^
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REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

= = =
=
= = = = = = = = = = .
-------= File FLSCAN.INC defines all of the constants used for graphical
= user interface, and file SUPPORT.INC defines the rest Under no
= circumstances, these two files should be modified by hand.
= Adding new constant definitions to SUPPORT.INC is allowed.
= FLSCAN.INC is updated every lime you change the GUI file, in
= this case FLSCAN.UIR.
=
SINCLUDE: 'SUPPORT.INC
SINCLUDE: 'FLSCAN.INC
=
= = = = =
.

l:= a

-

>

J

U

U

a

J

U

C

T

a

a

=:

=■

:=

r

:

REM = = = = = = = ------ = = = = ^ - = = . - === ==
REM = Define procedures that needs to call very many other modules to
REM = achieve their functionalities.
DECLARE SUB SystemTestO
DECLARE SUB FluoscenceScan(position.index%, current.sweep.number%)
DECLARE SUB ExcitationScan(position.index%, currentsweep.number%)
REM =
REM = = = == =■ : - -■ ■■----- = = - = = = = = = =
r

REM = = =
=
= = = = ^ = ™ = = = = ==
=
REM = Define procedures for excitation scan using PGM beamline
DECLARE SUB GetPDDataFromFile 0
DECLARE SUB GetPDScanParameters 0
DECLARE SUB ReadPDScanParameters 0
DECLARE SUB SavePDDataFile 0
DECLARE SUB ShowPDScanParameters 0
DECLARE SUB WritePDScanParameters 0
REM =
REM =i=~~' "
■ - ■-= =
=. ■=: =■r
=.
-------------------------REM = = = = = ■
REM = Define procedures for fluorescence scan using PMT
DECLARE SUB GetDataFromFile 0
DECLARE SUB GetScanParameters 0
DECLARE SUB ReadScanParameters 0
DECLARE SUB SaveDataFile 0
DECLARE SUB ShowScanParameters 0
DECLARE SUB WriteScanParameters 0
REM
REM = = = = = ---- r--=-= = = = = = = = = =

REM
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REM = Define procedures for importing CCD data
DECLARE SUB GetCCDData 0
DECLARE SUB GetCCDSequentialData 0
REM
REM

REM = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
REM = Define procedures for Screen Operations
DECLARE SUB BaselineSubtraction 0
DECLARE SUB ConfigGraph (Xmin#, Xmax#)
DECLARE SUB Disable.Buttons 0
DECLARE SUB Enable.Buttons 0
DECLARE SUB Integration 0
DECLARE SUB PartialBlowUpO
DECLARE SUB PrintPlot 0
DECLARE SUB Replot 0
DECLARE SUB Resetup 0
DECLARE SUB ZoomO
REM
=
REM
—= ==
R£M = = = = = = = = = = = ^
REM = Define procedures for Data Acquisition and Processes Control
REM = using the National Instruments plug-in boards
REM =
REM = Independent functions
DECLARE SUB COUNTERS (duration#, countsl&, counts2&)
DECLARE SUB INITIALIZATION.BOARDSO
DECLARE SUB MOTOR1 (direction%, no.of.pulses&)
DECLARE SUB SHUTTER 1 (open.close%)
REM =
REM
=-«-

--------------REM
REM = = = = = = =
Declare Global Variables
REM
^
■■.»- -■■■

=

REM = = = ^ J- = = = = = ==
REM = Panels and Menu Bar ^identifications
COMMON SHARED /Graph.Panel/ Graph.Panel%
COMMON SHARED /Show.Panel/ Show.Panel%
COMMON SHARED /Show.PDPanel/ Show.PDPanel%
COMMON SHARED /ControI.Panel/ Control.Panel%
COMMON SHARED /Scan.PaneV Scan.Panel%
COMMON SHARED /PDScan.Panel/ PDScan.Panel%
COMMON SHARED /PGM.Panel/
PGM.Panel%
COMMON SHARED /Menu.Bar/
Menu.Bar%
REM =
REM = = = = = ^ = = = = = = = -
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REM =========================— = = = =
REM = Graphical User Interface Service Parameters
COMMON SHARED /Graph.Title/ Graph.Title$
COMMON SHARED /X.Ads.Name/ XAds.Name$
COMMON SHARED /Y. Ads. Name/ Y.Ads.NameS
REM =
REM = = = = = =
«■
REM = = = = = =
^ =- REM — Data Manipulation Names................. ...............
'For FLSCAN
DIM SHARED Wavelength# (1024)
DIM SHARED PMT.Counts& (1024)
DIM SHARED BG.CountsA (1024)
DIM SHARED Net.Counts& (1024)
DIM SHARED PD.Counts& (1024)
' PD: photo diode
'ForPDSCAN
DIM SHARED Energy# (1024)
DIM SHARED PGM.Net.Counts& (1024)
COMMON SHARED /Scan. Selection/ Scan.Selection%
COMMON SHARED /No.of.Data.Taken/ No.of.Data.Taken%
COMMON SHARED /Yminimum/
Yminimum#
COMMON SHARED /Ymaximum/
Ymaximum#
REM =
REM = = = = = = =
- ■=
REM = = = = =
■
■
REM = Fluorescence Scan Parameters
COMMON SHARED /SteppingMotorMode/ SteppingMotorMode%
COMMON SHARED /ShutterSelection/ ShutterSeIection%
COMMON SHARED /GratingSelection/ GratingSelection%
COMMON SHARED /CurrentWavelength/ CurrentWavelength#
COMMON SHARED /InitialWavelength/ InitialWavelength#
COMMON SHARED /FinalWavelength/
FinalWavelength#
COMMON SHARED /WavelengthJump/
WavelengthJump#
COMMON SHARED /No.of.Shutter.Cycles/ No.of.Shutter.Cycles%
COMMON SHARED /No.of.Sweeps/
No.of.Sweeps%
COMMON SHARED /DweU.Time/
DweU.Time#
COMMON SHARED /no.of.pulses/
no.of.pulses&
REM =
REM = = -------------------REM — = ---------------- — = - = = =
REM = Excitation Scan Parameters
COMMON SHARED /CurrentEnergy/ CurrentEnergy#
COMMON SHARED /InitialEnergy/ InitialEnergy#
COMMON SHARED /FinalEnergy/
FinalEnergy#
COMMON SHARED /EnergyJump/
EnergyJump#
COMMON SHARED /DweU.Time.PGM/ Dwell.Time.PGM#
REM =
REM = = = - = - -------------- ----------------------- ---------
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REM = = = = = - ; ------------ =------ — ------- = = = ==
REM = = = = = = End of Global Variables Declaration
REM
;----REM ====== = =t.=
= = =
REM = Initialization
quit%
= FALSE
start%
= FALSE
stopped%
= FALSE
Sweep.Loop% = L
index%
= 0
Scan.Selection% = 0

„

Graph.Title$ = "Fluorescence Spectrum"
X.Axis.Name$ = "Wavelength (A)"
Y. Axis. NameS = "Intensity"
CALL Initialization.Boards
REM =
REM =
=
: =======
REM = Get Menu Bar and the main panels
—
Menu.Bai%
= LoadMenuBar ("FLSCAN.UIR", Bar)
Graph.Panel% = LoadPanel ("FLSCAN.UIR", GraphPnl)
Show.Panel% = LoadPanel ("FLSCAN.UIR", ShowPnl)
Control.Panel% = LoadPanel ("FLSCAN.UIR", ControlPnl)
CALL ConfigGraph (duml#, dum2#)
i% = DisplayPanel (Graph.Panel%)
i% = DisplayPanel (Show.Panel%)
i% = DisplayPanel (Control.Panel%)
CALL ReadScanParameters
'Needs to be modified
CALL ShowscanParameters
CALL ConfigGraph (InitialWavelength#, FinalWavelength#)
REM = = = = =
= = »» « -----------------------REM = == = ■ ■= - ■ Main Program Starts Here ~ 11 ■ 1
R E M ---------= ==
------------------------

■ =

WHILE quit% = FALSE
i% = GetUserEvent (no.wait, handle%, control.id%)
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM - If the handle matches the menu bar handle, decode the controLid REM - variable to find out which menu item was selected. Then the
REM - corresponding action(s) will be taken.
R E M -------------------------------------------------------------------IF handle% = Menu.Bar% THEN
SELECT CASE control. id%
CASE Bar.Input.GetPara
i% = UnloadPanel (Show.Panel%)
i% = UnloadPanel (Show.PDPanel%)
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Show.Panel% = LoadPanel ("FLSCAN.UIR", ShowPnl)
i% = DisplayPanel (Show.Panel%)
CALL GetScanParameters
CALL ShowscanParameters
Scan.Seleclion% = FLSCAN
X.Axis.NameS = "Wavelength (A)"
CASE Bar.Input-GetPDPara
i% = UnloadPanel (Show.Panel%)
i% = UnloadPanel (Show.PDPanel%)
Show.PDPanel% = LoadPanel ("FLSCAN.UIR", ShowPDPnl)
i% = DisplayPanel (Show.PDPanel%)
CALL GetPDScanParameters
CALL ShowPDScanParameters
Scan.Selection% = PDSCAN
X.Axis.Name$ = "Energy (eV)"
CASE Bar.Input.GetData
i% = UnloadPanel (Show.Panel%)
i% = UnloadPanel (Show.PDPanel%)
Show.Panel% = LoadPanel ("FLSCAN.UIR", ShowPnl)
i% = DisplayPanel (Show.Panel%)
CALL GetDataFromFile
CALL ShowScanParameters
Scan.Selection% = FLSCAN
X.Axis.Name$ = "Wavelength (A)"
CASE Bar. Input. GetPDData
i% = UnloadPanel (Show.Panel%)
i% = UnloadPanel (Show.PDPanel%)
Show.PDPanel% = LoadPanel ("FLSCAN.UIR", ShowPDPnl)
i% = DisplayPanel (Show.PDPanel%)
CALL GetPDDataFromFile
CALL ShowPDScanParameters
Scan.Selection% = PDSCAN
X.Axis.Name$ = "Energy (eV)"
CASE Bar.Input.CCDData
CALL GetCCDData
Scan.Selection% = FLSCAN
X.Axis.Name$ = "Pixel Number"
CASE Bar.InputCCDSqData
CALL GetCCDSequentialData
Scan.Selection% = FLSCAN
X. Axis. NameS = "Pixel Number"
CASE Bar.View.BlowUp
CALL PartialBlowUp
CASE Bar.View.Zoom
CALL Zoom
CASE Bar.View.BaselineRm
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CALL BaselineSubtraction
CASE Bar. Analysis.Integrate
CALL Integration
CASE Bar.SysTest
CALL SystemTest
CASE Bar.Quit
quit% = ConfirmPopup ("

Really want to quit?")

END SELECT
REM - End of menu bar items selection
REM --------------------------------------------------------REM ------------------------------------------------------------------REM - If the handle matches the panel handle, decode the control.id
REM - variable to figure out which button on the main panel was
REM - selected, and hence the corresponding action can be taken.
REM ------------------------------------------------------------------ELSEEF handle% = Control.Panel% THEN
SELECT CASE control.id%
CASE ControlPnLStart
start% = TRUE
stopped% = FALSE
CALL Disable.Buttons
CASE ControlPnl.Stop
IF stopped% = FALSE THEN
stop.id% = ConfirmPopup (" Really want to stop this scan?")
ELSE
stop.id% = TRUE
END IF
IF stop.id% = TRUE THEN
stopped% = TRUE
start%
= FALSE
No.of.Sweeps% = Sweep. Loop%
IF ScaaSelection% = FLSCAN THEN
Call ShowscanParameters
Call WriteScanParameters
ELSEIF Scan.Selection% = PDSCAN THEN
Call ShowPDScanParameters
Call WritePDScanParameters
END IF
END IF
CASE ControlPnl.Reset
IF ConfirmPopup (" Data saved already?") = TRUE THEN
CALL Resetup
start% = FALSE
stopped% = TRUE
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index% = 0
Sweep.Loop% = 1
END IF
CASE ControlPnl.Replot
CALL Replot
CASE ControlPnl.Save
IF Scan.Selection% = FLSCAN THEN
CALL SaveDataFile
ELSEIF Scan.Selection% = PDSCAN THEN
CALL SavePDDataFile
END IF
CASE ControlPnl.PrintPlot
CALL PrintPlot
CASE ELSE
END SELECT
END IF
REM - End of panel button selection---------------------- ----REM ------------------------------------------------------------------REM = = = = === = ^ = = = = = == = :■ ■ ;------------- ^
REM = = = = === = This is the loop for data acquisition =
REM = = = = = -= ------------------------------------------- =====
IF start% = TRUE AND stopped% = FALSE
AND Sweep.Loop% <= No.of.Sweeps% THEN
IF Scan.Selection% = FLSCAN THEN
CALL FluorescenceScan(index%, S%veep.Loop%)
ELSEIF Scan.Selection% = PDSCAN THEN
CALL ExcitationScan(mdex%, Sweep.Loop%)
END IF
ELSE
IF Scan.Selection% = FLSCAN THEN
CALL WriteScanParameters
ELSEIF Scan.Selection% = PDSCAN THEN
CALL WritePDScanParameters
END IF
CALL Enable.Buttons
stopped% = TRUE
start% = FALSE
END IF
REM =====----- ■■
—
REM = = = = = = = = = End of Data Acquisition " ■=
REM = = = = = = = - = = = = = = • = -------------=
WEND
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REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

End of Main Program
and
------------Begining of Software Operation Subprograms

REM
>■= !
REM = This module takes data at current wavelength, and move to the
REM = next data point if not finished.
=
REM ■ - t .
■
' *■ ■"
SUB FluorescenceScan(index%, Sweep.Loop%)
STATIC i%
STATIC x#
STATIC Y#
STATIC dum&
STATIC open.sh%
STATIC close.sh%
STATIC ccw.up%
STATIC cw.down%
STATIC Move.to.Initial.Position&
STATIC SweepNumber AS STRING * 9
DIM
DIM
DIM
DIM

PMT.Counts.TMP&( 1024)
BG.Counts.TMP& (1024)
NET.Counts.TMP&(1024)
PD.Counts.TMP& (1024)

REM - Initialization
FOR i% = 0 TO 1024
PMT. Counts. TMP&(i%) = 0
PD.Counts.TMP& (i%) = 0
BG.Counts.TMP& (i%) = 0
NetCounts.TMP&(i%) = 0
NEXT i%
open.sh% = open.shutter
cIose.sh% = close.shutter
ccw.up% = CCW
cw.down% = CW
Move.to.Initial.Position& = 0
REM - Write the sweep number to the top-left comer on the screen ----x# = InitialWavelength#
y# = 0.9 * Ymaximum#
i% = Fmt(SweepNumberS, "%s<%s%i", "Sweep", Sweep.Loop%)
i% = PlotText(Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl.Graph, x#, y#, SweepNumberS, 4,10,-I)
IF Sweep.Loop% = 1 THEN
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Wavelength#(index%) = CurrentWavelength#
END IF
REM ---------------------------------------------- -------------------REM - At current wavelength place, get the counts from the PMT
REM ----------------------------------------:--------------------------FOR Shutter.Cycle.Loop% = I TO No.of.Shutter.Cycles%

----

REM ------------------------------------------------------------------REM - If there is no shutter is the optical box, get the signal ---REM - counts and simplely set background reading zero, since we ---REM - are not checking the background by closing the shutter now. ---IF ShutterSelection% = YES THEN
CALL Delay (0.1#)
CALL COUNTERS(DweIl.Time#, PMT.Reading&, PD.Reading&)
BG.Reading& = 0
REM ------------------------------------------------------------------R E M ------------------------------------------------------------------REM - If using the shutter inside the optical box, open the shutter —
REM - to get the signal counts and close the shutter to get
—
REM - background reading. The opening and closing the shutter
REM - is done by sending a five volts and zero volt signal to
—
REM - the shutter controller.
—
ELSEIF ShutterSelection% = NO THEN
REM - Get the singal counts
—
CALL SHUTTERl(open.sh%)
CALL Delay (0.2#)
CALL COUNTERS(Dwell.Time#, PMT.Reading&, PD.Reading&)
REM - Get the background
—
CALL SHUTTER 1(close.sh%)
CALL Delay(0.2#)
CALL COUNTERS (DwelLTime#, BG.Reading&, dum&)
REM ------------------------------------------------------------------END IF Tor shutterselection
PMT.Counts.TMP&(index%) = PMT.Counts.TMP&(index%) + PMT.Reading&
PD.Counts.TMP& (index%) = PD.Counts.TMP& (index%) + PD.Reading&
BG.Counts.TMP& (index%) = BG.Counts.TMP& (index%) + BG.Reading&
NEXT Shutter.Cycle.Loop%
REM - Done with data taking at this wavelength-------------- ----R E M ------------------------------------------------------------------REM - Show the data point on the graph
----Net.Counts.TMP&(index%) = PMT.Counts.TMP&(index%) - BG.Counts.TMP&(index%)
i% = PlotPoint (Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl.Graph, Wavelength#(index%),_
CDBL(Net.Counts.TMP&(index%) * Sweep.Loop% / 3.0 + 0.2*Ymaximum),_
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Small.Square, UghLgreen)
IF Sweep.Loop% = 1 THEN
No.of.Data.Taken% = index% + I
END IF
R E M ------------------------------------------------------------------REM
Move to a new data point if not hitting the end-----------R E M ------------------------------------------------------------------REM - No done with this sweep yet
---IF CurrentWavelength# < FinalWavelength# THEN
CALL Motor I (ccw.up%, no.of.pulses&)
index% = index% + 1
CurrentWavelength# = CurrentWavelength# + WavelengthJump#
REM - Done with this sweep, maybe there are more sweep to go
—
ELSEIF CurrentWavelength# >= FinalWavelength# _
AND Sweep.Loop% <= No.of.Sweeps%
THEN
FOR i% = 0 TO index%
PMT. Counts&(i%) = PMT.Counts&(i%) + PMT.Counts.TMP&(i%)
BG.Counts& (i%) = BG.Counts& (i%) + BG.Counts.TMP& (i%)
NetCounts&(i%) = Net. Counts&(i%) + Net.Counts.TMP&(i%)
PD.Counts& (i%) = PD.CountsA (i%) + PD.Counts.TMP& (i%)
PMT.Counts.TMP&(i%) = 0
PD.Counts.TMP& (i%) = 0
BG.Counts.TMP& (i%) = 0
Net.Counts.TMP&(i%) = 0
NEXT i%
CALL Replot
REM - More sweep(s) to go, reset the monochromator to the initial —
REM - wavelength position.
—
IF Sweep.Loop% < No.of.Sweeps% THEN
Move.to.InitiaI.Position& = no.of.pulses& * index%
CALL Motorl (cw.down%, Move.to.Initial.Position&)
CurrentWavelength# = InitialWavelength#
END IF
Sweep.Loop% = Sweep.Loop% + 1
index% =0
ELSE
stopped% = TRUE
Call WriteScanParameters
END IF
END SUB

R E M -------------------------------------------------------------------REM - First, this subprogram gets the maximum and minimum values of an REM - array. Then it replot the graph by leaving 10% the height of the REM - curve on the top. This is just for visulization, no permanent -
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REM - change to the real data will be done.
REM
— ----------------------------------------------------------SUB BaselineSubtraction
STATIC i%
STATIC index%
STATIC Max.Index%
STATIC Min.Index%
STATIC Max.NetCounts#
STATIC Min.NetCounts#
DIM NetCounts.Plot# (1024)
REM
Change the long integer array to double precision array
FOR index% = 0 TO No.of.Data.Taken% - 1
IF Scan.SeIection% = FLSCAN THEN
Net.Counts.Plot#(index%) = CDBL(NetCounts&(index%))
ELSEIF Scan.Selection% = PDSCAN THEN
Net. Counts. Plot#(index%) = CDBL(PGM.Net.Counts&(index%))
ELSE
EXIT SUB
END EF
NEXT index%
CALL MaxMinlD (Net.Counts.PIot#0, No.of.Data.Taken%,_
Max.NetCounts#, Max.Index%, Min.NetCounts#, Min.Index%)
FOR index% = 0 TO No.of.Data.Taken% -1
Net.Counts.Plot#(index%) = Net.Counts.Plot#(index%) - Min.NetCounts#
NEXT index%
CALL MaxMinlD (Net.Counts.PIot#0, No.of.Data.Taken%,_
Max.NetCounts#, Max.Index%, Min.NetCounts#, Min.Index%)
Ymaximum# = 1.1 * Max.NetCounts#
Yminimum# = 0.0
REM ----------- Now replot the data---------------------------------- —
IF Scan.Selection% = FLSCAN THEN
CALL ConfigGraph (InitialWavelength#, FinalWavelength#)
i% = PlotXY(Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl.Graph, Wavelength#!), __
NetCounts.Plot#0, No.of.Data.Taken%, 4,4, 0,10, 1, 10)
ELSEIF Scan.Selection% = PDSCAN THEN
CALL ConfigGraph (InitialEnergy#, FinalEnergy#)
i% = PlotXY(Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl.Graph, Energy#0, _
NetCounts.Plot#0, No.of.Data.Taken%, 4,4, 0,10,1, 10)
END IF
END SUB
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM - This subprogram defines the horizontal and the vertical range of REM - the graph provided you pass the minimum and m a x i m u m values of the REM - x-axis. The y values are taken from the global variables.
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------SUB ConfigGraph (Xmin#, Xmax#)
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STATIC i%
i% = DeletePlots (Graph.PaneI%, GraphPnI.Graph)
'i%=SetGraphAttribute (Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl.Graph, Title.Name, Graph.Title$)
i% =SetGraphAttribute (Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl.Graph, XName, X.Axis.Name$)
i% = SeiGraphAttribute (Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl.Graph, Y.Name, Y.Axis.NameS)
i% = ConfigureAxes (Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl.Graph%, Manual.Scaling, Xmin#,_
Xmax#, Manual. Scaling, Yminimum#, Ymaximum#)
END SUB
R E M ---------------------------------------------------------------------REM - When called, this subprogram turns on the led, and disables START, REM - SAVE, REPLOT and PRINTPLOT, by making them dimmer.
REM ---------------------------------------------------------------------SUB Disable.Buttons
STATIC i%
i% = SetlnputMode (Menu.Bar%, -1, FALSE)

i% = SetCtrlVal (ControI.PaneI%, ControlPnl.led, LED.ON)
i%=SetCtrlAttribute(Control.PaneI%, ControlPnl. Start, 15, Button.DisabIed)
i%=SetCtrlAttribute(Control.Panel%, ControlPnl.Reset, 15, Button.DisabIed)
i°/o=SetCtrlAttribute(Control.Panel%, ControlPnLReplot, 15, Button.Disabled)
i%=SetCtrlAttribute(Control.Panel%, ControlPnl.Save,
15, ButtoaDisabled)
i%=SetCtrlAttribute(Control.Panel%, ControIPnLPrintPlot, 15, Button.Disabled)
END SUB
REM ---------------------------------------------------------------------REM - When called, this subprogram turns off the led, and enables START, REM - SAVE, REPLOT and PRINTPLOT.
R E M ---------------------------------------------------------------------SUB Enable. Buttons
STATIC i%
i% = SetlnputMode (Menu.Bar%, -I, TRUE)
i% = SetCtrlVal (Control.Panel%, ControlPnl.led, LED.OFF)

i%=SetCtrlAttribute(ControI.PaneI%, ControlPnl.Start, 15,Button.Enabled)
i%=SetCtrlAttribute(Control.Panel%, ControlPnl.Reset, 15,Button.Enabled)
i%=SetCtrLAttribute(Control.Panel%>ControlPnlReplot, 15,Button.Enabled)
i%=SetCtrIAttribute(Control.PaneI%, ControlPnl. Save,
15,ButtoiuEnabled)
i%=SetCtrlAttribute(Control.Panel%, ControIPnLPrintPlot, 15,Button.Enabled)
END SUB
REM = = = = = = = = == = = = = = = ^ ■ —
=REM - This subprogram is used to open and read a data file written by REM - CCD Software. The file has to be one that was modified(scrambed)
REM - and exported from its original form by the CCD software.
R E M ..................................
""- - - ■ ■
SUB GetCCDData
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STATIC i%
STATIC j%
STATIC k%
STATIC Max. Counts#
STATIC Min. Counts#
DIM NetCounts.Plot#(1023)
STATIC handle%
STATIC dimame AS STRING *68
STATIC filename AS STRING * 80
STATIC Buffer AS STRING * 100
InitialWavelength# = 1.0
FinalWavelength# = 1024.0
WavelengthJump# = 1.0
No.of.Data.Taken% = 1024
X.Axis.Name$ = "Pixel"
CALL GetProgramDir (dirnameS)
i%=FileSelectPopup(diniame$>”*.PRN", "Select a Data File", 0,0,1, filenames)
IF i% o 1 THEN
' no existing file selected
EXIT SUB
END IF
handle% = OpenFile (filename!, read-only, open.as.is, ASCII.TP)
IF handle% o -l THEN
FOR i% = 0 TO No.of.Data.Taken% -1
j% = ReadLine (handle%, Buffer!, 81)
j% = Scan (Buffer!, "%s>%f%f', Wavelength#(i%), NeLCounts.Plot#(i%))
Net.Counts&(i%) = CLNG (Net.Counts.Plot#(i%))
NEXT i%
CALL MaxMinlD (Net.Counts.Plot#0, No.of.Data.Taken%, Max.Counts#, i%,_
Min. Counts#, j%)
Ymaximum# = 1.1 * Max.Counts#
Yminimum# = 0.0
CALL ShowScanParameters
CALL ConfigGraph (InitialWavelength#, FinalWavelength#)
i% = PlotXY(Graph.PaneI%, GraphPnl. Graph, Wavelength#0, Net Counts. Plot#0,
No.of.Data.Taken%, 4, 4,0,10, 1,10)
ELSE
i% = MessagePopup ("Didn't open the file! Tty again!")
END IF
i% = CloseFile (handle%)
END SUB

REM
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REM - This subprogram is used to open and read a set of sequential data REM - files written by the CCD Software. It adds them together and show REM - the added data on the screen. Again the files have to be the ones REM - that were modified(scrambed) and exported from their original form REM - by the CCD software. The added data can be saved as LabWindows
REM - data file by using "SavetoFile" function on the control panel. ------- - a.
REM
SUB GetCCDSequentialData
STATIC i%
STATIC j%
STATIC k%
STATIC id%
STATIC quit%
STATIC length%
STATIC ascii. code%
STATIC Seq.Number%
STATIC index%
STATIC handle%
STATIC CCDSqData.Panel%
STATIC NumberofFiles%
STATIC counts#
STATIC Max. Counts#
STATIC Min. Counts#
DIM NeLCounts.PIot#(1023)
STATIC dimame AS STRING * 68
STATIC filename AS STRING *80
STATIC rootname AS STRING * 80
STATIC Buffer AS STRING * 100
STATIC extension AS STRING * 10
InitialWavelength# =1.0
FinalWavelength# = 1024.0
WavelengthJump# = 1.0
No.of.Data.Taken% = 1024
X.Axis.NameS
= "Pixel"
i% = Fmt (extensions, "%s", " pm")
CALL GetProgramDir (dimameS)
i%=FileSelectPopup(dimame$, "*.PRN",_
"Select the first of the sequential Data File", 0,0,1, bufferS)
IF i% o 1 THEN
' no existing file selected
i% = MessagePopup ("Error opening CCD data file!")
EXIT SUB
END IF
length% = StringLength(buffer$)
CALL CopyString(filename$, 0, buffers, 0, Iength%-4)
i% = 0
length% = StringLength(filenameS)
ascii.code% = GetByte(filename$, length%-l-i%)
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WHILE ascii.code% >= 48 AND ascii.code% <—57
i% = i% + 1
ascii.code% = GetByte(filename$, length%-l-i%)
WEND
IF i% > 0 THEN
CALL CopySiring (rootnameS, 0, filenames, 0, length%-i%)
CALL CopyString (buffers, 0, filenames, length%-i%, i%)
j% = Scan(buffer$, "%s>%i", Seq.Number%)
ELSE
j% = MessagePopup ("Improper file name for sequential reading!")
END IF
CCDSqData.Panel% = LoadPanel% ("FLSCAN.UIR", CCDSqPnl)
i% = InstallPopup(CCDSqData.Panel%)
quit% = FALSE
WHILE quit% o TRUE
i% = GetPopupEvent (waiting, id%)
SELECT CASE id%
CASE CCDSqPnl.ok
quit% = TRUE
END SELECT
WEND
i% = GetCtrlVal (CCDSqData.Panel%, CCDSqPnl.NumofFiles, NumberofFiles%)
i% = RemovePopup(0)
FOR i% = 0 TO No.of.Data.Taken% -1
NetCounts&(i%) = 0
NetCounts.Plot#(i%) = 0
NEXT i%
FOR index% = Seq.Number% TO Seq.Number%+NumberofFiles% - 1
j% = Fmt (buffers, "%s<%i", index%)
j% = Fmt (filenames, "%s<%s%s%s", rootnameS, bufferS, “.pm")
handle% = OpenFile (filenames, read-only, open.as.is, ASCII.TP)
IF handle% = -I THEN
j% = MessagePopup (filenames)
j% = MessagePopup ("Error openning this file!")
j% = CloseFile (handle%)
EXIT SUB
END IF
FOR i% = 0 TO No.of.Data.Taken% -1
j% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
j% = Scan (BufferS, H%s>%f%f', Wavelength#(i%), Counts#)
NetCoimts&(i%) = Net.Coimts&(i%) + CLNG (Counts#)
NetCounts.Plot#(i%) = Net.Counts.Plot#(i%) + Counts#
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NEXT i%
j% = CloseFile (handle%)
NEXT index%
CALL MaxMinlD (Net. Counts. Plot#0, No.of.Data.Taken%, Max.Counts#, i%,_
Min.Counts#, j%)
Ymaximum# = 1.1 ‘ Max.Counts#
Yminimum# = 0.0
CALL ShowScanParameters
CALL ConfigGraph (InitialWavelength#, FinalWavelength#)
i% = PIotXY(Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl. Graph, Wavelength#0, Net.Counts.Plot#0,.
No.of.Data.Taken%, 4, 4,0,10,1, 10)
END SUB

REM
---- a ng - w s-j_ . .
REM - This subprogram is used to open and read a data file written by
REM - this program earlier.
REM = = = = - = = = = = ^
■
SUB GetPDDataFromFile
STATIC i%
STATIC j%
STATIC k%
STATIC PMT&
STATIC BG&
STATIC NET&
STATIC PD&
STATIC Max. Counts#
STATIC Min.Counts#
DIM NeLCounts.Plot#(1024)
STATIC handle%
STATIC dirname AS STRING *68
STATIC filename AS STRING * 80
STATIC Buffer AS STRING * 100
STATIC duml AS STRING * 20
STATIC dum2 AS STRING * 20
STATIC dum3 AS STRING * 20
STATIC dum4 AS STRING * 20
CALL GetProgramDir (dimameS)
i%=FUeSelectPopup(dirname$, H*.PGM", "Select a Data File", 0,0,1, filenames)
IF i% o I THEN
' no existing file selected
EXIT SUB
END IF
X.Axis.NameS = "Energy (eV)"
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handle% = OpenFile (filenames, read-only, open.as.is, ASCILTP)
IF handle% o -1 THEN
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufTerS, 81)
i% = ReadLine (handle%. Buffers, 81)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s%s%f\ dumlS, dum2$, InitialEnergy#)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s%s%f‘, dumlS, dum2$, FinalEnergy#)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s%s%f\ dumlS, dum2$, EnergyJump#)

i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = Scan (Buffers, "%s>%s%s%s%i", dumlS, dum2$, dum3$, No.of.Sweeps%)

i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s%s%f\ dumlS, dum2$, DwelLTime#)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)

No.of.Data.Taken% = CINT((FinalEnergy# - InitialEnergy#) / EnergyJump#)_

+1
FOR i% = 0 TO No.of.Data.Taken% - 1
j% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
j% = Scan(Buffer$,”%s>%i%f%i[b4]%i[b4]%i[b4]%i[b4]", k%, Energy#(i%),
PMT&.BG&, NET&.PD&)
PGM. Net. Counts&(i%) = NET&
Net.Counts.Plot#(i%) = CDBL(PGM.Net.Counts&(i%))
NEXT i%
CALL MaxMinlD (Net.Counts.Plot#0, No.of.Data.Taken%, Max.Counts#, i%,_
Mia Counts#, j%)
Ymaximum# =1. 1* Max.Counts#
Yminimum# = 0.0
CALL ShowScanPaiameters
CALL ConfigGraph (InitialEnergy#, FinalEnergy#)
i% = PlotXY(Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl. Graph, Energy#0, NeLCounts.Plot#0,
No.of.Data.Taken%, 4,4,0,10, 1,10)
ELSE
i% = MessagePopup ("Didn’t open the file! Try again!")
END IF
i% = CIoseFile (handle%)
END SUB
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REM = = = = = -----------------------------------REM - This subprogram is used to open and read a data file written by REM - this program earlier.
REM ■■■
==^ =----------------- i- ........ .............
SUB GetDataFromf ile
STATIC i%
STATIC j%
STATIC k%
STATIC PMT&
STATIC BG&
STATIC NET&
STATIC PD&
STATIC Max Counts#
STATIC Min. Counts#
DIM Net Counts.Plot#( 1024)
STATIC handle%
STATIC dimame AS STRING *68
STATIC filename AS STRING * 80
STATIC Buffer AS STRING * 100
STATIC duml AS STRING * 20
STATIC dum2 AS STRING * 20
STATIC dum3 AS STRING ♦ 20
STATIC dum4 AS STRING * 20
CALL GetProgramDir (dimameS)
i%=FileSelectPopup(dimame$, "*.dat", "Select a Data File", 0,0,1, filenames)
IF i% o 1 THEN
' no existing file selected
EXIT SUB
END IF
X.Axis.Name$ = "Wavelength(A)"
handle% = OpenFile (filenames, read-only, open.as.is, ASCILTP)
IF handle% o -i THEN
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% - Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s%s%f\ dumlS, dum2$, InitialWavelength#)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s%s%f\ dumlS, dum2$, FinalWavelength#)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s%s%f\ dumlS, dum2S, WavelengthJump#)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s%s%s%i", dumlS, dum2$, dum3S, No.of.Sweeps%)
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i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s%s%f‘, dumlS, dum2S, Dwell.Ume#)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s%s%s%s%i", dumlS, dum2$, dum3$, dum4$, _
No.of.Shutter.Cycles%)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)

i% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
No.of.Data.Taken%=CINT((FinalWavelength#-InitialWavelengtli#yWavelengthJump#)_
-t-1
FOR i% = 0 TO No.of.Data.Taken% -1
j% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 81)
j% = Scan(Buffer$,"%s>%i%f%i[b4]%i[b4J%i[b4]0/ai[b4]M
, k%, Wavelength#(i%),
PMT&, BG&, NET&.PD&)
PMT.Counts&(i%) = PMT&
BG.Counts&(i%) = BG&
Net.Counts&(i%) = NET&
PD.Counts&(i%) = PD&
Net.Counts.PIot#(i%) = CDBL(NetCounts&(i%))
NEXT i%
CALL MaxMinlD (Net.Counts.Plot#0, No.of.Data.Taken%, Max.Counts#, i%,_
Min. Counts#, j%)
Ymaximum# = 1.1 * Max.Counts#
Yminimum# = 0.0
CALL ShowScanParameters
CALL ConfigGraph (InitialWavelength#, FinalWavelength#)
i% = PlotXY(Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl. Graph, WaveIength#0, NeLCounts.Plot#0,_
No.of.Data.Taken%, 4, 4, 0, 10, 1, 10)
ELSE
i% = MessagePopup ("Didn't open the file! Try again!")
END IF
i% = CloseFile (handle%)

END SUB
REM --------------------------------------------------------------------REM - This subprogram shows the input values you entered last time when REM - running this program, and let you change the parameters to new
REM - values.
REM --------------------------------------------------------------------SUB GetPDScanParameters
STATIC i%
STATIC quit%
STATIC id%
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quit% = FALSE
PDScan.Panel% = LoadPanel% ("FLSCAN.UIR", PDScanPnl)
i% = InstallPopup (PDScan.Panel%)
Call ReadPDScanParameters
i% = SetCtrlVal(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. CurrentEnergy, CurrentEnergy#)
i% = SetCtrlVal(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. InitialEnergy, InitialEnergy#)
i% = SetCtrlVaI(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. FinalEnergy, FinalEnergy#)
i% = SetCtrlVal(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. EnergyJump, EnergyJump#)
i% = SelCtrlVal(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. No.of.Sweeps,
No.of.Sweeps%)
i% = SetCtrlVal(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. Dwell.Time,
Dwell.Time#)
i% = SetCtrlVal(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. Yminimum,
Yminimum#)
Ymaximum#)
i% = SetCtrlVal(PDScan.PaneI%, PDScanPnl. Ymaximum,
WHILE quit% o TRUE
i% = GetPopupEvent (waiting, id%)
SELECT CASE id%
CASE PDScanPnl. Cancel
i% = RemovePopup (0)
EXIT SUB
CASE PDScanPnLOK
quit% = ConfirmPopup ("

Are you sine?")

END SELECT
WEND
i% = GetCtrlVal(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. CurrentEnergy, CurrentEnergy#)
i% = GetCtrlVal(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. InitialEnergy, InitialEnergy#)
i% = GetCtrIVal(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. FinalEnergy, FinalEnergy#)
i% = GetCtrlVal(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. EnergyJump, EnergyJump#)
i% = GetCtrIVaI(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. No.of.Sweeps,
No.of.Sweeps%)
i% = GetCtrlVal(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. Dwell.Time,
Dwell.Time#)
i% = GetCtrlVal(PDScan.Panel%, PDScanPnl. Yminimum,
Yminimum#)
i% = GetCtrlVal(PDScan.PaneI%, PDScanPnl. Ymaximum,
Ymaximum#)
Call WritePDScanParameters
i% = RemovePopup (0)
i% = MessagePopup ("Press [Reset] button before any new scan!")
END SUB

R E M --------------------------------------------------------------------REM - This subprogram shows the input values you entered last time when REM - running this program, and let you change the parameters to new REM - values.
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R E M --------------------------------------------------------------------SUB GetScanParameters
STATIC i%
STATIC quit%
STATIC id%
quil% = FALSE
Scan.Panel% = LoadPanel% ("FLSCAN.UIR", ScanPnl)
i% = InstallPopup (ScaaPanel%)
Call ReadScanParameters
i% = SetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl. ShutterSelection, ShunerSelection%)
i% = SetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl.MotorMode,
SteppingMotorMode%)
i% = SetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl.Grating,
GratingSelection%)
i% = SetCtrIVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl.CurrentWavelength, CurrentWavelength#)
i% = SetCtrlVaI(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnLInitialWavelength, InitialWavelength#)
i% = SetCtrlVaI(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl.FinaIWaveIength, FinalWavelength#)
i% = SetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl. WavelengthJump, WavelengthJump#)
i% = SetCtrlVaI(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl.No.of.Sweeps,
No.of.Sweeps%)
i% = SetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl.Shutter.Cycles, No.of.Shutter.Cycles%)
i% = SetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl.Dwell.Time,
Dwell.Time#)
i% = SetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl. Yminimum,
Yminimum#)
i%= SetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl.Ymaximum,
Ymaximum#)
WHILE quit% o TRUE
i% = GetPopupEvent (waiting, id%)
SELECT CASE id%
CASE ScanPnl. Cancel
i% = RemovePopup (0)
EXIT SUB
CASE ScanPnl.OK
quit% = ConfirmPopup ("

Are you sine?")

END SELECT
WEND
i% = GetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%,
i% = GetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%,
i% = GetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%,
i% = GetCtrlVal(ScaaPanel%,
i% = GetCtrIVal(Scan.Panel%,

ScanPnl.ShutterSelection, ShutterSeIection%)
ScanPnl.MotorMode,
SteppingMotorMode%)
ScanPnl. Grating,
GratingSelection%)
ScanPnl.CurrentWavelength, CurrentWavelength#)
ScanPnLInitialWavelength, InitialWavelength#)
i% = GetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnLFinalWavelength, FinalWavelength#)
i% = GetCtrlVal(Scan.PaneI%, ScanPnl.WavelengthJump, WavelengthJump#)
i% = GetCtrIVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnLNo.of.Sweeps,
No.of.Sweeps%)
i% = GetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl.Dwell.Time,
Dwell.Time#)
i% = GetCtrIVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl. Shutter. Cycles, No.of.Shutter.Cycles%)
i% = GetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl.Yminimum,
Yminimum#)
i% = GetCtrlVal(Scan.Panel%, ScanPnl. Ymaximum,
Ymaximum#)
IF GratingSeIection% = 2 AND FinalWavelength# > 7500.0 THEN
FinalWavelength# = 7500.0
i% = MessagePopup("Upper limit changed to 7500A to fit the 2400 grating!")
i% = MessagePopupO'You may want to reenter the Parameters!")
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i% = RemovePopup (0)
EXIT SUB
ELSEIF GratingSelection% = 3 AND FinalWavelength# > 5000.0 THEN
FinalWavelength# = 5000.0
i% = MessagePopup("Upper limit changed to 5000A to fit the 3600 grating!")
i% = MessagePopupC’You may want to reenter the Parameters!")
i% = RemovePopup (0)
EXIT SUB
END IF
Call WriteScanParameters
IF SteppingMotorMode% = FullStep THEN
no.of.pulses& = CLNG (WavelengthJump# * 50.0#)
IF GratingSelection% = 2 THEN
' 2400 g/mm
no.of.puIses& = no.of.pulses& * 2
ELSEIF GratingSelection% = 3 THEN ' 3600 g/mm
no.of.pulses& = no.of.pulsesA * 3
END IF
ELSEIF SteppingMotorMode% = HalfStep THEN
no.of.pulses& = CLNG (WavelengthJump# * 100.0#)
IF GratingSeIection% = 2 THEN
12400 g/mm
no.of.pulses& = no.of.pulses& * 2
ELSEIF GratingSelection% = 3 THEN ' 3600 g/mm
no.of.pulses& = no.of.pulses& * 3
END IF
END IF
i% = RemovePopup (0)
i% = MessagePopup ("Press [Reset] button before any new scan!")
END SUB

REM ------------------------------------------------- —--------------REM - This subprogram can be used to find the area of certain region. R E M -------------------------------------------------------------------SUB Integration
STATIC InitialPoint#
STATIC FinalPoint#
STATIC start%
STATIC stopat%
STATIC Integrand#
STATIC i%
STATIC quit%
STATIC id%
STATIC index%
STATIC Max.Index%
STATIC Min.Index%
STATIC MaxNetCounts#
STATIC Min.NetCounts#
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DIM Net Counts.Plot# (1024)
FOR index% = 0 TO No.of.Data.Taken% -1
NetCounts.Plot#(index%) = CDBL(Net.Counts&(index%))
NEXT index%
CALL MaxMinlD (Net.Counts.Plot#0, No.of.Data.Taken%,_
Max.NetCounts#, Max.Index%, Min.NetCounts#, Min.Index%)
Integral.Panel% = LoadPanel% ("FLSCAN.UIR", IntegriPnl)
i% = InstallPopup (IntegraI.Panel%)
quit% = FALSE
WHILE quit% o TRUE
i% = GetPopupEvent (waiting, id%)
SELECT CASE id%
CASE IntegriPnl. Go
i% - GetCtrlVal (Integral.Panel%, IntegriPnLInitialPoint, InitialPoint#)
i% = GetCtrlVal (Integral.Panel%, IntegriPnl.FinalPoint, FinalPoint#)

IF InitialPoint# < InitialWavelength# OR FinalPoint# > FinaIWavelength#_
OR InitialPoint# >= FinalPoint# THEN
i% = MessagePopup ("Wrong input values! Try again!")
EXIT SUB
END IF
start% - CINT ((InitialPoint# - InitialWavelength#) / WavelengthJump#)
stopat% = CINT ((FinalPoint# - InitialWavelength#) / WavelengthJump#)
Integrand# = 0.0
FOR i% = start% TO stopat%
Integrand# = Integrand# + Net Counts. Plot#(i%) - ( Net Counts.Plot(start%)+_
(Net.Counts.Plot#(stopat%) - NetCounts.PIot(start%)) * (i%-start%) /_
(stopat% - start%))
NEXT i%
i% = SetCtrlVal (Integral.Panel%, IntegriPnl.Integrand, Integrand#)
CASE IntegrlPnl.Quit
quit% = TRUE
END SELECT
WEND
i% = RemovePopup (0)
END SUB

R E M -------------------------------------------------------------------REM - This subprogram blows up certain region defined by "wavelengthl" REM - and "wavelength2" by a factor of "Factor".
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R E M -------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUB PartialBlowUp
STA TIC i%
STA TIC index%
STA TIC M iddle 1%
STA TIC M iddle2%
STA TIC quit%

STATIC id%
STA TIC Position I#
STA TIC Posilion2#
STA TIC InitialPosition#
STA TIC FinalPosition#
STA TIC PositionJum p#
STA TIC Factor%
STA TIC M ax.N etcounts#
STA TIC M in.Netcounts#
STA TIC M ax ln d ex %
STA TIC M in.Index%
D IM Net. Counts. Plot#( 1024)
quit% = FALSE
IF Scan.Selection% = FLSCAN TH EN
Initialposition# = InitialW avelength#
FinalPosition# = FinalW avelength#
PositionJum p# = W avelengthJump#
ELSE IF Scan.SeIection% = PD SCAN TH E N
Initialposition# = InitialEnergy#
FinalPosition# = FinalEnergy#!
PositionJum p# = EnergyJump#
E LSE
E X IT SUB
EN D IF
B low up.Panel% = LoadPaneI% ("FLSCAN.U IR", Blow upPnl)
i% = InstallPopup (BIowup.Panel%)

WHILE quit% o TRUE
i% = GetPopupEvent (waiting, id%)
SE L E C T C A SE id%
CA SE BlowupPnl.OK.
quit% = TRU E
EN D SELECT
W END
i% = G etCtrlV al (Blowup.PaneI%, B low upP nl.P ositionl, P ositionl#)
i% = G etC trlV al (Blowup.Panel%, BlowupPnl. Position2, Position2#)
i% = GetCtrlV al (BIowup.Panel%, Blow upPnl.Factor,
Factor% )

IF P o sitio n l# >= Position2# THEN
i% = M essagePopup("
Wrong order o f begining and ending! Try again!")
i% = R em ovePopup (0)
E X IT SUB
E L SE IF P o sitio n l# < InitialPosition# O R Position2# > FinalPosition# THEN
i% = M essagePopup("
Invalid Region! T ry again!")
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i% = Rem ovePopup (0)
E X IT SUB
EN D IF
M id d le l% = (Positionl# - InitialPosition#) / PositionJum p#
M iddle2% = (Position2# - InitialPosition#) / PositionJum p#
REM
Change the long integer array to double precision array
FO R index% = 0 TO No.of.Data.Taken% - 1
Net.Counts.PIot#(index% ) = C DBL(Net.Counts& (index% ))
N E X T index%
CALL M ax M in lD (N et.Counts.Plot#0, N o.of.D ata.Taken% ,_
M ax.NetCounts#, M axlndex% , M in.N etC ounts#, M in.Index%)
FO R index% = 0 TO No.of.Data.Taken% - 1
N et.Counts.PIot#(index% ) = N et.Counts.Plot#(index% ) - MimNetCounts#
N E X T index%
CALL M ax M in lD (N et.Counts.Plot#0, N o.of.D ata.Taken% ,_
M ax.NetCounts#, M ax.lndex% , M in.N etC ounts#, Min.Index%)
Y m axim um # = 1.1 * M ax.NetCounts#
Y m inim um # = 0.0

F O R index% = M iddle 1% TO M iddle2%
N eLCounts.Plot#(index% ) = Factor% * NeLCounts.Plot#(index% )
N E X T index%
i% = Rem ovePopup (0)
R E M -------------Now replot the data — — ------------------------------------CALL C onfigG raph (InitialPosition#, FinalPosition#)
IF Scan.SeIection% = FLSCAN THEN
i% = PlotX Y (G raph.Panel% , GraphPnl.Graph, W avelength#0, _
N et.C ounts.Plot#0, No.of.Data.Taken% , 4 ,4 , 0, 1 0 ,1 , 10)
E L SE IF Scan.SeIection% = PDSCAN TH EN
i% = PlotX Y (G raph.Panel% , GraphPnl.Graph, E nergy#0, _
N et.C ounts.Plot#0, No.of.Data.Taken% , 4, 4, 0, 10, 1, 10)
EN D IF
END SUB

R E M --------------------------------------------------------------R E M - T h is subprogram prints out w hatever o n th e screen.
R E M ------------------------------------------------------------------------SUB PrintPlot
STA TIC i%
STA TIC kerr%
STA TIC M essageS
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STA TIC Err. Value AS STRING*5
STA TIC Err. M essage AS STRING *20
i% = C onfigurePrinter ("LPT1", 1, 7.5, 9.5, I)
kerr% = O utputScreen (0,
IF kenr% o
BEEP

0 TH EN

Messages = "ERROR "
i% = Fm t(Err. ValueS, "%s<%i", kerr% )
’Integer to String
i% = Fm t(Err.M essageS, “% s<%s% s", M essages, Err.ValueS)
i% = M essagePopup(Err.M essage$)
E X IT SUB
EN D IF
END SUB

R EM --------------------------------------------------------------------------------REM - T his subprogram gets the excitation scan parem eters from the
R EM - file "pdscan.inp", which includes CurrentEnergy, InitialEnergy, R E M - FinalEnergy, EnergyJump, No.of.Sweeps, D w ell.tim e, Yminimum and
REM - Ym axim um .
R E M --------------------------------------------------------------------------------SUB ReadPD ScanParam eters
STATIC
STATIC
STA TIC
STA TIC
STA TIC
STA TIC
STA TIC
STATIC
STATIC

-

i%
handle%
initial.posi&
p o sitio n *
o ffs e t*
B ytes.R ead%
dim am e
AS STRING* 100
InputFilenam e AS STRING* 120
B uffer
AS STRING*33

CALL G etProgram D ir (dimameS)
CALL M akePathnam e (dimameS, "PDSCAN.INP", InputFilenam eS)
handle% = O penFile (InputFilenameS, read-only, open.as.is, ASCILTP)
IF handle% o

-1

TH EN

p o sitio n * = SetFilePtr (handle%, 0&, begining)
o ffse t* = p o sitio n *
IF o ffse t* o 0 TH EN
i% = M essagePopup ("Error positioning file pointer w hen reading!")
END IF
o ffse t* = o ffs e t* + 2 *
p o sitio n * = SetFilePtr (handle%, o ffse t* , begining)
Bytes.R ead% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, ”%s>%s[dt#]%f”, CurrentEnergy#)
o ffse t*

= o ffse t* + CLNG (Bytes.Read%) + 2 *
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position& = SetFilePtr (handle% , offset& , begining)
Bytes.R ead% = ReadLine (handle% , BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "% s> % s[d t# l% f\ InitialEnergy#)
o£fset& = o ffse t* + CLN G (B ytes.R ead% ) + 2&
p o s itio n * = SetFilePtr (handle% , o ffse t* , begining)
Bytes.R ead% = R eadLine (handle% , BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "% s> % s[dt#]% f \ FinalEnergy#)
o ffs e t* = o ffse t* + C LN G (B ytes.R ead% ) + 2 *
p o s itio n * = SetFilePtr (handle% , o ffse t* , begining)
B ytes.Read% = ReadLine (handle% , BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "% s> % s[d t# l% f\ EnergyJum p#)
o ffs e t* = o ffse t* + C LN G (Bytes.Read% ) + 2 *
p o sitio n * = SetFilePtr (handle% , o ffse t* , begining)
B ytes.Read% = ReadLine (handle% , BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "% s>% s[dt#]% iM, N o.of.Sweeps% )
o ffs e t* = o ffse t* + CLN G (Bytes.Read% ) + 2 *
p o s itio n * = SetFilePtr (handle% , o ffse t* , begining)
Bytes.R ead% = R eadLine (handle% , BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, ,,% s> % s[d t# ]% f\ Dw ell.Tim e#)
o ffs e t* = o ffse t* + CLN G (B ytes.R ead% ) + 2 *
p o s itio n * = SetFilePtr (handle% , o ffse t* , begining)
B ytes.R ead% = ReadLine (handle% , BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "% s> % s[d t# ]% fY m in im u m # )
o ffs e t* = o ffset* + C LN G (Bytes.Read% ) + 2 *
p o sitio n * = SetFilePtr (handle% , o ffse t* , begining)
Bytes.R ead% = ReadLine (handle% , BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "% s> % s[dt#]% f', Y m axim um #)
i% = CloseFile (handle% )
ELSE
i% = M essagePopup ("PD SCA N .IN P does not exist!")
E N D IF
EN D SUB

REM — -----------------------------------------------------------------REM - This subprogram gets the fluorescence scan paremeters from the
REM - file "flscan.inp", which includes CurrentWavelength, InitialREM - Wavelength, FinalWavelength, WavelengthJump, No.of.Sweeps,
REM - No.of.Shutter.Cycles, Dwell.time, Yminimum and Ymaximum.
REM --------------------------------------------------------------------SUB ReadScanParameters
STATIC i%
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STATIC handle%
STATIC initial.posi&
STATIC position*
STATIC offset*
STATIC Bytes.Read%
STATIC dirname
AS STRING* 100
STATIC InputFilename AS STRING* 120
STATIC Buffer
AS STRING*33
CALL GetProgramDir (dimameS)
CALL MakePathname (dimameS, "FLSCAN.INP", InputFilenameS)
handle% = OpenFile (InputFilenameS, read-only, open.as.is, ASCII.TP)
IF handle% <> -1 THEN
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, 0&, begining)
offset* = position*
IF offset* o 0 THEN
i% = MessagePopup ("Error positioning file pointer when reading!")
END IF
offset* = offset* + 2*
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
Bytes.Read% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s[dt#]%f‘, CurrentWavelength#)
offset* = offset* + CLNG (Bytes.Read%) + 2 *
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
Bytes.Read% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s[dt#]%f', InitialWavelength#)
offset* = offset* + CLNG (Bytes.Read%) + 2 *
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
Bytes.Read% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s[dt#]%f', FinalWavelength)
offset* = offset* + CLNG (Bytes.Read%) + 2&
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
Bytes.Read% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s[dt#]%f', WavelengthJump#)
offset& = offset* + CLNG (Bytes.Read%) + 2 *
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
Bytes.Read% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s[dt#]%i", No.of.Sweeps%)
offset* = offset* + CLNG (Bytes.Read%) + 2 *
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
Bytes.Read% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s[dt#]%i", No.of.Shutter.Cycles%)
offset* = offset* ■+■CLNG (Bytes.Read%) + 2 *
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
Bytes.Read% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 32)
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i% = Scan (BufferS, ',%s>%s[dt#]%f\ Dwell.Time#)
offsetA = offset& + CLNG (Bytes. Read%) + 2A
positionA = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset&, begining)
Bytes.Read% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s[dt#l%f‘, Yminimum#)
offsetA = offsetA + CLNG (Bytes.Read%) + 2A
position& = SetFilePtr (handle%, offsetA, begining)
Bytes.Read% = ReadLine (handle%, BufferS, 32)
i% = Scan (BufferS, "%s>%s[dt#]%f\ Ymaximum#)
i% = CloseFile (handle%)
ELSE
i% = MessagePopup ("FLSCAN.INP does not exist!")
END IF
END SUB

REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM - First, this subprogram gets the maximum value of the data array REM - now residing in the memory, plot it on the the graph by setting REM - Yminimum zero and leaving 10% the height of the curve on the top.
REM -------------------------------------------------------------------SUB Replot
STATIC i%
STATIC index%
STATIC Max.Index%
STATIC Min.Index%
STATIC Max-NetCounts#
STATIC Min_NetCounts#
DIM Net Counts.Plot# (1024)
REM
Change the long integer array to double precision array
FOR index% = 0 TO No.of.Data.Taken% -1
IF Scan.Selection% = FLSCAN THEN
Net.Counts.Plot#(index%) = CDBL(Net.Counts&(index%))
ELSEIF Scan.Selection% = PDSCAN THEN
NeLCounts.Plot#(index%) = CDBL(PGM.NetCountsA(index%))
ELSE
EXIT SUB
END IF
NEXT index%
CALL MaxMinlD (Net.Counts.Plot#0, No.of.DataTaken%,_
Max.NetCounts#, Maxlndex%, Min.NetCounts#, Mialndex%)
Ymaximum# = Max.NetCounts# *1.1
Yminimum# = 0.0
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REM----------- Now replot the data--------------------------------------IF Scan.Selection% = FLSCAN THEN
Call WriteScanParameters
CALL ConfigGraph (InitialWavelength#, FinalWavelength#)
i% = PlotXY (Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl.Graph, Wavelength#0. _
NetCounts.Plot#0, No.of.Data.Taken%, 4, 4, 0, 10, 1, 10)
ELSEIF Scan.Selection% = PDSCAN THEN
Call WritePDScanParameters
CALL ConfigGraph (InitialEnergy#, FinalEnergy#)
i% = PlotXY (Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl.Graph, Energy#0, _
NetCounts.Plot#0, No.of.Data.Taken%, 4, 4,0, 10, I, 10)
ELSE
EXIT SUB
ENDIF
END SUB

REM --------------------------------------------------------------------REM - This subprogram cleans up the screen and all of the data arrays. REM - and reinitializes the graph and data taking indice for a new scan. REM --------------------------------------------------------------------SUB Resetup
STATIC i%
STATIC Message.PaneI%
STATIC num.of.puIses&
STATIC Jump#
STATIC cw.down%
STATIC ccw.up%
cw.down% = CW
ccw.up% = CCW
i% = SetInputMode(Control.Panel%, -1, FALSE)
i% = SetInputMode(Menu.Bar%,
-1, FALSE)
IF Scan.Selection% = FLSCAN THEN
CALL ConfigGraph (InitialWavelength#, FinalWavelength#)
ELSEIF Scan.Selection% = PDSCAN THEN
CALL ConfigGraph (InitialEnergy#, FinalEnergy#)
ELSE
EXIT SUB
END IF
Message.Panel% = LoadPanel ("FLSCAN.mR", WaitPnl)
i% = InstailPopup (Message.Panel%)
FOR i% = 0 TO 1024
'F or FLSCAN
Wavelength# (i%) = 0#
PMT.Counts& (i%) = 0&
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BG.CountsA (i%) = 0&
Net.Counts& (i%) = 0&
PD.CountsA (i%) = 0&
'F or PDSCAN
Energy# (i%)
= 0#
PGM.Net.Counts& (i%) = 0&
NEXT i%
No.of.Data.Taken% = 0
IF Scan.SeIection% = FLSCAN THEN
REM — Move the grading to the InitialWavelength position Jump# = ABS (InitialWavelength# - CurrentWavelength#)
IF SteppingMotorMode% = FullStep THEN
num.of.pu!ses& = CLNG (Jump# * 50.0#)
IF GratingSelection% = 2 THEN
' 2400 g/mm
num.of.pulses& = num.of.pulses& * 2
ELSEIF GratingSelection% = 3 THEN
' 3600 g/mm
num.of.pulses& = num.of.pulses& * 3
END IF
ELSEIF SteppingMotorMode% = HalfStep THEN
num.of.pulses& = CLNG (Jump# * 100.0#)
IF GratingSelection% = 2 THEN
’ 2400 g/mm
num.of.pulses& = num.of.pulses& * 2
ELSEIF GratingSeIection% = 3 THEN
' 3600 g/mm
num.of.pulses& = num.of.pulses& * 3
END IF
END IF
IF InitialWavelength# > CurrentWavelength# THEN
CALL MOTOR1 (ccw.up%, num.of.pulses&)
ELSEIF InitialWavelength# < CurrentWavelength# THEN
CALL MOTOR1 (cw.down%, num.of.pulses&)
ELSE
END IF
CurrentWavelength# = InitialWavelength#
Call WriteScanParameters
ELSEIF Scan.SeIection% = PDSCAN THEN
CurrentEnergy# = InitialEnergy#
Call WritePDScanParameters
ELSE
EXIT SUB
END IF
i% = RemovePopup (0)
i% = SetInputMode(Control.Panel%, -I, TRUE)
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i% = SetInputMode(Menu.Bai%,

-1, TRUE)

END SUB

REM -------------------------------------------------------------------REM — This subprogram saves the data to a file when called ------REM — CHR$(9): TAB, CHRS(IO): LF, CHRS(13): CR
------REM -------------------------------------------------------------------SUB SaveDataFile
STATIC i%
STATIC j%
STATIC id%
STATIC quil%
STATIC handle%
STATIC dum&
STATIC FileExistance%
STATIC dirname
AS STRING* 100
STATIC DataFilename AS STRING* 120
STATIC DataFileComment AS STRING* 120
SaveData.Panel% = LoadPanel ("FLSCAN.UIR", SaveDatPnl)
i% = InstallPopup (SaveData.Panel%)
CALL GetProgramDir (dimameS)
CALL MakePathname (dimameS, "temp.dat", DataFilenameS)
i% = SetCtrlVal (SaveData.Panel%, SaveDatPnl.DataFilename, DataFilenameS)
quit% = FALSE
WHILE quit% = FALSE
i% = GetPopupEvent (waiting, id%)
SELECT CASE id%
CASE SaveDatPnl.OK
i% = GetCtrlVal (SaveData.Panel%, SaveDatPnl.DataFilename, DataFilenameS)
FileExistance% = GetFilelnfo (DataFilenameS, dum&)
IF FileExistance% = TRUE THEN
quit% = ConfirmPopup ("
Overwrite existing file?")
ELSEIF FiIeExistance% = FALSE THEN
quit% = TRUE
ELSE
quit% = TRUE
i% = MessagePopup ("Too many files open! Check it out")
END IF
CASE SaveDatPnl.Cancel
i% = RemovePopup (0)
EXIT SUB
END SELECT
WEND
i% = GetCtrlVal (SaveDataPanel%, SaveDatPnl.DataFilename, DataFilenameS)
i% = GetCtrlVal (SaveData.Panel%, SaveDatPnl.Comment, DataFileCommentS)
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handle% = OpenFile (DataFilenameS, write.only, tnmcate.flle, ASCII.TP)
REM — Write the data file's name in the begining of the file ---------i% = FmtFile (handle%, "Data File Name:" + CHRS(9) + "%s"( DataFilenameS)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHR$(10))
REM — Write time of day and date to the file--------------------------i% = FmtFile (handle%, "D’ata Taking:" + CHR$(9) + CHRS(9))
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "Time: %s" + CHRS(9), TIMES)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "Date: %s",
DATES)
i%= FmtFile (handle%, CHRS(IO))
REM — Write comment to the file--------------------------------------i% = FmtFile (handle%, "Comment: " + "%s", DataFileCommentS)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHR$(10))
REM — Write scan parameters to the file------------------------------i%= FmtFile(handle%,"Initial Wavelength(A):"+CHR$(9) +"%f',InitialWavelength#)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHR$(10))
i%= FmtFile(handle%, "Final Wavelength(A):" + CHRS(9)+ "%f', FinalWavelength#)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHRJ(IO))
i%= FmtFile(handle%, "Wavelength Jump(A):" + CHRS(9) + "% f\ WavelengthJump#)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHRS(IO))
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "Number of Sweeps:" + CHR$(9) +■"%i", No.of.Sweeps%)
i%= FmtFile (handle%, CHR$(10))
i% = FmtFile (handle%,"Dwell Time(sec):" + CHRS(9) + "%f\Dwell.Time#)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHR$(10))
i%=FmtFile(handle%,"Number of Shutter Cycles:" + "%i" ,No.of.Shutter.Cycles%)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHRJ(IO))
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHR$(10))
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,

"Point#")
" Wavelength")
" PMT.Counts")
" BG.Counts")
" Net.Counts")
" PD.Counts")
CHR$( 10))

i% = FmtFile (handle%,"-------------------------------------••------------------------ » + CHR$(10))

" +_

REM — Here comes the real data ------------------------------------j% = 0
WHILE j% < No.of.Data.Taken%
REM
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "%s<%i[w4] ", j%+l)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "%s<%flwl3]", Wavelength#(j%))
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i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
j% = j% + 1
WEND

"%s<%i[b4wl3]“, PMT.Counts&(j%))
"%s<%i[b4wl3r, BG.Counts&(j0/°))
,,%s<%i[b4wl3r', NetCounts&(j%))
"%s<%i[b4wl3]", PD.Counts&(j%)) ’PD: Photo diode
CHRS(IO))

i% = CloseFile (handle%)
i% = RemovePopup (0)
END SUB

R E M --------------------------------------------------------------------REM — This subprogram saves the data to a file when called
------REM — CHRS(9): TAB, CHR$(10): LF, CHRJ(13): CR
------R E M --------------------------------------------------------------------SUB SavePDDataFile
STATIC i%
STATIC j%
STATIC id%
STATIC quit%
STATIC handle%
STATIC dum&
STATIC FileExistance%
STATIC dimame
AS STRING* 100
STATIC DataFilename AS STRING* 120
STATIC DataFileComment AS STRING* 120
SaveData.Panel% = LoadPanel ("FLSCAN.UTR", SaveDatPnl)
i% = InstallPopup (SaveData.Panel%)
CALL GetProgramDir (dimameS)
CALL MakePathname (dimameS, 'TEMP.PGM", DataFilenameS)
i% = SetCtrlVal (SaveData.Panel%, SaveDatPnl.DataFilename, DataFilenameS)
quit% = FALSE
WHILE quit% * FALSE
i% = GetPopupEvent (waiting, id%)
SELECT CASE id%
CASE SaveDatPnl.OK
i% = GetCtrlVal (SaveData.Panel%, SaveDatPnl.DataFilename, DataFilenameS)
FileExistance% = GetFilelnfo (DataFilenameS, dum&)
IF FileExistance% = TRUE THEN
quit% = ConfirmPopup ("
Overwrite existing file?")
ELSEIF FileExistance% = FALSE THEN
quit% = TRUE
ELSE
quit% = TRUE
i% = MessagePopup ("Too many files open! Check it out")
END IF
CASE SaveDatPnl.Cancel
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i% = RemovePopup (0)
EXIT SUB
END SELECT
WEND
i% = GetCtrlVal (SaveData.Panel%, SaveDatPnl.DataFilename, DataFilenameS)
i% = GetCtrlVal (SaveData.Panel%, SaveDatPnl. Comment, DataFileCommentS)
handle% = OpenFile (DataFilenameS, write.only, truncate.file, ASCII.TP)
REM — Write the data file's name in the begining of the file----------i% = FmtFile (handle%, "Data File Name:" + CHR$(9) + "%s'\ DataFilenameS)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHR$(10))
REM — Write time of day and date to the file---------------------------i% = FmtFile (handle%, "Data Taking:" + CHRS(9) + CHRS(9))
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "Time: %s" + CHRS(9), TIMES)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "Date: %s",
DATES)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHR$(10))
REM — Write comment to the file---------------------------------------i% = FmtFile (handle%, "Comment: " + "%s", DataFileCommentS)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHRS(IO))
REM — Write scan parameters to the file-------------------------------i% = FmtFile (handle%,"Initial Energy(A):" + CHRS(9) + "%f'( InitialEnergy#)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHR$(10))
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "Final Energy(A):" + CHRS(9) + "% f\ FinalEnergy#)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHR$(10))
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "Energy Jiimp(A):" + CHR$(9) + "% f\ EnergyJump#)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHRS(IO))
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "Number of Sweeps:" + CHR$(9) + "%i", No.of.Sweeps%)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHRS(IO))
i% = FmtFile (handle%,"Dwell Time(sec):" + CHRS(9) + "%f", Dwell.Time#)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHRS(IO))
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHRS(IO))
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,
i% = FmtFile (handle%,

"Point#")
“ Energy")
" PMT.Counts")
" BG.Counts")
" Net.Counts")
” PD.Counts")
CHRS(IO))

i% = FmtFile (handle%,"------------------------------------------------ " +_
"-------------------------" + CHRS(IO))
REM — Here comes the real data-------------------------------------j% = 0
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WHILE j% < No.of.Data.Taken%
REM
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "%s<%i[w41", j%+l)
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "%s<%f[w 13]", Energy#(j%))
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "%s<%i[b4wl3]"I PMT.Counts&(j%))
i% = FmtFile (handle%, H%s<%i[b4wl3]n, BG.Counts&(j%))
i%= FmtFile (handle%, "%s<%i[b4wl3]", PGM.Net.Counts&(j%))
i% = FmtFile (handle%, "%s<%i[b4wl3]", PD.Counts&(j%)) 'PD: Photo diode
i% = FmtFile (handle%, CHR$(10))
j% = j% + 1
WEND
i% = CIoseFile (handle%)
i% = RemovePopup (0)
END SUB

REM --------------------------------------------------------------------REM - This subprogram shows the PDSCAN parameters on the show panel.
REM --------------------------------------------------------------------SUB ShowPDScanParameters
STATIC i%
i% = SetCtrlVal (Show.PDPanel%, ShowPDPnl.InitialEnergy, InitialEnergy#)
i% = SetCtrlVal (Show.PDPanel%, ShowPDPnl.FinalEnergy, FinalEnergy#)
i% = SetCtrlVal (Show.PDPanel%, ShowPDPnl-EnergyJump, EnergyJump#)
i% = SetCtrlVal (Show.PDPanel%, ShowPDPnl.No.of.Sweeps, No.of.Sweeps%)
i% = SetCtrlVal (Show.PDPanel%, ShowPDPnl.Dwell.Time, Dwell.Time#)
END SUB

REM --------------------------------------------------------------------REM - This subprogram shows the FLSCAN parameters on the show panel.
REM --------------------------------------------------------------------SUB ShowScanParameters
STATIC i%
i% = SetCtrlVal (Show.Panel%, ShowPnLInitialWavelength, InitialWavelength#)
i% = SetCtrlVal (Show.Panel%, ShowPnLFinalWavelength, FinalWavelength#)
i% = SetCtrlVal (Show.Panel%, ShowPnl.WavelengthJump, WavelengthJump#)
i% = SetCtrlVal (Show.Panel%, ShowPnl-Shutter.Cycles, No.of.Shutter.CycIes%)
i% = SetCtrlVal (Show.Panel%, ShowPnl-No.of.Sweeps, No.of.Sweeps%)
i% = SetCtrlVal (Show.Panel%, ShowPnl.Dwell.Time,
Dwell.Time#)
END SUB

REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

--------------------------------------------------------------------- This subprogram creates (updates) the file "pdscan.inp" by writing
- the excitation scan parameters to it The parameters are
- CurrentEnergy, InitialEnergy, FinalEnergy, EnergyJump,
-No.of.Sweeps, Dwell.time, Yminimum and Ymaximum.
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R E M --------------------------------------------------------------------SUB WritePDScanParameters
STATIC i%
STATIC handle%
STATIC positionA
STATIC offsetA
STATIC Bytes. Written%
STATIC dimame
AS STRING* 100
STATIC InputFilename AS STRING* 120
STATIC Buffer
AS STRING*33
CALL GetProgramDir (dimameS)
CALL MakePathname (dimameS, "PDSCAN.INP", InputFilenameS)
handle% = OpenFile (InputFilenameS, write.only, truncate.file, ASCILTP)
REM — Write scan parameters to the file-----------------------------positionA = SetFilePtr (handle%, 0A, begining)
offsetA = positionA
IF offsetA o 0 THEN
i% = MessagePopup ("Error positioning file pointer when writing!")
END IF
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<Current Energy(A): %flw8]", CurrentEnergy#)
Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
offsetA = offsetA + CLNG (Bytes.Written%) + 2A
positionA = SetFilePtr (handle%, offsetA, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, ”%s<Initial Energy(A): %flw8]M
, InitialEnergy#)
Bytes. Written% - WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
offsetA = offsetA + CLNG (Bytes.Written%) + 2A
positionA = SetFilePtr (handle%, offsetA, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<Final Energy(A): %flw8]", FinalEnergy#)
Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handled, BufferS, 31)
offsetA = offsetA +■CLNG (Bytes. Written%) + 2A
positionA = SetFilePtr (handle%, offsetA, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<Energy Jump(A): %fjw8]", EnergyJump#)
Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
offsetA = offsetA + CLNG (Bytes. Written%) + 2A
positionA = SetFilePtr (handle%, offsetA, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<No. of Sweeps:
%i[w8J", No.of.Sweeps%)
Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
offsetA = offsetA + CLNG (Bytes. Written%) + 2A
positionA = SetFilePtr (handle%, offsetA, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<Dwell.Time:
%ffw8]", Dwell.Time#)
Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
offsetA = offsetA + CLNG (Bytes. Written%) + 2A
positionA = SetFilePtr (handle%, offsetA, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<Yminimum:
%flw8]", Yminimum#)
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Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
offset* = offset& + CLNG (Bytes. Written%) + 2&
position& = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset&, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<Ymaximum:
%flw8]", Ymaximum#)
Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
i% = CloseFile (handle%)

END SUB

REM ---------------------------------------------------------------------REM - This subprogram creates (updates) the file "flscan.inp” by writing REM - the fluorescence scan parameters to it. The parameters are
REM - CurrentWavelength, InitialWavelength, FinalWavelength,
REM - WavelengthJump, No.of.Sweeps, No.of.Shutter.Cycles, DweiLtime, REM - Yminimum and Ymaximum.
R E M ---------------------------------------------------------------------SUB WriteScanParameters
STATIC i%
STATIC handle%
STATIC position&
STATIC offset*
STATIC Bytes. Written%
STATIC dimame
AS STRING* 100
STATIC InputFilename AS STRING* 120
STATIC Buffer
AS STRING*3 3
CALL GetProgramDir (dimameS)
CALL MakePathname (dimameS, "FLSCAN.INP", InputFilenameS)
handle% = OpenFile (InputFilenameS, write.only, truncate.file, ASCII TP)
REM — Write scan parameters to the file-----------------------------position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, 0&, begining)
offset* = position*
IF offset* o 0 THEN
i% = MessagePopup ("Error positioning file pointer when writing!")
END IF
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<Current Wavelength(A): %f[w8]", CurrentWavelength#)
Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
offset& = offset* + CLNG (Bytes. Written%) + 2*
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<lnitial Wavelength(A): %f[w8]", InitialWavelength#)
Bytes. Written%= WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
offset* = offset* + CLNG (Bytes. Written%) + 2&
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<Final Wavelength(A): %f[w8]M,FinalWavelength#)
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Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)

offset& = offset* + CLNG (Bytes. Written%) + 2*
position& = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<Wavelength Jump(A): %f[w8]", WavelengthJump#)
Bytes.Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
offset& = offset* + CLNG (Bytes. Written%) + 2 *
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<No of Sweeps:
%i[w8]“, No.of.Sweeps%)
Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
offset* = offset* +■CLNG (Bytes. Written%) + 2 *
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<No. of Shutter Cycles: %i[w8]", No.of.Shutter.Cycles%)
Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
offset* = offset* + CLNG (Bytes. Written%) + 2 *
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
i% = Fmt (Buffers, "%s<Dwell.Time:
%flw8]'', DwelLTime#)
Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
offset* = offset* + CLNG (Bytes.Written%) + 2 *
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset&, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<Yminimum:
%ftw8J", Yminimum#)
Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
offset* = offset* + CLNG (Bytes. Written%) + 2*
position* = SetFilePtr (handle%, offset*, begining)
i% = Fmt (BufferS, "%s<Ymaximum:
%f[w8I", Ymaximum#)
Bytes. Written% = WriteLine (handle%, BufferS, 31)
i% = CloseFile (handle%)
END SUB

REM ----------------------------------------------------------- --------REM - This subprogram zooms certain region defined by "wavelengthl" and
REM - "wavelength2".
REM --------------------------------------------------------------------SUB Zoom
STATIC i%
STATIC index%
STATIC Middlel%
STATIC Middle2%
STATIC No.of.Points%
STATIC quit%
STATIC id%
STATIC Positionl#
STATIC Position2#
STATIC InitialPosition#
STATIC FinalPosition#
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STATIC PositionJump#
STATIC Max.Netcounts#
STATIC Min.Netcounts#
STATIC Max.Index%
STATIC Min.Index%
DIM Net.Counts.PIot#( 1024)
DIM WAVE#( 1024)
quit% = FALSE
IF Scan.SeIection% = FLSCAN THEN
Initialposition# = InitialWavelength#
FinalPosition# = FinalWavelength#
PositionJump# = WavelengthJump#
ELSEIF Scan.SeIection% = PDSCAN THEN
Initialposition# = InitialEnergy#
FinalPosition# = FinalEnergy#
PositionJump# = EnergyJump#
ELSE
EXIT SUB
END IF
Zoom.Panel% = LoadPanel% ("FLSCAN.mR", ZoomPnl)
i% = InstailPopup (Zoom.Panel%)
WHILE quit% o TRUE
i% = GetPopupEvent (waiting, id%)
SELECT CASE id%
CASE ZoomPnl.OK
quit% = TRUE
END SELECT
WEND
i% = GetCtrlVal (Zoom.Panel%, ZoomPnl.Positionl, Positionl#)
i% = GetCtrlVal (Zoom.PaneI%, ZoomPnl.Position2, Position2#)

IF Positionl# < InitialPosition# OR Position2# > FinalPosition# THEN
i% = MessagePopup(" Invalid Region! Try again!M
)
i% = RemovePopup (0)
EXIT SUB
ELSEIF Positionl# >= Position2# THEN
i% = MessagePopupC Wrong order of begining and ending! Try again!")
i% = RemovePopup (0)
EXIT SUB
END IF
Middlel% = (Positionl# - InitialPosition#) / PositionJump#
Middle2% = (Position2# - InitialPosition#) / PositionJump#
No.of.Points% = Middle2% - Middle 1% + I
FOR index% = 0 TO (No.of.Points% - 1)
IF Scan.Selection% = FLSCAN THEN
Net.Counts.Plot#(index%) = CDBL(Net.Counts&(index% + Middle 1%))
WAVE#(index%) = Wavelength#(index% + Middle 1%)
ELSEIF Scan.Selection% = PDSCAN THEN
NeLCounts.Plot#(index%) = CDBL(PGM.Net.Counts&(index% + Middlel%))
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WAVE#(index%) = Energy#(index% + Middle 1%)
ELSE
EXIT SUB
END IF
NEXT index%
i% = RemovePopup (0)
REM ----------- Now replot the data--------------------------------------CALL MaxMinlD (Net.Counts.Plot#0> No.of.Points%,_
Max.NetCounts#, Max.Index%, Min.NetCounts#, Min.Index%)
Ymaximum# = Max.NetCounts# *1.1
Yminimum# = Min.NetCounts#
CALL ConfigGraph (Positionl#, Position2#)
i% = PlotXY (Graph.Panel%, GraphPnl.Graph, WAVE#0, Net.Counts.Plot#0,
No.of.Points%, 4, 4, 0, 10, 1, 10)
END SUB

REM = - ■
:r- r :■ REM ------------ Endof
Software Operation Subprograms —
REM
and
-----------REM ----------- Begining
of Hardware Operation Subprograms
R EM

= = = = -= = = ^ = = = = = = = = = ^= —

r -

:■

rr ^

R E M --------------------------------------------------------------------REM - This subprogram is for events counting. The maximum number of events
REM - that each of the four COUNTERS can accumulate is 2147483647(2A31-1).
REM - You can do the counting up to 327 seconds at a time.
REM --------------------------------------------------------------------SUB COUNTERS (duration#, counts 1&, counts2&)
REM Make sure that these variables are local, since a STATIC statement
REM overrides the effect of a module-level SHARED statement.
STATIC i%
STATIC boardcode%
STATIC kerr%
STATIC Messages
STATIC Err. Value AS STRING*5
STATIC Err.Message AS STRING*20
STATIC ret%
STATIC pulse.timebase%
STATIC pulsewidth%
STATIC delay.value%
STATIC OutputState%
STATIC overflow 1%
STATIC overflow2%
STATIC overflow3%
STATIC overflow4%
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STATIC counterl. 1%
STATIC counter 1.2%
STATIC counter2.1%
STATIC counter2.2%
STATIC rcounterl. 1&
STATIC rcounterl.2&
STATIC rcounter2.1&
STATIC rcounter2.2&
REM
Initialization--------------DIM ctr.list% (4)
ctr.list%(0) = Ctrl
ctr.list%(l) = ctr2
ctr.list%(2) = ctr3
ctr.list%(3) = ctr4
ctr.list%(4) = ctr5
Output State% = 0
counterl. 1% = 0
counterl.2% = 0
counter2.1% = 0
counter2.2% = 0
rcounterl. 1& = 0
rcounterl.2& = 0
rcounter2.1& = 0
rcounter2.2& = 0
counts 1& = 0
counts2& = 0
i% = GetDA.Brds.Info (PC.TIO, boardCode%, bAddr%, irqLl%, irqL2%, _
iiqTrigMode%, dmaLl%, dmaL2%, daqMode%)
IF boardCode% o 14 THEN
'14: Assigned number for PC-TIO-IO Board
BEEP
i% = MessagePopup("PC-TIO-10 Board not Found!")
EXIT SUB
END IF
kerr% = CTR.Simul.Op(PC.TIO, no.of.ctrs.counter, ctr.list%0, simul.reserve)
IF keri% o 0 THEN
BEEP
Messages = "ERROR "
i% = Fmt(Err. ValueS, "%s<%i", ken%)
‘Integer to String
i% = Fmt(Err.MessageS, "%s<%s%s”, Messages, Err.ValueS)
i% = MessagePopup(Err.Message$)
EXIT SUB
END IF
REM Get the timebase for the gating pulse
IF duration# > 327# OR duration# <= 0# THEN
BEEP
ret% = MessagePopup("Dwell Time not in the range 0 - 327sec!")
EXIT SUB
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ELSEIF duration# <= 327# AND duration# > 32.7# THEN
pulse.timebase% = tbase. 100Hz
pulsewidth% = CINT(duration# * 100#)
ELSEIF duration# <= 32.7# AND duration# > 3.27# THEN
pulse.timebase% = tbase. 1KHz
pulsewidth% = CINT(duration# * 1000#)
ELSEIF duration# <= 3.27# AND duration# > .327# THEN
pulse.timebase% = tbase. lOKHz
pulsewidth% = CINT(duration# * 10000#)
ELSEIF duration# <= .327# THEN
pulse.timebase% = tbase. lOOKHz
pulsewidth% = CINT(duration# * 100000#)
END IF
REM Config the counters
i% = CTR.Config(PC.TIO, Ctrl, rising.edge, h.1. gating, TC.pulse, P.polarity)
i% = CTR.Config(PC.TIO, ctr2, rising.edge, no.gating, TC.toggled, P.polarity)
i% = CTR.Config(PC.TIO, ctr3, rising.edge, h.l.gating, TC.pulse, P.polarity)
i% = CTR.Config(PC.TIO, ctr4, rising.edge, no.gating, TC.toggled, P.polarity)
i% = CTR.Config(PC.TIO, ctr5, rising.edge, no.gating, TC.toggled, P.polarity)
REM Let the counters be ready to be started by CTR.Simul.OpO call
i% = CTR.EvCount(PC.TIO, Ctrl, tbase.sourcel, continuously)
i% = CTR.EvCount(PC.TIO, ctr2, tbase.previous, stop.at.64K)
i% = CTR.EvCount(PC.T10, ctr3, tbase.source3, continuously)
i% = CTR.EvCount(PC.TIO, ctr4, tbase.previous, stop.at64K)
delay.value% = 5
'For better synchronization
i% = CTR_Pulse(PC.TTO, ctr5, pulse.timebase%, delay.value%, pulsewidth%)
i% = CTR.Simul.Op(PC.TIO, no.of.ctrs.counter, ctr.list%0, simul.start)
CALL Delay(duration#)
REM Make sure the counters are done with counting
i% = CTR.State(PC.TIO, ctr5, Output. State%)
WHILE Output.State% o 0 '0 indicates that OUT is at a low-logic state
i% = CTR.State(PC.TIO, ctr5. OutputState%)
WEND
REM Get the readings of the counters
i% = CTR.EvRead(PC.TIO, Ctrl, overflowl%,
i% = CTR.EvRead(PC.TTO, ctr2, overflow2%,
i% = CTR.EvRead(PC.TIO, ctr3, overflow3%,
i% = CTR.EvRead(PC.TIO, ctr4, overflow4%,

counterl. 1%)
counter 1.2%)
counter2.1%)
counter2.2%)

REM Checking overflow state of the counters
IF overflow2% o 0 OR counterl.2% < 0 THEN
BEEP
i% = MessagePopup("Overflow occured on COUNTER1")
ELSEIF overflow4% o 0 OR counter2.2% < 0 THEN
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BEEP
i% = MessagePopupO'Overflow occured on COUNTER2")
END IF
REM Data conversion
REM For COUNTER1
IF counterl. 1% >= 0 THEN
rcounterl. 1& = CLNG(counterl. 1%)
ELSE
rcounterl. 1& = CLNG(counterl.l%) + 65536&
END IF
IF counter 1.2% >= 0 THEN
rcounterl.2& = CLNG(counterl.2%)
ELSE
rcounterl.2& = CLNG(counterl.2%) + 65536&
END IF
countsl& = rcounterl. 1& + rcounterl.2& * 65535&
REM For COUNTER2
IF counter2.1% >= 0 THEN
rcounter2.1& = CLNG(counter2.1%)
ELSE
rcounter2.1& = CLNG(counter2.1%) + 65536&
END IF
IF counter2.2% >= 0 THEN
rcounter2.2& = CLNG(counter2.2%)
ELSE
rcounter2.2& = CLNG(counter2.2%) + 65536&
END IF
counts2& = rcounter2.1& + rcounter2.2& * 65535&
REM Stop all the counters being used
i% = CTR.Simul.Op(PC.TTO, no.of.ctrs.counter, ctr.list%0, simul.stop)
REM Cancel reservation and reset the counters for other usages
i% = CTR.Simul.Op(PC.nO, no.of.ctrs.counter, ctr.list%0, simul-firee)
i% = CTR.Reset (PC.TIO, Ctrl, low.logic)
i% = CTR. Reset (PC.TIO, ctr2, low.logic)
i% = CTR.Reset (PC.TIO, ctr3, low.logic)
i% = CTR.Reset (PC.TIO, ctr4, low.logic)
i% = CTR.Reset (PC.TIO, ctrS, low.logic)
END SUB

R E M --------------------------------------------------------------------REM — This subprogram initializes the two boards when called.
REM --------------------------------------------------------------------SUB INITTALIZATION.BOARDS
STATIC i%
STATIC ZeroVolt#
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•FOR COUNTERS
L% = CTRReset (PC.TIO, Ctrl,
i% = CTRReset (PC.TIO, ctr2,
i% = CTRReset (PC.TIO, ctr3,
i% = CTRReset (PC.TIO, ctr4,
i% = CTRReset (PC.TIO, ctr5,

low.logic)
low.logic)
low.logic)
low.logic)
low.logic)

'FOR TTL OUTPUTS
i% = CTRReset (PC.TIO, ctr7, high.logic)
i% = CTRReset (PC.TIO, ctrlO, high, logic)
•FOR ANALOG OUTPUTS
i% = AO.Config(AT.MIO, AO.Chanl, AO.Bipolar, int.ref.volt, IMupdate)
i% = AO.Config(AT.MIO, A0.Chan2, AO.Bipolar, int.ref.volt, IMupdate)
i% = AO.VWrite(AT.MIO, AO.Chanl, ZeroVolt#)
i% = AO. VWrite(AT.MIO, AO.Chan2, ZeroVolt#)
END SUB

REM ---------------------------------------------------------------------REM - TTL pulses can be used to control a DC stepping motor through the
REM - controller. The frequency and the maximum number of pulses are set
REM - to be 1000Hz and 1x10*9, respectively, in file "SUPPORT.INC". It
REM - takes one hour to send out 3600000 (3.6x10*6) pulses. So, it will
REM - take approximately 11.5 days to finish if you set the num.of.pulses&
REM - to be 1x10*9.
REM ----------------------------------------------------------------------SUB MOTORl(direction%, num.of.pulses&)
REM Make sure that these variables are local, since a STATIC statement
REM overrides the effect of a module-level SHARED statement
STATIC i%
STATIC boardcode%
STATIC BOARD.DD%
STATIC tbase.source.id%
STATIC timebase%
STATIC l.period%
STATIC hperiod%
STATIC repetition%
STATIC leftover%
STATIC iteration%
STATIC overflow 1%
STATIC counts 1%
REM ----- Initialization -----------repetition% = 0
iteration% = 0
left.over% = 0
counts 1% - 0
DIM mtr.list%(l)
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mtr.list%(0) = 0
mtr.list%(l) = 0
i% = GeLDA.Brds.Info (PC.TIO, boardCode%, bAddr%, irqLl%, irqL2%, _

irqTrigMode%, dmaLl%, dmaL2%, daqMode%)
IF boardCode% o 14 THEN
'14: Assigned number for PC-TIO-IO Board
BEEP
i% = MessagePopup("PC-TIO-IO Board not Found!")
EXIT SUB
END IF
IF num.of.pulses& <= 0& OR num.of.pulses& > MAX.NO.OF.PULSES THEN
BEEP
i% = MessagePopupO'Invalid number_of_pulses value!")
EXIT SUB
END IF
IF direction% = CW THEN
B0ARD.ID% = PC.TIO
mtr.list%(0) = ctrlO
To generate pulses
mtr.list%(l) = ctr9
'to count the number of output pulses
tbase. source. id% = tbase.source9
ELSEIF direction0/.. = CCW THEN
BOARD.ID% = PC.TIO
mtr.lisi%(0) = ctr7
To generate pulses
mtr.list%( 1) = ctr6
'to count the number of output pulses
tbase.source.id% = tbase.source6
ELSE
BEEP
i% = MessagePopup(" Wrong direction information!")
EXIT SUB
END IF
i% = CTRReset(BOARD.ID%, mtr.Iist%(0), high.logic)
i% = CTR_Reset(BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(l), low.logic)
i% = CTRConfig(BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(0), rising.edge, no.gating; TCtoggled, N.polarity)
i% = CTR.Config(BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(l), falling.edge, no.gating, TCpulse, P.polarity)
REM Convert frequency and duty values into period parameters
i% = CTRRate(frequency, duty.cyde.motor, timebase%, I.period%, h.period%)
REM When the num.of.pulses& is greater than 32767, it is necessary to do data
REM convertion in order to keep tracking the number of pulses that have been
REM sent out. The non-infinitesimal period of data convertion time slows down
REM the tracking. This is circumvented by slice the no.of.pulses into pieces
REM smaller than 32767 ( it is set to be 32700 here)
repetition% = CINT (num.of.pulses& \ 32700&)
left.ovei% = CINT (num.of.pulses& MOD 32700&)
WHILE iteration% < repetition%
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i% = CTR.EvCount(BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(l), tbase.source.id%, continuously)
i% = CTR.Square(BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(0), timebase%, l.period%, h.period%)
i% = CTR_EvRead(BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(l), overflowl%, counts I%)
WHILE counts 1% < 32700%
i% = CTR.EvRead(BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(l), overflowl%, counts 1%)
WEND
i% = CTR.Reset (BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(0), high. logic)
i% = CTR.Reset (BOARD. ID%, mtr.list%(l), low.logic)
iteration% = iteration% + 1
CALL Delay (0.2#)
i% = CTR.Config(BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(0), rising.edge, no.gating, TC.toggled, N.polarity)
i% = C I k .Config(BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(l), falling.edge, no.gating, TC.pulse, P.polarity)
WEND
i% = CTR.EvCount(BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(l), tbase.source.id%, continuously)
i% = CTR.Square(BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(0), timebase%, l.period%, h.period%)
i% = CTR_EvRead(BOARD.ID%, mtr.Iist%(l), overflowl%, counts 1%)
WHILE counts 1% < left.over%
i% = CTR_EvRead(BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(l), overflowl%, countsl%)
WEND
i% = CTR.Reset (BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(0), high.logic)
i% = CTR.Reset (BOARD.ID%, mtr.list%(l), low.logic)
END SUB

REM --------------------------------------------------------------------REM - By passing two different values (0 and 1), this subprogram sets
REM - the D/A OUTPUT 1 at two different states (0 and 5 volts). So it
REM - can close or open a shutter as you want
REM --------------------------------------------------------------------SUB SHUTTER 1 (open.or.close%)
REM Make sure that these variables are local, since a STATIC statement
REM overrides the effect of a module-level SHARED statement
STATIC i%
STATIC boardcode%
i% = InitDABrds (AT.MIO, boardCode%)
IF boardCode%<>6 AND boardCode%<>4 THEN '6: AT-MIO-16H-25 Board
'4: AT-MIO-16H-9 Board
BEEP
i% = MessagePopup ("AT-MIO-16H Board not ready!")
EXIT SUB
END IF
i% = AO.Config (AT.MIO, AO.Chanl, AO.Bipolar, int.ref.volt, IM.update)
IF open.or.close% = open.shutter THEN
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i% = AO. VWrite (AT.MIO, AO.Chanl, five.Volt)
ELSEIF open.or.cIose% = close.shutter THEN
i% = AO.VWrite (AT.MIO, AO.Chanl, zero.Volt)
ELSE
BEEP
i% = MessagePopup ("Wrong shutter open/close information!")
END IF
END SUB

R E M --------------------------------------------------------------------REM - This subprogram will let you use all of the individual modules, REM - such as COUNTERS, TTL OUTPUTS, D/A OUTPUTS and A/D INPUTS.
REM --------------------------------------------------------------------SUB SystemTest
STATIC i%
STATIC Message. Panel%
STATIC TestPanel%
STATIC control.id%
STATIC Mode%
STATIC Counts I &
STATIC Counts2&
STATIC Motor.Mode%
STATIC cw.down%
STATIC ccw.up%
STATIC Jump#
STATIC FinalWavePoint#
STATIC num.of.pulses&
STATIC Voutl#
STATIC Vout2#
STATIC Vinl#
STATIC Vin2
STATIC Vin3#
STATIC exited%
STATIC start%
STATIC stopped%
STATIC Counting.Time#
STATIC Dwell.T#
i% = SetlnputMode (Menu.Bar%, -1, FALSE)
'Load and display the menu bar and the panel
Test.Panel% = LoadPanel ("FLSCAN.UIR", Test)
i% = InstallPopup (Test.Panel%)
'Initialization
cw.down% = CW
ccw.up% = CCW
CALL INITIALIZATION.BOARDS
i% = SetCtrlVal (TestPanel%, TesLCurrentWavelength, CurrentWavelength#)
exited% = FALSE
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start% = FALSE
stopped% = FALSE
Mode% = 1
Counting.Time# =1.0
Dwell.T# = 0.2
WHILE exited% = FALSE
i% = GetPopupEvent(no.wait, control. id%)
SELECT CASE control.id%
CASE Test.Exit
exited% = TRUE
CASE TestMODE
i% = GetCtrlVal(TestPanel%, TestMODE, Mode%)
'For Counters
CASE TestCountingTime
i% = GetCtrlVal(TestPanel%, TestCountingTime, Counting.Time#)
CASE Test.DwellTime
i% = GetCtrlVal(TestPanel%, TestDwellTime, Dwell.T#)
CASE Test. Start
start% = TRUE
stopped% = FALSE
CASE Test. Stop
stopped% = TRUE
start% = FALSE
END SELECT
IF start% = TRUE AND stopped% = FALSE THEN
IF Mode% = 1 THEN
CALL COUNTERS(Counting.Time#, Counts 1&, Counts2&)
i% = SetCtrlVal(Test.Panel%, Test Counterl, Countsl&)
i% = SetCtrIVal(TestPanel%, TestCounter2, Counts2&)
IF Dwell.Time# = 0.0# THEN
stopped% = TRUE
start% = FALSE
ELSE
CALL Delay (Dwell.T#)
END IF
ELSEIF Mode% = 2 THEN Tor TTL Pulse Output
i% = GetCtrlVal(TestPanel%, Test Grating,
GratingSelection%)
i% = GetCtriVaI(TestPanel%, TestMotorMode,
Motor.Mode%)
i% = GetCtriVal(TestPanel%, TestCurrentWavelength, CurrentWavelength#)
i% = GetCtrlVal(TestPanel%, TestFinalWavePoint FinalWavePoint#)
Jump# = ABS (FinalWavePoint# - CurrentWavelength#)
IF SteppingMotorMode% = FullStep THEN
num.of.pulses& = CLNG (Jump# * 50.0#)
IF GratingSelection% = 2 THEN
' 2400 g/mm
num.of.pulses& = num.of.pulses& * 2
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ELSEIF GratingSelection% = 3 THEN ' 3600 g/rrun
num.of.pulses& = num.of.pulses& * 3
END IF
ELSEIF SteppingMotorMode% = HaifStep THEN
num.of.pulses& = CLNG (Jump# * 100.0#)
IF GradxigSelection% = 2 THEN
12400 g/mm
num.of.pulses& = num.of.pulses& * 2
ELSEIF GratingSelection% = 3 THEN ' 3600 g/mm
num.of.pulses& = num.of.pulses& * 3
END IF
END IF
Message.Panel% = LoadPanei ("FLSCAN.UIR". WaitPnl)
i% = InstallPopup (Message.Panel%)
IF FinalWavePoint# > CuirentWavelength# THEN
CALL MOTOR1 (ccw.up%, num.of.pulses&)
ELSEIF FinalWavePoint# < CurrentWavelength# THEN
CALL MOTOR1 (cw.down%, num.of.pulses&)
END IF
CurrentWavelength# = FinalWavePoint#
Call WriteScanParameters
i% = RemovePopup (0)
Jump# = 0.0
num.of.pulses& = 0
i% = SetCtrlVal(TestPanel%, Test.CurrentWavelength,CurrentWavelength#)
stopped% - TRUE
start% = FALSE
END IF
ELSE
END IF
IF Mode% = 3 THEN 'For Voltage Output
i% = GetCtrlVal(TestPanel%, Test.DA.Channell, Voutl#)
i% = GetCtrlVal(TestPanel%, TestDA.Channel2, Vout2#)
i% = AO. VWrite(AT.MIO, AO.Chanl, Voutl#)
i% = AO.VWrite(AT.MIO, AO.Chan2, Vout2#)
ELSEIF Mode% = 4 THEN
i% = AI.VRead(AT.MIO, ALChanl, ALGainl, Vinl#)
i% = AI.VRead(AT.MIO, AI.Chan2, ALGainl, Vin2#)
i% = AI.VRead(AT.MIO, AI.Chan3, ALGainl, Vin3#)
i% = SetCtrlVaI(TesLPanel%, Test-AD.Channell, Vinl#)
i% = SetCtrlVal(TestPanel%, Test.AD.Channel2, Vm2#)
i% = SetCtrlVal(TestPanel%, Test.AD.Channel3, Vin3#)
CALL DELAY(.2#) 'Set the time interval between two readings 0.2 s
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END IF
WEND
i% = RemovePopup (0)
CALL INITIALIZATION.BOARDS
i% = SetlnputMode (Menu.Bar%, -1, TRUE)
END SUB

REM = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
EndofallSubprograms
REM ------------REM ==========a-g-r-^7 = = ^ .-= =
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